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Summary

In breast cancer screening the radiologist searches for suspicious lesions inside
the breast. If the lesion is only visible on MRI then it is difficult to precisely
target it for a biopsy. The current manual procedure is inaccurate and ineffi-
cient, so research has been done to develop suitable alternatives using robotics.
Two different robotic system projects have been conducted to tackle the clinical
challenge: the MURAB project and the Stormram project.

The MURAB project combines different imaging modalities including MRI,
ultrasound, elastography and stereo vision to create a detailed patient-specific
model for the biopsy. The setup consists of a metallic robot arm with end-
effector positioned under a patient bed. The patient is first scanned in the
MRI and then by the robotic arm, resulting in 3D scans in MRI, ultrasound
and elastography. A patient-specific simulation model is created and the inter-
vention planned, taking tissue deformations into account. The biopsy needle is
manually inserted by the radiologist. The different sub-parts of the system were
investigated in a broad range of phantom experiments, while preliminary exper-
iments with the full setup on phantoms were conducted as well. The MURAB
setup has shown that it is effectively able to apply deformation compensation
techniques in targeting lesions.

The Stormram project takes a different approach into the same clinical
challenge. An MR safe needle manipulator is placed inside the MRI scanner,
allowing to insert the biopsy needle robotically straight after the MRI scan
without moving the patient. The manipulator is actuated by pneumatic stepper
motors which are entirely made of non-metallic materials and are extensively
described and evaluated. A total of five distinct prototypes have been built
within the Stormram project. The Stormram 4 has shown to have a needle
positioning accuracy in MRI of 2 mm.

Both the MURAB and Stormram projects show that it is possible to tackle
the clinical challenge using a robotic system, taking tissue deformations into ac-
count. Several new technologies and combinations have been developed within
both projects and these also demonstrate the value of the conducted research.





Samenvatting

Bij borstkankeronderzoek zoekt de radioloog naar verdachte laesies in de borst.
Sommige laesies zijn alleen zichtbaar op MRI en derhalve moeilijk om precies
aan te prikken voor biopsie. De huidige handmatige procedure is onnauwkeurig
en inefficiënt, dus er is onderzoek gedaan om geschikte alternatieven te ont-
wikkelen met behulp van robotica. Er zijn twee verschillende projecten uit-
gevoerd om de klinische uitdaging aan te gaan: het MURAB project en het
Stormram project.

Het MURAB project combineert verschillende beeldvormingsmodaliteiten
waaronder MRI, echografie (ultrasound), elastografie en beeldherkenning, om
een gedetailleerd patiëntspecifiek model voor borstbiopsie te creëren. De op-
stelling bestaat uit een (metalen) robotarm met een manipulator geplaatst
onder een patiëntbed. De patiënt wordt eerst gescand in de MRI en vervol-
gens door de robotarm, wat resulteert in 3D-scans in MRI, ultrasound en elas-
tografie. Er wordt een patiëntspecifiek simulatiemodel gemaakt en de biop-
sie voorbereid, daarbij rekening houdend met voorspelde vervorming van het
weefsel. De biopsienaald wordt met de hand ingebracht door de radioloog. De
verschillende sub-onderdelen van het project werden onderzocht in fantoom-
experimenten, terwijl experimenten met de volledige opstelling ook op fan-
tomen werden uitgevoerd. Er is aangetoond dat de MURAB opstelling in staat
is om effectief vervormingen te compenseren bij het aanprikken van laesies.

Het Stormram project gebruikt een andere aanpak voor de klinische uitda-
ging. Een MR-veilige naaldmanipulator wordt in de MRI-scanner geplaatst
zodat de biopsienaald met de robot kan worden ingebracht na de MRI-scan
zonder de patiënt te verplaatsen. De manipulator wordt bediend door pneu-
matische stappenmotoren welke volledig zijn gemaakt van kunststof materialen
en deze zijn uitgebreid worden beschreven en geëvalueerd. Er zijn in totaal vijf
verschillende prototypes gebouwd in de Stormram serie. Het vierde prototype,
de Stormram 4, heeft een nauwkeurigheid van 2 mm bij het positioneren van
de naald in de MRI.

Zowel het MURAB als het Stormram project tonen aan dat het mogelijk



iv

is om de klinische uitdaging aan te pakken met behulp van een robotsysteem,
daarbij rekening houdend met weefsel-vervormingen. Verscheidende nieuwe
technologieën en combinaties daarvan zijn ontwikkeld binnen beide projecten
en deze hebben ook de waarde van het uitgevoerde onderzoek bewezen.
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General Introduction
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The field of this thesis’ research is in breast cancer screening and diagnosis,
more specifically in the biopsy of MRI-visible lesions. This chapter starts with
the clinical background, followed by the general approach split in two research
lines. The chapter concludes by a short overview of the research projects con-
ducted for this thesis.

1.1 Clinical background

This clinical background covers the anatomy of the breast, a few words about
the breast cancer and an overview of techniques used in screening and treat-
ment.

1.1.1 Breast anatomy

The breast is one specific organ of the human body. In females it generally
develops to large sizes than in men, especially during puberty and pregnancy.
The main function is lactating, i.e. to produce milk for infants.

Figure 1.1 shows the anatomy of the breast. It consists of several tissue
types including skin, fibrous tissue (suspensory/Cooper ligaments), fatty tissue,
lactiferous ducts (mammary/milk ducts), lobules, aerola with nipple, blood
vessels, lymph nodes. The breast is adjacent to the pectoralis major muscle,
which is in turn connected to the ribs.
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Figure 1.1: Anatomy of the human breast. 1: Chest wall, 2: Pectoralis muscles, 3: Lobules,
4: Nipple, 5: Aerola, 6: Milk duct, 7: Fatty tissue, 8: Skin. Image: Patrick J. Lynch / CC
BY 3.0

1.1.2 Breast cancer

Like any organ, the breast can develop diseases which may need treatment.
One particulary dangerous disease is cancer, which poses a siginificant health
risk for the person if left untreated. Among females, breast cancer is the most
commonly diagnosed cancer with about 2.1 million new cases in 2018 and the
leading cause of cancer death worldwide [20]. Breast cancer has far-reaching
personal consequences and therefore has been the focus of much research world-
wide.

There are several types of breast cancer with different causes and origins.
Common examples are ductal carcinoma (originating in milk ducts) and lobular
carcinoma (originating in lobules). There are several subtypes depending on
the characteristics of the cancerous cells, of which some are invasive while others
do not spread out (e.g. ductal carcinoma in situ, or DCIS).

Several risk factors are known to increase the chances of developing breast
cancer. Examples are having an unhealthy lifestyle such as smoking, obesity
and excessive drinking of alcohol. Another important risk factor is in genetics,
more specifically the BRCA1 and BRCA2 tumor-suppression genes which are
hereditary and cause an elevated risk for development of breast cancer and
ovarian cancer. Furthermore, women have a much higher risk than men and
the risk also increases with age.

The development of breast cancer can be classified in five stages, in which
stage 0 indicates a non-invasive cancer (e.g. DCIS), stage I to III indicate inva-
sive breast cancers of increasing size and/or spreading within breast, and stage
IV finally indicates invasive cancer which has spread out to other organs of the
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body. The five-year survival rate is relatively high in stage 0 and significantly
decreases in the higher stages. This implies that early detection and treatment
of breast cancer is crucial to maximize the life expectancy.

1.1.3 Screening and treatment

A periodic breast screening program has been set up in most countries, es-
pecially the developed ones with a high standard for healthcare. Taking the
Netherlands as an example, the routine screening program involves taking a
mammogram once in every two years for women aged 50-75 years. In case
of elevated risk for breast cancer, abnormalities, unspecific complaints and/or
other indications the mammography frequency can be increased and/or sup-
plemented with additional imaging techniques. Suspicious lesions may need to
be biopsied, which involves taking out a sample of the lesion for histological
assessment. If cancerous tissue is detected then a treatment plan can be set
up, which may involve radiation and/or surgical techniques.

1.1.4 Imaging techniques

Several two-dimensional and three-dimensional techniques are available to visu-
alize the interior of the breast, allowing to search for suspicious lesions. Every
imaging technique has its own advantages and disadvantages and a good un-
derstanding of these techniques is essential in obtaining an accurate diagnosis.
The result of a scan can be classified according to the BI-RADS scheme. The
general definition is as folllows: 1 = normal, healthy tissue, 2 = benign le-
sions only, 3 = probably benign but needs follow-up, 4 = suspicious and needs
additional exam, 5 = probably malign, 6 = proven malignancy [137].

Mammography

Figure 1.2: Left: Mammography imaging procedure. Right: Example mammogram. Source:
National Cancer Institute.
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Mammography uses X-rays to create a two-dimensional black/white image
of the breast. The breast is first compressed between two transparent plates
(Figure 1.2(left)) and then a small dose of radiation is used to obtain the X-ray
image. Several structures can be distinguished on the mammogram as shown
in Figure 1.2(right). Denser tissue generally appears brighter than soft tissue.
In many cases the radiologist is able to distinguish suspicious lesions such as
bright spots and other abnormalities, especially if the breast is not too dense.
If one or more lesions are found then an ultrasound exam is usually planned.

The mammogram results in a two-dimensional projection of the breast,
making it difficult to distinguish structures that are overlapping in the direction
perpendicular to the imaging plane. This is especially an issue in dense breasts,
resulting in reduced sensitivity of suspicious lesions.

Ultrasound

Figure 1.3: Left: Ultrasound scanning procedure. Right: Ultrasound scan exposing lesion in
breast. Sources: RadiologyInfo.org, RadiologicTechnology.org

Ultrasound, also known as ultrasonography, uses acoustic waves with a fre-
quency of several megahertz to image tissue in one plane. The acoustic waves
are emitted from an array of piezo elements inside a handheld device, called
the transducer. These waves are transmitted, attenuated and reflected inside
tissue and at boundary layers between tissue types. The transducer picks up
the reflected acoustic waves and reconstructs a two-dimensional image based
on the shape and timing characteristics of the received waveforms in relation
to the transmitted waveforms.

Figure 1.3(left) shows an impression of the procedure. The radiologist in-
spects the ultrasound images for abnormalities (lesions) while moving the probe
around the whole breast. Figure 1.3(right) shows an example ultrasound scan
in which a dark oval shape can be seen which the radiologist may classify as a
suspicious lesion.

One important advantage of ultrasound over mammography is that the
imaging plane can be almost arbitrarily chosen. This way it is possible to ex-
amine a suspicious section from different angles and assess its characteristics
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with respect to adjacent tissue in all directions. Another advantage is that ul-
trasound does not use ionizing radiation. A drawback is that the imaging depth
is limited to a few centimetres, depending on the frequency of the transducer,
and not all lesions can be detected on ultrasound.

If a suspicious lesion is found on ultrasound which is classified as BI-RADS
3 or higher then an ultrasound-guided biopsy is generally advised.

MRI

Figure 1.4: Left: Patient moving in an MRI scanner for a scan. Right: Confirmation scan
during the biopsy procedure. Sources: MiddakotaClinic.com / RadboudUMC

Not all lesions can be found by mammography or ultrasound. MRI (mag-
netic resonance imaging) does not generate ionizing radiation and has the high-
est sensitivity among all imaging modalities, but is also one of the most expen-
sive. A small set of patients may be screened in MRI: women with an elevated
risk for breast cancer due to e.g. genetics, women with unspecified complaints
and in case of a pre-operative scan.

The MRI scanner uses a strong magnetic field with oscillating gradients
which resonate with protons (hydrogen atoms). In a uniform magnetic field
the spin axes of all protons line up with this magnetic field. These spins can
be deflected to a different alignment by superimposing an oscillating magnetic
field on top of the uniform field, this is done by rapidly oscillating a set of
electromagnetic coils. After turning off these oscillations the protons naturally
fall back to the original state, aligning the spin with the uniform magnetic field
again and hereby transmitting a radiofrequency (RF) wave. The time needed
to transfer from the excited to original state is called the T1 relaxation time
which is dependent on the type of tissue. Position information can be encoded
by applying gradients to the magnetic field to define two-dimensional slices, and
using phase and frequency encoding schemes to distinguish rows and columns
within that slice.

Several acquisition sequences are possible by changing various parameters
such as the repetition time (TR), echo time (TE) and others. Example se-
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quences are the T1-weighted spin echo which uses short TR and TE, while
T2-weighted spin echo uses long TR and TE times. Another sequence is the
balanced gradient echo sequence (3D Hyce on Esaote G-Scan Brio scanner).

In the MRI procedure the patient lies on a bed which is moved inside the
MRI tunnel (Figure 1.4). Several scans are taken using different sequences. A
contrast agent can be applied which emphasizes the blood vessels in the MRI
scans, especially when compared with a pre-contrast scan. This is useful in
detecting tumors as one characteric is angiogenesis, i.e. the formation of a
blood vessel network in/around the tumor.

When a lesion is found which is classified as BI-RADS 3 or higher then a
biopsy is generally advised. Biopsies can be done under ultrasound, stereotactic
(x-ray) or MRI guidance. The ultrasound-guided biopsy procedure is the easiest
and therefore the primary choice, but if the lesion is only detectable on MRI
then a MRI-guided biopsy will be needed.

MR safety If a new device is developed for use inside the MRI scanner
then special precautions must be followed to ensure safety of the patient. The
ASTM F2503 standard defines three categories of MRI devices: MR safe, MR
conditional and MR unsafe [114]. The MR safe requirement implies that the
device is free of metallic, ferromagnetic and conductive materials and therefore
inherently safe to use in all MRI scanners. This is regardless of the field strength
and other parameters such as maximum gradients and minimum distance to
patient. The MR conditional classification indicates that the device is only
safe when certain given conditions are all met, while devices with the MR
unsafe classification pose unacceptable risks and cannot be used in any MRI
environment. This scheme replaces the former one (MR compatible/safe) which
is known to cause confusion and errors: many ”MRI compatible” devices were
only tested under certain conditions and sometimes resulted in unsafe behaviour
in other environments, leading to serious risks.

Elastography

Tumors have a higher stiffness than normal tissue. This allows to detect certain
lesions by palpation (scanning the breast with the fingers checking for lumps
under the skin) and/or by elastographic imaging. The sensitivity of palpation
is limited to relatively large and/or superficial (i.e. close to the skin) masses
only, so for deeper lesions some form of an elastographic imaging is needed.

Several elastography techniques can be used. Strain imaging, or quasistatic
elastography, uses an external object (e.g. an ultrasound transducer) which is
pressed against the breast with a known pressure (stress), introducing a dis-
placement and local deformations of tissue (strain). The magnitude of these
local deformations can be measured with an imaging technique (e.g. ultra-
sound) and the ratio between stress and strain is a measure for the elasticity.
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Figure 1.5: Example ultrasound elastography scan. Source: Siemens Healthcare

Instead of externally induced mechanical excitation, it is also possible to
generate excitations internally, i.e. from within the organ. This is possible by
using an ultrasonic focused beam which generates shear waves originating from
the force region of excitation. The effect of these shear waves, in particular the
propagation speed, can be related to the local stiffness of the internal tissue.
This principle is used in the acoustic radiation force imaging (ARFI) and shear
wave elasticity imaging (SWEI) techniques [13, 96].

Instead of ultrasound elastography it is also possible to use a different imag-
ing modality such as MRI. In magnetic resonance elastography shear waves are
generated by an external mechanical oscillator after which the velocity of the
generated shear waves are measured by a special MRI scanning sequence.

Other techniques: CT, PET, SPECT, PAMMO

Where a mammography takes a single X-ray image, computed tomography
(CT) takes multiple X-rays from different angles allowing to reconstruct a three-
dimensional scan of the breast. Positron emission tomography (PET) and
single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) also reconstruct three-
dimensional scans by detecting gamma rays emitted by radioactive tracers and
visualizing the stream and uptake of fluids inside the body. The drawback of
CT is that the radiation dose is higher than that of a single mammography,
and the equipment is bigger and more complicated. PET and SPECT also
involve ionizing radiation that may be harmful and the scanning procedure is
relatively slow.

In elastography one of the newest techniques being researched is photoa-
coustic imaging, or pammography. This involves firing laser pulses inside the
breast to trigger localized acoustic waves, predominantly originating from ar-
eas of high laser energy uptake. The acoustic waves are recorded by arrays
of ultrasonic detectors from which a three-dimensional elastography model is
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reconstructed. Photoacoustic imaging does not involve ionizing radiation, but
the use of technology has not yet evolved to everyday’s clinical practice.

1.1.5 Breast biopsy

The use of imaging techniques may result in the detection of one or more
suspicious lesions that need to be further investigated. The golden standard
in accurate histological evaluation is the biopsy. A biopsy involves inserting
a hollow needle towards the lesion, followed by a firing sequence in which a
small sample of the lesion is cut off and encapsulated inside the needle and
later extracted. The sample(s) are examined for malignancy after which the
radiologist can decide on the next steps depending on the outcome.

It is of crucial importance that the biopsy sample includes part of the sus-
picious lesion. If the lesion is missed then the biopsy needs to be re-done,
resulting in additional tissue damage and a longer procedure time, to avoid the
possibility of a false negative outcome.

In order to bring the needle towards the lesion, the location of the lesion
must be known and the path of the needle must be controlled such that it
goes to that location. Several techniques are available in the current clinical
workflow, which usually involves ultrasound, stereotactic (X-ray) or MRI.

Ultrasound-guided biopsy

Figure 1.6: Left: Ultrasound-guided breast biopsy procedure. Right: MRI-guided biopsy
procedure. Sources: Oncolex.org, InvivoCorp.com

Figure 1.6(left) shows the ultrasound biopsy procedure. After applying
local anaesthetics an ultrasound transducer is positioned on the breast by one
hand with the lesion in view of the transducer, while the other hand inserts
the biopsy needle. The needle is angulated manually such that the path of the
needle goes towards the lesion as observed on the real-time ultrasound image.
Upon reaching the lesion the biopsy gun is fired manually and the biopsy needle
is extracted.
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MRI-guided biopsy

If ultrasound-guided biopsy is infeasible due to e.g. invisibility of the lesion
on ultrasound then a MRI-guided biopsy may be necessary. Figure 1.6(right)
shows the setup containing a patient bed with a hole for the breast. The breast
is immobilized by two vertical plates of which one contains a rectangular grid.
The patient is first scanned in MRI (without and with contrast agent) and the
suspicious lesion is localized and selected. The biopsy software then calculates
and displays the required grid position and needle insertion depth in order to
target this lesion. The patient is moved out of the scanner and a stylet through
a sheath is inserted to create access to the lesion. The stylet is replaced by an
obturator and the patient is scanned again to confirm that the location of the
tip coincides with that of the lesion. If not then the last steps are repeated
until the tip is at the right site. The patient is then moved again out of the
scanner and the biopsy needle is inserted, usually taking multiple samples under
vacuum assistance. A localization clip is inserted and a final confirmatory scan
is taken.

The whole MRI-guided biopsy procedure takes about 45 to 60 minutes.
A relatively thick (4 mm) biopsy needle is used which allows to take approxi-
mately ten samples and transport these through the needle to a container under
vacuum assistance.

Analysis of current MRI-guided biopsy procedure The current man-
ual MRI-guided biopsy procedure requires the patient to move in and out of
the scanner multiple times. The lesion is localized after a scan inside the scan-
ner, but the needle can only be inserted outside the scanner by the radiologist.
Although the breast is squeezed inbetween two plates, the lesion may still move
due to breathing, involuntary muscle contractions and/or needle-tissue inter-
action. Movements of several millimetres have been measured in practice. The
radiologist cannot compensate for these movements during needle insertion,
only the next confirmatory scan allows to correct the projected path.

If a grid system is used then there is a discretization error involved due
to the spacing of the grid. The grid size is typically in the order of 5 mm
resulting in a maximum discretization error of approx. 3 mm. This is in the
same order as the size of the smallest lesions to be biopsied (order of 5 mm). A
post-pillar system is also available in certain MRI-guided biopsy systems, but
this is rarely used by radiologists due to the additional complexity involved in
manually adjusting the position and angle of the post-pillar system.

The aforementioned inaccuracies more or less force the radiologist to take
away a relatively large volume of tissue samples. The vacuum-assited biopsy
device is an effective tool for this, but the thick needle results in significant
tissue damage.

The length of the MRI-guided biopsy procedure (45-60 min) combined with
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the relatively high tissue damage makes the manual MRI-guided biopsy pro-
cedure inaccurate and inefficient. There is a need for a more accurate and
efficient way of performing biopsies of the lesions involved.

There are fundamental limitations in manual biopsy procedures. The space
inside the MRI scanner is confined (especially in closed-bore, tunnel-type MRI
scanners), so it is difficult for the radiologist to insert the needle inside the MRI
scanner under visual guidance. A needle guide is required to reach specific
coordinates, but such a guide is unable to re-position itself in real-time to
correct the insertion path, unless a robotic system is used.

1.2 Main research question

The main research question is formulated as follows:
Could a robotic system improve accuracy and efficiency of biopsies of MRI-

visible lesions in the breast?
On the clinical side, this research question limits the scope to biopsy of

lesions in the breast that are only visible on MRI and not with other imaging
techniques. On the technology side, it states the use of a robotic system which
performs or guides the biopsy procedure. In terms of evaluation, the accuracy
can be seen as the distance of the needle tip from the target during biopsy,
while the efficiency refers to the required amount of tissue extracted and the
total duration and cost of the procedure.

1.3 General approach

There are two distinct ways in which a robotic system can help in MRI-guided
breast biopsy. The first category is by involving a robotic system inside the
MRI scanner, and the second category involves a robotic system outside the
MRI scanner. Both approaches are briefly explained in this section and form
the two main pillars of the research in this thesis.

1.3.1 Robotic system inside MRI scanner (Stormram)

The most direct way to involve robotics in MRI-guided breast biopsy is to place
a robotic breast biopsy system inside the MRI scanner. Such a robotic system
can steer the biopsy needle to the desired target lesion under (near-)realtime
MRI guidance and perform the biopsy immediately after confirmation of pre-
cisely hitting the target. One important challenge in this approach is the MRI
compatibility requirement for all components of such a system, severily limiting
the possible choices of construction materials and actuation methods. This ap-
proach has led to the development of five robotic systems, called Stormram 1 to
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4 and Sunram 5. Pneumatic stepper motors have been chosen as the actuation
method for these robotic systems.

1.3.2 Robotic system outside MRI scanner (MURAB)

A robotic system outside the MRI scanner is also able to steer the biopsy
needle to a given target location. The main challenge in this approach is
the deformability of the breast which has the consequence that the location
of the target lesion respective to the robot is variable. The approach of the
MURAB (MRI and Ultrasound Robotic Assisted Biopsy) project is to involve
additional imaging modalities such as ultrasound and stereo vision in order to
quantitatively measure and/or predict the deformations of the breast, allowing
to indirectly track the location of the lesion to be biopsied.

1.4 State of art

The challenge of precisely targeting MRI-visible lesions is not new. Much effort
has been put in researching systems that can target lesions in a better way than
the current clinical procedure. Several systems are designed for prostate biopsy
and robotics play an important role in the majority of these systems.

Two distinct groups of state-of-art research can be distinguished. The first
group utilizes a (robotic or manual) system inside the MRI scanner, whereas
the second group present methods to target lesions using systems outside the
MRI scanner.1

1.4.1 MR safe and MR conditional actuation methods

The MR safe/conditional requirement implies that conventional electromag-
netic motors cannot be directly used in actuation of any MR robot. Several
alternative actuation methods have been proposed and demonstrated:

� Piezo motors and ultrasonic motors, they are electric motors that only
cause limited interference with the MRI’s magnetic field. Using dedicated
control electronics and taking certain precautions, such motors may be
classified MR conditional and may be usable in actuation of MRI robots
[70, 123, 125]. A drawback is that piezo/ultrasonic motors cannot be
classified MR safe due to the use of electricity and metallic materials, so
the MRI safety and imaging quality aspects have to be re-evaluated each
time when operating conditions are expanded.

1Parts of this section have been reproduced from the introduction of Chapter 10.
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� Bowden cables transport energy via solid wires guided through tubes
[24, 70]. Instead of tubes a system of pulleys can also be used. These
techniques allow to place conventional motors away from the robot (out-
side the Faraday cage of the MRI scanner). If the wires and Bowden
tubes (or pulleys) are made of non-metallic materials, the system could
be made MR safe. Friction, backlash and elasticity in the rigid materi-
als may make an effective energy transfer difficult, especially when many
bends are present in the transmission line.

� Pneumatics use clean air as energy transfer medium which is abundant
in hospitals and laboratory environments. As small leakages are accept-
able, pneumatic cylinders can be manufactured using rapid prototyping
techniques. Important limitations are the compressibility of the medium
which makes precise position control of a single cylinder difficult [41, 135],
and also the long distance between the (MR unsafe) controller manifold
and robot leads to long pneumatic lines which results in relatively low
bandwidth.

� Hydraulics make use of liquid to deliver power to the robotic system [78,
133]. The liquid is kept in a closed system with compressor and valves and
leaks are to be avoided. A hydraulic device requires the use of precisely
engineered components, which makes rapid prototyping relatively difficult
compared to other techniques.

� Actuation by magnetic spheres driven by gradients of the MRI scanner
have also been demonstrated [40]. This technique is relatively compli-
cated as it requires precise control of the MRI’s gradients while at the
same time mitigating the imaging artifacts induced by the magnets.

� Shaped memory alloy (SMA) actuators generate unidirectional move-
ments when heat is applied to a SMA spring. The heat can be generated
by applying current through the SMA spring, of which the self-resistance
results in resistive heating. Bidirectional movement is generated using
complementary pairs of SMA springs [67]. The use of metallic materials
in the SMA actuators and the application of current through it make the
SMA actuators MR-conditional at best.

The author uses pneumatics as the energy transfer method in the form of
pneumatic stepper motors. We show that fast and precise control is possible
despite the low bandwidth and lack of direct position feedback.

1.4.2 MR safe and MR conditional robotic systems

Many MRI surgical robots have been developed in the past by various research
groups. In this chapter a selection of robotic systems driven by pneumatic
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Figure 1.7: Two state-of-art MRI manipulators driven by pneumatic stepper motors. a)
MrBot by Stoianovici et al. [120]. b) Soteria Remote Controlled Manipulator (RCM) by
Bomers et al. [15].

Figure 1.8: Pneumatic motors used to actuate the corresponding manipulators in Figure 1.7.
a) PneuStep by Stoianovici et al. [118], b) Pneumatic stepper motor by Bomers et al. [15].

stepper motors is discussed: first three robots by other research groups and
then five robots by the authors of this chapter.

Pneumatic MRI robots by Stoianovici, Bomers and Sajima

Stoianovici et al. developed several MRI robots for prostate biopsy. One ex-
ample is the MrBot, shown in Figure 1.7(a) [120]. It is driven by six PneuStep
rotational stepper motors of which a schematic cross section is shown in Figure
1.8(a). The PneuStep motor consists of three diaphragm cylinders that are
connected to an internal gear. By alternatingly pressurizing the three cylin-
ders, the internal gear is translated along a circular trajectory and its hoop
gear in turn engages a spur gear. A leadscrew mechanism then converts the
rotational motion of the spur gear into linear motion, resulting in movement
of the robotic system. PneuStep makes use of optical positional encoders to
detect and correct for missing steps, allowing to operate it at higher stepping
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speeds when less than maximum torque is needed. The valve manifold is put
inside a shielded enclosure within the MRI room, allowing to reduce the tube
lengths to a minimum [118].

The Soterial Remote Controlled Manipulator (RCM) by Bomers et al. is
shown in Figure 1.7(b). Like MrBot, this robot is designed for prostate in-
terventions [15]. It is driven by five pneumatic stepper motors of which a
schematic drawing is shown in Figure 1.8(b). Its five cylinders have cone tips
mounted on the pistons which engage on a two-dimensional pattern of holes
on the rod. Pressurization of one cylinder pushes the associated cone tip into
one hole, forcing the hole to align with the cone tip by the associated wedge
mechanism and hereby introducing a displacement. Sequential pressurization
of the right combination of cylinders result in either a screw movement or a
linear movement of the rod, resulting in a small or large displacement of the
robot linkages. The cylinders are double-acting, a single tube is used for the
return stroke of all five pistons so that six tubes are used per actuator [15].

Sajima et al. developed a manipulator driven by rotational stepper motors
[110]. Each stepper motor consists of three single-acting cylinders that act on
a rotation gear by means of a wedge mechanism. By sequentially pressurizing
the three cylinders the gear is driven around in either direction. In this design
the gears have to be back-driveable in order to allow retraction of the pistons
in the non-pressurized cylinders for continuous movements. A leadscrew finally
converts the rotational motion of the gear into linear motion of the manipulator
linkages.

An important limitation of the design of Sajima is that the wedge mech-
anism must be back-driveable due to the use of single-acting cylinders. This
implies that the teeth cannot have sharp angles and significant torque is lost by
friction of the sliding surfaces. On the other hand, Sajima’s design is relatively
compact and easy to manufacture compared to the designs of Stoianovici and
Bomers.

The low nominal stepping frequency resulting from the long pneumatic
tubes is an issue which has to be adressed in order to achieve both high speed
and high accuracy. Stoinanovici’s design utilizes position encoders which al-
low to speed up the motors when less than maximum torque is needed, while
Bomers’ design uses a 2-D hole pattern that enables both large and small ac-
tuation steps.

1.5 Pneumatic stepper motors

One of the approaches to tackle the clinical challenge is to use a MR safe robotic
system inside the MRI scanner. Such a system needs to be actuated by means
of a technology that does not make use of metallic, magnetic or conductive
materials. Pneumatic stepper motors was chosen as the actuation mechanism
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for these systems. This chapter describes the development of these stepper
motors.

Figure 1.9: Left: Single-acting cylinder with individual components. Right: Double-acting
cylinder.

A pneumatic stepper motor consists of two or three pneumatic cylinders.
Each cylinder consists of a movable piston inside a cavity. In a double-acting
cylinder there are two chambers on opposite ends of the piston, sealed off by
a seal. By pressurizing either chamber there is a force exerted on the piston
which then moves to the non-pressurized side.

Figure 1.9 shows an example single-acting and a double-acting cylinder. The
single-acting cylinder is 3-D printed, while the double-acting cylinder is con-
structed by laser-cutting parts and stacking these together using nylon screws.
The cylinder bore(s) of both cylinders have a rectangular cross-section, which
is characteristic for all pneumatic cylinders developed in this research. The
double-acting cylinder is further explained in Chapter 2.

Figure 1.10 shows a selection of sixteen different pneumatic stepper mo-
tors developed and published during the PhD thesis. Figure 1.11 shows nine
more pneumatic motors. All of these are manufactured by rapid prototyping
techniques (3-D printing and/or laser-cutting). The motors can be classified as
follows:

� Stepper or continuously rotating. Three motors are continuously rotating
motors, all others are stepper motors.

� Linear, rotational or curved. The T-xx types are linear motors moving
in a straight line, R-xx types are rotational motors that drive a shaft and
C-xx types are curved stepper motors which have a curved rack revolving
around an imaginary axis.

� Mechanical transfer type. The majority of the motors employ teeth in
the pistons that engage with a rach or gear, three use a dual slotted link
mechanism (Bourke engine) and one uses a traditinoal crankshaft.
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a    T-72

d   T-63

e   T-49 f   R-10 g   R-40 h   R-54

i   R-80

j
R-44

k
R-25 l   DR-32

m
DT-50

b         T-45

n   C-30

o          T-26
p   T-8

c        T-48

Figure 1.10: Selection of stepper motors developed in this research.

� Size and power. Stepper motors have been designed in sizes from 8 mm to
81 mm. The number in the motor’s name indicates the largest dimension.
The motor size is strongly related to output force/torque and power, with
bigger size motors delivering higher output.

� Step size: motors with fine-pitched teeth generally have smaller step sizes
than those with coarse teeth or toothless types. The use of gears inte-
grated in the motor further reduces the step size.

� Single or dual speed. The Dx-xx types are dual-speed motors which
consist of two independent sub-motors with different step sizes, allowing
to combine high speed with small step sizes. All other motors are single-
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a. T-84 b. T-63b c. T-48b

d. C-90 e. R-81 f. R-64

g. R-52 h. R-66 i. R-38

Figure 1.11: Selection of additional pneumatic motors developed.

speed motors.

� Number of cylinders: the motors have two to five cylinders. In stepper
motors the number of cylinders directly relates to the number of pneu-
matic lines (two per cylinder) and it also influences the control strategy
and step size.

� Serviceability: certain motors are assembled using screws and can be
opened for maintenance, other motors are glued together for compactness
and cannot be serviced.

The design and evaluation of several motors are described in Part II and
III, more specifically the following chapters:

� Chapter 2: T-72

� Chapter 3: T-63, T-49, R-80, R-44, R-25

� Chapter 4: DT-50, DR-32

� Chapter 5: R-10, R-40, R-54
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� Chapter 6: T-45

� Chapter 7: T-48, T-49

� Chapter 8-9: T-26, C-30

Table 1.1: Characteristics of developed pneumatic motors

Name Size (mm) Step Force/Torque Cylinders Piston
(mm2)

T-08 8x8x5.5 0.2 mm 2 2.5x2.5
T-15 15x15x11 0.25 mm 2 4x4
T-20 20x20x13 0.3 mm 2 7x7
T-26 26x21x16 0.25 mm 63 N 2 10x10
T-29 29x25x19 0.25 mm 2 10x10
T-32 32x30x16 0.3 mm 2 12x10
T-48 48x44x34 0.67 mm 20 N 3 12x5
T-48B 48x44x34 0.67 mm 3 20x8
T-49 49x40x31 1.0 mm 100 N 2 14x14
T-63 63x52x36 1.0 mm 330 N 2 20x20
T-63B 63x52x36 1.0 mm 570 N 2 24x24
T-84 84x64x32 2.0 mm 3 20x20
R-10 10x10x10 12.9° 0.0012 Nm 2 3x4
R-25 25x25x20 6.9° 0.10 Nm 2 10x10
R-25B 25x25x20 10° 2 10x10
R-38 38x38x48 ∞ 2 12x16
R-40 40x40x16 1.01° 0.47 Nm 2 10x10
R-44 44x44x31 10° 0.45 Nm 2 14x14
R-52 52x52x36 ∞ 2 18x18
R-54 54x54x16 0.00101° 0.24 Nm 2 14x10
R-64 64x64x32 15°/7.5° 3 24x24
R-66 66x66x43 ∞ 5 14x24
R-80 80x80x37 10° 3.7 Nm 2 30x20
R-90 90x90x32 90° 1.6 Nm 2 30x20
C-30 30x23x14 0.25° 2 10x10
C-30B 30x27x14 0.5° 2 10x10
C-90 90x48x32 1° 3 20x20
DT-50 50x32x14 1.7+0.3 mm 24 N 4 10x10
DR-32 30x30x32 10°+12.9° 0.074 Nm 4 10x10

Table 1.1 lists several characteristics of all developed motors. An up-to-date
table with links to downloadable models is available in [44].
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Figure 1.12: Left to right: Stormram 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 1.13: Stormram 4 (left) and Sunram 5.

1.6 Stormram research line: robotic systems in-
side MRI scanner

The pneumatic stepper motor technology described in Section 1.5 can be used
to actuate MR safe robotic manipulators.

Five iterations have been developed in this research line, called Stormram 1,
2, 3, 4 and Sunram 5. All these iterations are rapid prototyped by 3-D printing
and laser-cutting and actuated by pneumatic stepper motors, and are therefore
inherently MR safe. (The biopsy needle is seen as a separate part of which the
development is outside the scope of the Stormram project, and therefore does
not need to be MR safe.)

The Stormram 1, 2 and 3 robotic systems are shown in Figure 1.12. All
three of them are parallel manipulators. The different MR safe biopsy robots
are described in Part II, more specifically in the following chapters:

Stormram 1 is described in Chapter 2. The kinematic system is based on a
Stewart platform driven by six stepper motors. On top of the platform is a sev-
enth actuator to ove the needle longitudinally towards the target. The resulting
system is relatively large, with dimensions around 300 mm in all directions.

Stormram 2 is described in Chapter 6 and Stormram 3 in Chapter 7.
Chapters 8 and 9 describe the Stormram 4, and Chapter 10 finally describes
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Figure 1.14: Left: MURAB setup. Right: Simplified MURAB workflow. Setup photo by
Gijs van Ouwerkerk / Siemens Healthineers.

the Sunram 5 robot.

1.7 MURAB research line: robotic system out-
side MRI scanner

The MRI and Ultrasound Robotic Assisted Biopsy (MURAB) project combines
different imaging modalities and techniques into a robotic system to solve the
clinical challenge of performing biopsies of difficult lesions in the breast. The
main difference with the Stormram project is that the MURAB robot arm is
operated outside the MRI scanner and combines multiple imaging modalities
including ultrasound, MRI, computer vision and elastography.

Figure 1.14(left) shows the overall setup of the MURAB system. It consists
of a patient bed with a hole for the breast, a robotic arm with end-effector, an
ultrasound system and a computer with interface.

Figure 1.14(right) shows the workflow. The patient is first scanned in the
MRI with multimodality markers attached to the breast. Next, the patient
is placed on the bed of the MURAB system and the location of the breast is
registered using the stereo camera and computer vision. The ultrasound probe
then scans the breast, collecting 2-D scans which are reconstructed in 3-D. The
3-D ultrasound scan is registered to the MRI scan. Elastography data is also
acquired, allowing to perform FEM simulations and SLAM-like algorithms.
Finally the biopsy itself is planned and executed.

The chapters in Part IV describe several aspects of the MURAB system in
detail. Chapter 11 describes the design and evaluation of the end-effector on
the robot arm.

Chapters 12 and 13 both describe different techniques to estimate the elas-
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ticity of breast phantoms. The first technique analyzes deformations induced
by gravity loading, while the second technique uses deformations induced by
the end-effector.

Chapter 14 describes and evaluates a method to track surface deformations
using computer vision techniques, while Chapter 15 describes and evaluates a
method to estimate deformations by finite-element model simulations using the
SOFA framework.

The MURAB project is set up by a consortium of seven European part-
ners: University of Twente (coordinator), University of Verona, RadboudUMC,
KUKA, ZGT, MUW and Siemens. This project has received funding from
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 688188.
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CHAPTER 2

Laser-cutting Pneumatics

V. Groenhuis and S. Stramigioli. Laser-cutting pneumatics. IEEE/ASME
Transactions on Mechatronics, 21(3):1604–1611, 2016. doi: 10.1109/TMECH.
2015.2508100
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(a) Pneumatic linear stepper motor (left) and
servo-controlled valve manifold (right).

(b) MRI-compatible biopsy robot
driven by pneumatic linear stepper
motors.

Figure 2.1: Pneumatic devices.

2.1 Abstract

Pneumatic devices require tight tolerances to keep them leak-free. Specialized
companies offer various off-the-shelf devices, and while these work well for many
applications, there are also situations where custom design and production of
pneumatic parts is desired. Cost efficiency, design flexibility, rapid prototyping
and MRI compatibility requirements are reasons why we investigated a method
to design and produce different pneumatic devices using a laser cutter from
acrylic, acetal and rubber-like materials.

The properties of the developed valves, pneumatic cylinders and stepper
motors were investigated. At 4 bar working pressure, the 4/3-way valves are
capable of 5Hz switching frequency and provide at most 22 `/min airflow. The
pneumatic cylinder delivers 48N of force, the acrylic stepper motor 30N. The
maximum switching frequency over 6 metre long transmission lines is 4.5Hz,
using 2mm tubing. A MRI-compatible robotic biopsy system driven by pneu-
matic stepper motors is also demonstrated.

We have shown that it is possible to construct pneumatic devices using
laser-cutting techniques. This way, plastic MRI-compatible cylinders, stepper
motors and valves can be developed. Provided that a laser-cutting machine is
available, the described pneumatic devices can be fabricated within hours at
relatively low cost, making it suitable for rapid prototyping applications.

2.2 Introduction

Pneumatic cylinders are used in many applications. These come in different
sizes and are being produced by many companies worldwide. The key elements
are the bore, piston and seal, and are normally cylindrically shaped and made
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(a) Four-phase pneumatic motor
(Chen et al.)

(b) Rotational stepping actuator
(Sajima et al.)

Figure 2.2: Two plastic pneumatic rotational stepper motors found in literature.

of metal. Pressurized air exerts a force on the piston, which causes it to slide
within the bore. The sliding seal ensures that no air escapes from the chamber.

Sometimes, a custom cylinder design is desired, for example when integrat-
ing one or more cylinders in a small mechanical device. Also, MRI compatible
systems restrict the usage of metallic materials, because of the strong magnetic
field involved in MRI scanners. Furthermore, commercial pneumatic devices
are often too expensive for low-cost projects by hobbyists. So there is a desire
for a method to design and produce custom pneumatic parts quickly and at
relatively low cost.

With the advent of accessible rapid prototyping services, more and more
robotic devices are (partially) being 3d-printed [22, 72, 79, 86] or laser-cut [59],
both by researchers and hobbyists. A laser cutter can cut out complex two-
dimensional shapes with high precision from plates of various materials. In this
paper, we propose a method to assemble functional pneumatic devices (cylin-
ders, valves and linear stepper motors) from laser-cut parts. The properties of
these devices are then measured and discussed. A functional prototype of a
MRI-compatible robotic device is also presented.

2.2.1 Earlier research

No earlier records involving functional laser-cut pneumatic devices could be
found. While laser-cutting techniques are used extensively in different fields of
engineering [59], it is (apparently) not yet used for manufacturing pneumatic
devices. So, in this section we focus on existing MRI-compatible pneumatic
(stepper) motor designs, as the MRI compatibility requirement is one of the
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Piston Housing

Seal

Air chamber

(a) CAD model (b) Realization

Figure 2.3: Design and realization of a single-acting cylinder.

reasons to justify development of laser-cut pneumatic devices.
The PneuStep was developed in 2007 by Stoianovici et al. [118]. It is a

rotational stepper motor with three chambers which are alternatingly pressur-
ized, driving a circular gear. A different design of the same kind of motor is
given in Figure 2.2b, which was developed by Sajima et al. [109].

Most off-the-shelf pneumatic cylinders involve metallic materials, but there
also exist commercial plastic pneumatic cylinders. The miniature LEGO pneu-
matic cylinder (part x189c01) is a fully plastic pneumatic cylinder which could
be used in MRI-compatible systems. Chen et al. combined two of such cylinders
to construct a four-phase rotational stepper motor (Figure 2.2a) [26]. While it
proved to be effective, the motor is also quite large compared to the pneumatic
cylinder size.

2.3 Methods

In this section, it is described how a laser-cut pneumatic piston can be designed
and constructed.

2.3.1 Cylinder geometry

The basic cylinder consists of a housing assembled from multiple laser-cut parts,
stacked and fixed together with screws. See Figure 2.3a for a CAD model. The
housing basically consists of three layers (bottom, middle and top). Additional
thin sheets can be used to increase the thickness of the middle layer. A piston
is then placed in the opening of the middle layer, and a box-shaped rubber seal,
adjacent to the piston, seals off the air chamber. When the parts are sufficiently
smooth and well tightened together, then no gaskets are needed to avoid air
leakages. This way, a single-acting pneumatic cylinder with an approximate
rectangular cross-section is constructed.
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(a) Cylinder cross section (not to
scale) consisting of housing (red), pis-
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Figure 2.4: Cylinder and kerf geometries.

2.3.2 Materials

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, acrylic, Plexiglas®, Perspex®, from now
on called ‘acrylic’) and Polyoxymethylene (POM, acetal, Delrin®, Ertacetal®,
from now on called ‘acetal’) are smooth, strong plastics that are well suitable for
laser-cutting. These can be used for the cylinder housing and the piston. Ex-
truded acrylic plates tend to have less variations in thickness than cast acrylic.
Acetal plates also tend to be more constant in thickness than acrylic plates.

Sheets of paper or polyester (0.1-0.2mm) can be used as spacers. Sili-
cone rubber or Trotec Laserrubber (a rubber-like material intended for laser-
engraving stamps) of thickness 1.5-3mm can be used for sliding seals within
the bore, and for pneumatic routing between plates. Standard off-the-shelf
pneumatic tubing (e.g. polyurethane, 2mm or 4mm) is used to supply air to
the chambers.

Metal (brass, steel) or plastic (nylon) screws can be used as fastener, in
combination with nuts or tapped holes in the bottom (or top) part. Metal
screws can yield higher compression forces, but only the plastic ones are MRI
compatible. A sealant such as blue silicone (Loctite®5926) can also be used
to make the housing completely airtight.

2.3.3 Dimensions and tolerances

Pneumatic cylinders only work smoothly and leak-free when the dimensions of
all parts are accurately designed and fabricated. See Figure 2.4a for a cross-
section of the cylinder, showing the housing (red), piston (green) and spacer(s)
(blue). (For interpretation of the references to colors in the figure, the reader
is referred to the web version of this paper.)

The cylinder housing needs to have relatively thick walls, to resist bulging
of the parts under pressure. This is a limitation that circular cylinders do not
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have.
To slide a piston smoothly and without wobbling, there should be some

small clearance around all sides (m0 and m1 in Figure 2.4a), in the order of
0.05 − 0.10mm. So we need to have an air chamber height of hb = hp +
0.15(±0.05)mm. One option is to use a spacer with thickness hs = 0.15(±0.05)mm.
Another option is to reduce the piston plate’s thickness hp using laser engrav-
ing, or by grinding with sand paper. A third option is to cut the parts out of
different plates (or from different regions of the same plate), from which the
difference in plate thickness h− hp = 0.15(±0.05)mm.

The seal is constructed by cutting out a rectangular (or trapezoidal) shape
from a sheet of rubber-like material. Many other seal types (e.g. lip seals)
cannot be easily manufactured by laser-cutting, and off-the-shelf seals are not
available for rectangular cylinders.

See Figure 2.4b for a top view of the seal’s geometry. The seal (yellow)
must fully cover the cross-sectional area of the bore to avoid leakage of air:
wst > wc. It is also required to have wsb <= wp to avoid jamming of the
seal between the piston (green) and cylinder housing (red). So the seal needs
to have a trapezoidal cross-section. When the seal is laser-cut, the laser kerf’
edges are slanted with some angle α which can be exploited to obtain the
desired shape. It is also possible to hand-cut the seals with a knife; while this
is less accurate than laser-cutting, it allows for a larger angle α and thus more
tolerance. See the right part of Figure 2.5, for some laser-cut and hand-cut
seals, photographed from different sides.

Because of the thickness variation of plates, the dimensioning of certain
parts (e.g. seals) may need to be adapted to the actual thickness of other
parts (e.g. hb in Figure 2.4a). The manufacturing procedure is as follows:
1. Manufacture cylinder housing and piston. 2. Measure hb. 3. Design and
manufacture seal. 4. Evaluate performance of assembled cylinder. 5. In case
of air leakage or excessive seal friction, repeat from step 3.

2.3.4 Kerf geometry

When the laser cutter cuts out a piece, material is molten and evaporated along
the cutting line. The gap is called the kerf (see Figure 2.4c), and knowledge
about its geometry is essential to obtain parts with the right dimensions. Its
cross-sectional shape is approximately trapezoid. The dimensions {kt, kb} de-
pend on the material type, thickness d, laser type, lens’ focal distance and focal
point, cutting power, speed, frequency, assistant gas and the local temperature
which in turn depends on the cutting trajectory. The kerf’s edges should be
as smooth as possible, as grooved edges negatively affect cylinder performance.
The optimal settings to obtain a good, clean cut can be determined experi-
mentally. When the working settings are determined for a certain material, its
kerf can be measured and be accounted for in the initial design, and then be
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Figure 2.5: Varous parts laser-cut from acetal (left), acrylic (middle) and silicone rubber
(right).

further optimized experimentally.
The trapezoidal shape of the kerf implies that all walls of the cut-out parts

have slanted edges with angle α. This is not necessarily a problem, as it can
be accounted for in the design. For example, the piston can be placed upside-
down in the housing (visualized in Figure 2.4a) so that the slanted edges of
the housing and piston are approximately parallel. The seals also make use
of the slanted edges resulting from laser-cutting, to control the difference in
dimensions wst and wsb in Figure 2.4b.

2.4 Production

2.4.1 Cylinders

In this section, the production process of several pneumatic cylinders and other
parts are described, in increasing complexity.

Single-acting cylinder

The simplest design is a single-acting cylinder. It consists of just one chamber
which can be pressurized, pushing away a box-shaped piston. The design is
given in Figure 2.3a, and the realization in Figure 2.3b. The housing (40.0 mm
x 60.0 mm x 17.5 mm) and piston parts were cut out of 6mm extruded acrylic
(actual thickness (5.77± 0.03) mm), 0.1mm polyester foil was used as spacer,
and 2mm thick silicone rubber as seal. Nylon M4 screws were used to hold the
housing together. The bore dimensions are w=24.0 mm, h=5.87 mm, giving a
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(a) Top view of design (b) Realization

Figure 2.6: Design and realization of double-acting cylinder.

cross-sectional area of 141 mm2. The theoretical force exerted by the piston is
then F = P ·A = 141 · 10−6P (equivalent to 84.6 N at 6 bar).

The seal is trapezoidally shaped, and different dimensions were tested.
Eventually, the optimal shape was found to be a trapezoid sized 24.44 mm
x 6.01 mm, with slanted edges of 1.0°.

The piston can extend all way out of the cylinder (travel 50 mm), and there
is no return mechanism. Also, because the seal is not affixed to the piston
but sliding freely, outstroke movements are only allowed when the cylinder
chamber is pressurized. Otherwise, the seal would lose contact with the piston,
and become dislocated rendering it ineffective. In practice, it depends on the
application whether this is a problem or not. It is also possible to implement
an (elastic) spring return mechanism, but an important drawback is that this
considerably reduces the effective force of the pneumatic cylinder.

Double-acting cylinder

A double-acting cylinder is more useful than a single-acting cylinder, as this can
perform both outstroke and instroke motions. The simplest way is to connect
to single-acting cylinders opposite to each other. One design is shown in Figure
2.6a. It consists of a J-shaped piston (acetal, green) with a protruding rod, in
an acrylic housing (88 mm length). There are two chambers which are sealed
off with silicone rubber seals (yellow) and act on the piston. Depending on
which chamber is pressurized, outstroke or instroke motion (travel 24 mm) is
performed. The rod does not pass through either chamber, because it would
be very difficult to seal it properly.
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Figure 2.7: Stepper motor mechanism showing rack (yellow) and three pistons (red, blue,
green).

2.4.2 Stepper motors

A double-acting cylinder has two well-defined states, with the piston being in
either extreme position. Controlling the piston to intermediate positions as well
is difficult: it would require position feedback and precise pressure control, and
it would result in a compliant actuator due to the compressibility of air which
is generally not desired. So in this section a different mechanism, a three-phase
pneumatic linear stepper motor, is presented which is relatively easy to drive
and allows discrete position control of an arbitrary long rack.

The schematic mechanism of the stepper motor is shown in Figure 2.7. The
rack (yellow) slides to left or right, when the three toothed pistons (red, blue,
green) move up and down in the correct order, working as a wedge on the rack.
The step size is one-third of the pitch P . Each piston is driven by a separate
double-acting cylinder, so there are six pressure chambers in total.

Symmetric stepper motor

The symmetric stepper motors (Figure 2.8a, right, and Figure 2.8b) use rect-
angular pistons. First, the housing was constructed, consisting of seven layers
sized 72x36mm from a 4mm thick acrylic or acetal plate. A few spacers (0.1
or 0.2mm paper or polyester) were also cut out, and also the 4mm thick pis-
tons (without teeth). The spacers were added between the layers such that the
pistons could just slide smoothly with as little clearance as possible, while the
housing was tightened with the (metallic or nylon) screws. The resulting bore
cross-sectional area is 20.0x4.10 mm2 = 82.0 mm2.

After finishing the housing, the seals were produced. In certain motors
the seals were cut with a knife, in the other ones the seals were laser-cut.
The seal’s dimensions were repeatedly adjusted until the pneumatic cylinders
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(a) Small (left) and large (right)
acrylic/acetal motors

(b) Fully acetal motor

Figure 2.8: Various stepper motors made of different combinations of acrylic and acetal.

operated smoothly with neither significant air leakage nor excessive friction.
Next, the exact distances between the pistons in the housing were measured

in order to calculate the piston teeth shape, as these have to be phased 120°
apart. After laser-cutting the teeth pieces (pitch 2, 3 or 4mm, and depth 5 or
6mm), the acrylic ones were glued to the pistons, while the acetal teeth were
snap-fit into its locations. Figure 2.5 shows some pistons and racks made from
both materials.

Miniature asymmetric stepper motor

The available volume within the symmetric stepper motor can be used more
efficiently by using the asymmetric double-acting cylinders as described in Sec-
tion 2.4.1. As the piston only performs effective work during outstroke, less
force is needed for the instroke motion which can be driven by a smaller cham-
ber.

The layer thickness was also optimized to achieve a cross-sectional area of
15.50x6.10mm = 94.6 mm2 for the outstroke, which is slightly higher than that
of the symmetric stepper motor. The resulting miniature motor (Figure 2.8a,
left) measures 36x28x30mm, a 58% size reduction compared to the symmetric
stepper motor sized 72x36x28mm.
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(a) Left: 4/3-way servo valve symbol. Right:
Corresponding positions of valve wheel.
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(b) 4/2-way servo valve symbol (left) and
wheel positions (right).

Figure 2.9: Schematics and working principle of 4/3-way and 4/2-way servo valves. Pairs of
orifices (blue) are connected depending on the valve wheel position (red). S: pressurized air
supply; E: exhaust; A and B: outputs to double-acting pneumatic cylinder.

Figure 2.10: Valve wheel (a), elastomeric spring (b), servo shaft connector (c), spindle (d),
stack of parts a-c (e), base plate with orifices and exhaust (f), gear shaft coupler (parts a-d)
mounted on servo (g).

2.5 Valves

Valves are needed to control the pneumatic cylinders and stepper motors de-
scribed in the previous sections. A valve consists of a mechanism that can open
and close pneumatic connections. Like the pneumatic cylinders, the valves can
also be constructed with laser-cutting techniques. In this section, several design
strategies and motorized pneumatic valves are presented.

2.5.1 Servo valve

A piece of 2mm thick acetal, laser-cut (9mm outer diameter) and engraved
to produce grooves (1mm depth) based on the design in Figure 2.9a (right),
shown in Figure 2.10a, is pressed against an acetal plate with 1mm orifices
(Figure 2.10f). The exhaust orifice is a 1mm groove. By rotating the wheel
over 45°, the interconnections between the orifices are changed and different
functional states (Figure 2.9a) can be reached. Variable flow control is also
possible by micro-adjusting the wheel position using an r/c servo. The wheel
is connected to this servo by means of a gear shaft coupler with an elastomeric
spring (Figure 2.10e), to compensate for any angular misalignment. Thanks to
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(a) Schematic layout. (b) Front view (c) Top view of eight-fold manifold

Figure 2.11: 8/6-way pneumatic distributor, design and implementations. The diagram on
the left shows the rotating rubber ring (red) and orifices (blue). S: pressurized air supply; A,
B, C, A’, B’, C’: outputs to stepper motor. Dimensions not to scale.

the low inherent friction of acetal, relatively little torque is needed to rotate
the part which can be performed by a low-cost micro servo like the Hextronic
HXT900 or Modelcraft YH-3009 as used here.

The specified switching time of a common micro servo is 0.08 s per 50°. For
a 4/3-way valve, a rotation of 90°, taking 0.14 s, is needed to toggle a pneumatic
cylinder. Some additional time is needed for acceleration and to change the
pressure inside the tubing and chambers, before the piston can start moving
to its new position. The upper limit of the operating frequency is thus below
7.0 Hz. For a 4/2-way valve, the switching angle is 45° which can be performed
in approximately half the time.

Multiple valves can be placed in a row, to form a manifold. In Figure 2.1a
(right), four valves are mounted adjacently in one package.

2.5.2 Motor-controlled 8/6-way pneumatic distributor

A pneumatic stepper motor as decribed in Section 2.4.2 contains three double-
acting pistons. These could be controlled with three independent 4/2-way
valves, but it is also possible to control all three pistons with a single motor-
driven 8/6-way pneumatic distributor. The continuously rotating part houses
an 8-shaped rubber ring, which is tightly pressed against an acrylic plate with
seven orifices.

See Figure 2.11a for the ring and orifices layout. Pressurized air enters
the center orifice (S), and flows through those other orifices that are in the
interior area of the rubber ring. The orifices that lie outside the rubber ring’s
perimeter are allowed to exhaust air to the environment directly. The ring is
point-symmetric, so that the forces are balanced and the ring does not tilt to
one side.

In one full cycle in which the rubber ring rotates 180°, each of the six orifices
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are pressurized and de-pressurized at different moments within the cycle. The
duty cycle (ratio of pressurization time) depends on the distance from the rota-
tional center, while the phase within the cycle depends on the angular position.
With the configuration in Figure 2.11a, the six orifices can be connected to the
six chambers of a stepper motor in such a way that each piston goes up and
down once per cycle, phased 120° apart; during 33% of the time two pistons are
pushing against the rack and during 67% of the time only one piston pushes
against the rack. This is meant to reduce unnecessary stress on the teeth. The
speed can be controlled by changing motor current, and some form of posi-
tion feedback (e.g. with an optical quadrature encoder) would be required to
track the revolutions. Realizations of the design are shown in Figure 2.11b and
Figure 2.11c.

2.6 Applications in a MRI-compatible robotic
system

A 7 DOF MRI-compatible biopsy robot has been designed and built (Figure
2.1b), using the symmetric acetal stepper motors as actuators. The kinematic
design consists of a 6 DOF hexapod (also known as a Stewart platform), plus
a single DOF needle insertion mechanism on top of the platform as the end-
effector. The ball joints are all 3d-printed by the Stratasys Objet Eden250
printer with FullCure720 material, and the other structural parts are mostly
laser-cut from acetal. Except for the needle itself, all parts of the biopsy robot
are made of plastic and thus (theoretically) MRI-compatible.

The robot is driven by a pneumatic distributor system as shown in Figure
2.11c. It consists of eight motorized 8/6-way valves as described in Section
2.5.2, and are manually operated.

2.7 Measurements

The maximum switching frequency of pneumatic cylinders and stepper mo-
tors should be sufficiently high for the application. This mainly depends on
the working pressure, valve switching speed and airflow, tube dimensions and
pneumatic cylinder displacement volume. For pneumatic cylinders and step-
per motors, the net force is an important characteristic. To learn about these
parameters, various measurements were performed which are described in this
section.
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Figure 2.12: Test setup for force measurements of cylinders and stepper motors.

2.7.1 Setup

The actuation force of pneumatic cylinders and stepper motors were measured
with the test rig as shown in Figure 2.12. An acrylic single-acting cylinder
with a cross-sectional bore area of 141 mm2 was put under increasing and then
decreasing pressure from 0.5 to 6 bar, while the load on the rod was measured
with a spring scale. Three different seals were included in the test.

An acrylic stepper motor with cross-sectional bore area of 78.4 mm2 was
also tested with the same setup. The teeth depth was 6 mm and the pitch was
2 mm. The pressure varied from 1 to 4 bar (gauge pressure); for each pressure
level the stepper motor was operated very slowly, up to the point that the rack
could no longer overcome the spring scale force. The test was then repeated
with a different rack and set of pistons, now with a pitch size of 4 mm.

The valve airflow was measured by filling a 1.35 litre tank, while the tran-
sient pressure was being recorded. The working pressure varied from 1 to 6
bar. The maximum airflow at each working pressure level was derived from the
highest rate of pressure change, and also compared with the airflow resulting
from de-pressurizing the air tank.

The maximum switching frequency of a pneumatic valve/cylinder pair, con-
nected with tubes of different widths (2mm, 4mm and 6.3mm outer diameter,
having 1.4mm, 2.5mm and 4.3mm inner diameter respectively) and different
lengths (0.15m, 2m, 4m and 6m), was evaluated by increasing the switching
frequency while monitoring the behaviour of a double-acting cylinder with dis-
placement volume of 0.51 ml. The highest switching frequency at which the
piston still consistently moved to either extreme position, was recorded for
each tube dimension, at different pressure levels (1 to 6 bar).
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Figure 2.13: Force measurements on single-acting cylinder.

2.7.2 Results and discussion

Single-acting cylinder force measurements

Figure 2.13 shows the force as function of applied pressure for the single-acting
cylinder, for three different seals. There is some hysteresis caused by the friction
of the seal, so the measured force during increasing pressure (upwards leg) is
lower than during decreasing pressure (downwards leg).

We observe that there is a good linear fit for each leg. The average slope
∆F/∆P on the upwards leg is 13.0 N/bar or 130 · 10−6N/Pa, and the average
slope for the downwards leg is 14.6 N/bar or 146 · 10−6N/Pa. This is in good
agreement with the theory: ∆F/∆P = 141 · 10−6N/Pa.

The offset force, which can be fully attributed to the seal friction, is approx-
imately 3 N for the 2mm silicone seal, 4 N for the 1.5mm Trotec Laserrubber
seal and 8 N for the 2.3mm Trotec Laserrubber seal.

Acrylic stepper motor force measurements

Figure 2.14 shows the force measurements of the acrylic stepper motor. For a
pitch size of 4mm, all measurement data fit on a straight line, crossing the hori-
zontal axis at 0.09 bar and having a slope of 8.1 N/bar or 81·10−6 N/Pa. Again,
the horizontal offset (0.09 bar) can be attributed to the friction of the silicone
piston seal. The maximum force was found to be 24 N at 4.0 bar pressure.

The theoretical piston force, calculated from the bore cross-sectional area,
is F = 78.4 · 10−6N/Pa. The mechanical advantage in the wedge is α = 2D

P
(Figure 2.7). For depth D = 6 mm and pitch P = 4 mm, this ratio is 2·6

4 = 3,
so the theoretical rack force is F = 3 · 78.4 · 10−6N/Pa = 235N/Pa.
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Figure 2.14: Force measurements on acrylic stepper motor, with two different pitch sizes.

The efficiency of the piston-rack transfer can now be found to be η = 81
235 =

34%, so 66% of the force is lost due to friction for this particular type of motor.
When a smaller pitch size is used (2 mm instead of 4 mm), then the force

becomes higher. The maximum force was now found to be 30 N at a pressure
of 4.0 bar, and ignoring the two outliers, the force/pressure ratio was found to
be 10 N/bar and the efficiency η = 100

470 = 21%.

Valve airflow measurements

Table 2.1: Valve airflow at different working pressure levels

pressure [bar] max. airflow [`/min]
1.0 8.0
2.0 13
3.0 18
4.0 22
5.0 27
6.0 32

The airflow was measured for different working pressures and the results
are given in Table 2.1. The given airflow is the highest measured airflow while
pressurizing a 1.35 litre air tank. The airflow is mainly restricted by the diam-
eter of the orifices in the valve, which measure approximately 1mm in diameter
The effective orifice diameter is about 0.8mm. The depressurization airflow
was also measured and found to be approximately equal or slightly higher than
the pressurization airflow.
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Figure 2.15: Maximum switching frequency of a double-acting cylinder for various pressure
levels and tube length/diameter sizes.

Switching frequency measurements

See Figure 2.15 for the measurement results involving driving a double-acting
pneumatic cylinder through tubes of different sizes, using a 4/2-way valve, at
different working pressure levels.

We can make the following observations:

� Highest switching speeds are achieved using short and thin tubes. The
maximum valve switching speed (10Hz) is achieved when using the 2mm
x 0.15m tube at least 2 bar working pressure, or the 2mm x 2m tube at
6 bar working pressure.

� At 1 bar working pressure, the piston only moves slowly, and the switching
speed is relatively low for all tube dimensions.

� Increasing pressure beyond 2 bar has little effect on 4mm or 6.3mm thick
tubes. The maximum valve airflow in combination with the tube dimen-
sions seems to be the limiting factor here. For example, a 6.3mm x 6m
tube has a volume of 87ml. To toggle the cylinder, the pressure difference
across the chambers must be at least 1 bar. At 2 bar working pressure,
it takes at least 1.5 87

217 s = 0.60 s to increase the pressure from zero to
1.5 bar. At 6 bar working pressure, it takes at least 3.5 87

537 s = 0.57 s to
increase the pressure from zero to 3.5 bar. Both figures correspond well
with the measured switching time of 0.75 s or 1.3 Hz.

� For 2mm thin tubes, the resistance in the tubes seems to play a significant
role as well because the measured switching time is higher than the time
required to pressurize the tube.
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� For 6 m long tubes, the best thickness is 2mm and the maximum switching
frequency is 4.5 Hz. Only when the valve airflow is significantly increased,
it would make sense to use thicker tubes.

2.8 Conclusion

We have described methods to systematically design and produce valves, pneu-
matic cylinders and stepper motors using laser-cutting techniques. The prob-
lem of varying plate thickness has been circumvented and the described meth-
ods to make chambers airtight using screws and seals turn out to work effec-
tively.

The 4/3-way valve is capable of 5Hz switching speeds (or 10Hz for the
4/2-way valve). The valve allows working pressures up to 6 bar, and has a
maximum airflow of 22 `/min at 4 bar due to the 1 mm orifices in the valve.

The tested single-acting pneumatic piston can exert forces up to about 70 N
(at 6 bar), and the tested stepper motor exerts up to 30 N of force (at 4 bar and
2 mm pitch) with 22 % efficiency.

When 6 metre long pneumatic tubes are required, e.g. when driving a
MRI-compatible pneumatic robotic system with valves placed outside the MRI
room, then the tubes should be 2mm in diameter and the maximum switching
frequency is then 4.5Hz (at 4 bar). To increase this frequency, the valve airflow
should be increased, by enlarging the orifices in the valve.

For researchers and hobbyists that have access to a laser cutter, the de-
scribed methods provide a novel way of designing and producing low-cost cus-
tom pneumatic devices.
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3.1 Abstract

In this paper, we show that MR safe pneumatic stepper motors can be con-
structed using rapid prototyping techniques such as 3-D printing and laser-
cutting. The designs are lightweight, metal-free and fully customizable. Besides
MRI-compatible robotic systems, other potential applications include high-
voltage switchgear and nuclear power plant systems which also restrict electric
actuation. In addition, it can be applied to other actuation systems where
pressurized air is available and lightweight, rapid prototypeable actuators are
needed.

Five pneumatically-driven linear and rotational stepper motors have been
developed, with forces up to 330 N, torques up to 3.7 N m, stepping frequency
up to 320 Hz, dimensions ranging from 25 mm to 80 mm, free of backlash and
power up to 26 W. All five motors are constructed from six 3-D printed parts
and four seals, held together by nylon screws or clips. The described stepper
motors outperform state-of-the-art plastic pneumatic stepper motor designs,
both in specifications and in manufacturability.

3.2 Introduction

Rotational stepper motors are widely used in actuation of mechanical devices.
Off-the-shelf stepper motors are generally driven by electromagnetic forces,
constructed from an electromagnetic stator and a permanent magnet rotor.
The stator has two or more phases, each consisting of an electromagnetic coil
which can generate a magnetic field to apply a torque on the rotor. By driving
the coils with appropiate waveforms, step-wise rotational motion is achieved.
A rack-and-pinion or leadscrew mechanism can convert rotational to transla-
tional movements, but pure electromagnetic linear stepper motors also exist
in which the stator is a track of magnets on which a moving platform with
electromagnetic coils can slide back and forth.

One application for stepper motors is in medical robotics. In breast can-
cer screening and diagnosis, an MRI-guided breast biopsy may be required to
acquire tissue samples for pathology assessment to determine if a lesion is malig-
nant. The current manual MRI-guided breast biopsy procedure is inaccurate
and would benefit from a robotically-driven needle positioning and insertion
system that can operate inside the bore. Such a robot needs to be driven by
MR safe/conditional actuators. Electromagnetic motors are not an option due
to interference with the strong magnetic field, which would pose safety hazards
and distort MRI scans. Taking the available space and the range of forces into
account, we can specify the requirements for a linear actuator as follows: free
of conductive materials, size under 50 mm, positional accuracy 1 mm or better,
force at least 50 N and velocity up to 5 mm/s. The motor must be controllable
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(a) Linear motors: T-63 (top) and T-49
(bottom).

(b) Rotational motors: R-80 (left), R-44
(middle) and R-25 (right).

Figure 3.1: Pneumatic stepper motors.

Figure 3.2: State-of-the-art pneumatic stepper motors: a. Stoianovici et al. (2007), b.
Sajima et al. (2012), c. Chen et al. (2014), d. Secoli et al. (2015), e. Guo et al. (2016), f.
Groenhuis and Stramigioli (2014), g. Groenhuis et al. (2015).

from outside the Faraday cage of the MRI scanner, i.e. over a distance of at
least 5.0 m, and the motor should be scalable and rapid prototypeable so that
motors can be easily replicated and adapted for specific joints within particular
kinematic configurations.

3.2.1 State of the art

Since electromagnetic motors are not MR safe or conditional, various alterna-
tive actuation methods have been investigated. While hydraulic [42, 133], piezo
[93, 122], cable transmission [24], MRI-driven [40], air turbine [37], flexible flu-
idic actuators [30], direct-acting pneumatic actuators [135] and unidirectional
pneumatic stepper motors [27] have been demonstrated, actuation by metal-
free bidirectional pneumatic stepper motors has several important advantages.
They are inherently MR safe, tolerant for small air leakages, can be controlled
with a standard pneumatic valve manifold and allow for step-wise position
control without need for a position feedback system.

Figure 3.2 shows, and Table 3.1 (a-g) lists a number of MR safe/conditional
pneumatic stepper motors found in literature. They are compared by speci-
fications such as motor dimensions, step size, force, stepping frequency and
power. Because there is no uniform test protocol, not all figures are directly
comparable. This especially applies to the maximum power, for which certain
authors push the motor outside the normal operation range using short tubes,
high pressure and fast valves, while other authors only perform measurements
using a practical setup with longer tubes and/or slower valves. It might there-
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fore also be useful to compare the maximum work (force times displacement)
performed in one single step, hereby ignoring the stepping frequency.

Stoianovici et al. developed the PneuStep (Figure 3.2a) [118]. This design
avoids sliding parts as much as possible by using diaphragm sealing and ball
bearings. It provides 3 W output power in normal operation range, and up to
37 W when pushed for power. However, the PneuStep design is relatively large
and also very complex to manufacture due to the 26 different components made
out of 11 materials. The design of Sajima et al. (Figure 3.2b) is much more
compact and easy to manufacture, and still offers good properties considering
its size [110]. The Lego-powered motor by Chen et al. (Figure 3.2c) performs
much work per step and uses a gearbox to obtain high output torque, but it
was only tested at low speeds (4 steps/sec) resulting in a rated power of 0.13 W
which is relatively weak for its size1 [26]. Also, it makes use of commercial
Lego cylinders, limiting the rapid prototypeability. Secoli et al. developed a
powerful three-piston motor (Figure 3.2d), but with a volume of 3000 cm3 it is
relatively large [113]. The design of Guo et al. (Figure 3.2e) is innovative and
easy to manufacture, but the current prototype has the smallest torque and
power of all discussed designs [60].

Besides rotational stepper motors which could drive a spindle or rack-and-
pinion mechanism to actuate linear motion, true linear stepper motors also have
been developed. The authors of this paper, Groenhuis et al. developed two
designs of different sizes (Figure 3.2f-g) produced by laser-cutting combined
with 3-D printing, delivering up to 24 N of force. Due to the choice of valves,
these have only been tested at speeds up to 20 steps/s, delivering 0.48 W for
the design used in the Stormram 1 robot [46], and 0.15 W for the more compact
design in the Stormram 2 robot [49]. The Stormram 1 and 2 are robotic systems
for breast biopsy. Excluding the needle, both of them are MR safe. To our
knowledge, no other linear pneumatic stepper motors have been developed, but
the generic mechanism has been described in a patent application [16].

None of these motors meet all requirements stated in Section 3.2 for our
MR safe robot application. Certain motors have too large dimensions, while
others do not meet the force and velocity requirements in an MRI environment.
Furthermore, many motors are hard to replicate and therefore a new design is
required.

Besides the motors presented in this paper, two other novel motors that
meet the stated requirements are published by the same authors [50]. The T-
26 is a further miniaturized version of the T-63 presented in this paper, while
the C-30 is a curved stepper motor similar to the T-26 but in which the rack
is curved to make a rotational motion.

1After communicating with the author, it was found out that the originally claimed 25W
of power was a miscalculation.
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3.3 Design and production

A systematic method for constructing novel linear and rotational stepper mo-
tors has been developed. Each motor consists of two pistons, which push against
a rack (in linear motors) or geared axle (in rotational motors) by a wedge mech-
anism inside the pistons. Each piston moves back and forth in a double-acting
cylinder, therefore a single motor is driven by four pneumatic tubes in total.
This section describes the principle of operation, a study on teeth geometry,
calculations on valve airflow, and two concrete stepper motor designs.

3.3.1 Principle of operation

Figure 3.3a shows five consecutive states of a linear stepper motor (labeled
0 to 4), and Figure 3.3b the corresponding piston waveforms and position of
the rack. The position of a motor is controlled by driving quadrature-encoded
waveforms to the two cylinders.

Only one piston can be fully engaged to the rack (or gear). This is always
the piston which was pressurized formerly. The reason is that the piston which
was pressurized most recently, temporarily released its grip during its move, al-
lowing the other piston to fully engage to the rack. This is also the reason why
the actual position lags by one step from time t = 8 when piston A switches
state. The actual motor position not only depends on the current valve states,
but also on the direction of the previous step. This phenomenon is called hys-
teresis and results in an offset between nominal and actual position, depending
on the movement direction. However, this is by design since a consequence is
that the motor has zero backlash, even under the presence of finite clearances
in the cylinders. Furthermore, it is not envisaged to obtain a smooth motion,
or enable any form of microstepping in the operation of the motors.

3.3.2 Teeth geometry

The geometry of the teeth determines important properties such as step size,
wedge ratio, cylinder length and maximum load. Sharp teeth have a higher
wedge ratio resulting higher force output, and allows for smaller step sizes for a
given teeth depth, but 3-D printability and mechanical stresses put constraints
on this and other design parameters.

For teeth printed with the Ultimaker 2, the step size cannot be smaller than
0.6 mm due to the 0.4 mm nozzle of the printer which causes rounding of the
teeth.

Additional manufacturing effects such as seams, clearances in mechanical
parts and bending under loads up to 0.1 mm, cause additional deviations in the
order of 0.2 mm. To obtain a safe margin for such errors, a step size of 1.0 mm
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(a) Five consecutive motor states in a linear stepper motor. The
pistons (A and B) alternatingly move up and down, pushing the rack
(R) four steps to the right.
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(b) Piston waveforms and corresponding motor position graph, with-
out and with taking hysteresis into account.

Figure 3.3: Operating principle of a linear stepper motor running at 1 Hz, relating piston
waveforms to the rack position.

is chosen. As the step size is one quarter of the pitch size, the pitch size is then
equal to 4.0 mm.

The teeth depth now determines the tip angle and the wedge ratio. To avoid
bending or cracking under high cyclic load, a stress analysis (by simulation
and/or measurement) needs to be conducted to determine the maximum load.
For a step size of 1.0 mm, the maximal tip deflection under specified loads
must not exceed 0.1 mm and the material stress must not exceed the maximum
working stress, taking a sufficient margin of safety into account.

3.3.3 Valve airflow

Pressurized air is required to bring a piston into motion. The pressure in each
chamber is controlled by a system of remote electromagnetic valves, supplied
with system (gauge) pressure P . As the motor is placed inside the MRI scanner
and electromagnetic valves (which are not MR safe) must be placed outside
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Figure 3.4: Racks, toothed pistons and geared axles for the T-63 (yellow), T-49 (gray), R-80
(green), R-44 (purple) and R-25 (semi-transparent).

the Faraday cage of the MRI scanner, tubes of certain length are needed to
connect the motor to the valves. With tube length Lt, inner diameter dt and
cylinder bore volume Vc, the total air volume Va associated with pressurizing
one cylinder bore is:

Va =
π

4
Ltd

2
t + Vc

With Lt = 5.0 m, dt = 2.5 mm, Vc = 1.0 mL, we obtain Va = 25.5 mL. With
a step size of 1 mm and a required velocity of 5 mm/s, a stepping frequency of
5 Hz is required. The average actual airflow through the valve is then 5 ·25.5 =
128 mL/s, or 7.65 L/min. At a (gauge) pressure of 0.4 MPa, the standard airflow
is 0.4

0.1013 · 7.65 = 30.2 L/min. This figure is a lower bound on the nominal valve
airflow requirement. As the instantaneous airflow through a valve depends on
the pressure drop, and there are also delay and friction effects in the tube, the
actual airflow requirement is higher than 30.2 L/min. Due to the limitation
of the complexity of pressurization wave propagation dynamics, measurements
were performed instead to assess the pressurization time of a selected valve.

Valves of type Festo MHP2-MS1H-5/2-M5 were selected, which have a spec-
ified nominal standard airflow of 90 L/min or 1.5 L/s. The theoretical mini-
mum time required to fill a 25.5 mL volume to a pressure of 0.4 MPa is then

0.4
0.1013 ·

25.5
1500 = 67 ms.

3.3.4 Motor designs

Five motors have been developed: two linear and three rotational ones. All
five motors consist of six different custom components: the housing with top
and bottom cover, two identical toothed pistons, four identical silicone seals
and one rack or geared axle.

The main design challenges are in designing space-efficient cylinders that
have relatively large bores (to provide high forces) and are well sealed (to mini-
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mize leakages), and in transferring the piston force efficiently to the rack or gear.
Classic cylindrical-shaped pneumatic cylinders with protruding rods are diffi-
cult to rapid prototype, so a different method is used that essentially involves
placing the rack or gear right through the pistons themselves, as employed
earlier in laser-cut pneumatics [46]. This eliminates the need of a protruding
rod, simplifying and compacting the design. Another design choice is the use
of rectangular-shaped cylinders, to maximize the force transferred to the rack
for the same total motor volume and also for rapid prototypeability.

Figure 3.4 shows racks, gears and pistons of the different motors; it can be
observed that the pistons are box-shaped with a cut-out space in its center, and
series of teeth facing this cut-out space. Except for the R-25, the housing and
covers are held together with M4 nylon screws into the tapped bottom cover,
and sealed by blue silicone (Loctite 5926).

The box-shaped pistons are sealed by rectangular silicone rubber seals with
slanted edges that are hand-cut from 2 mm silicone rubber using a 3-D printed
cutting guide. For the R-25 motor, seals were laser-cut from 1 mm silicone
rubber for more precise manufacturing due to the smaller size. The seals are
preloaded in length and height by approximately 2%. From experimentations,
this factor was found to be the optimal tradeoff between minimizing sliding
friction and air leakage.

Walls surrounding the rectangular cylinder bores must be thick enough
to resist deformation under pressure. The reason is that the bore’s cross-
sectional shape is rectangular, while only circular cylinders have an optimal
cross-sectional area to perimeter ratio. For 20 mm high cylinders, a wall thick-
ness of 8 mm was chosen. FEM simulations have shown that deformation under
pressure of 0.4 MPa stays below 0.1 mm, to keep air leakage to a minimum. Air-
flow measurements are performed to quantify this amount.

All rigid parts of the T-63 motor were produced using the Ultimaker 2.
This 3-D printer produces parts using fused filament fabrication. The mate-
rial used is Makerpoint PLA (Makerpoint Holding, Wageningen, The Nether-
lands). From its specifications, the Young’s modulus 3.3 GPa and ultimate
tensile strength is 110 MPa. Using a safety factor of 4, the design stress is
26 MPa.

Parts printed by fused filament fabrication method are not isotropic, which
implies that actual tensile strength depends on the orientation of the load. Also,
surface roughness varies significantly: of the bottom-facing faces, the lowermost
one is smooth because it is printed directly on the glass print bed, while all other
bottom-facing faces are rough. The top-facing faces are moderately rough, but
the topmost one can be polished smooth by grinding. The side faces are all
grooved due to the layered printing technique. For moving parts to slide with
relatively low friction, surfaces have to match in smoothness: moderately rough
surfaces must be coupled with smooth ones, and grooved surfaces must slide
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Figure 3.5: T-63 view, with lifted top cover.

in the direction of the grooves. Vaseline (petroleum jelly) is used to lubricate
the parts, minimizing friction and wear.

Because solid 3-D printed parts are generally not fully airtight due to the
presence of small pores, a dilute solution of transparent ABS in acetone is
applied to its walls after which these pores are sealed.

3.3.5 T-63 linear motor

The T-63 motor (Figure 3.1a, top) is a linear motor with dimensions 63× 52×
36 mm. Figure 3.5 shows a CAD drawing of the motor.

The rack is constrained by linear guide rails. 4 mm tubes are mechanically
clamped by purposely misaligning the pneumatic tube socket holes in the top
cover and housing. For reasons described in Section 3.3.2, a teeth pitch of 4 mm
was chosen. The teeth depth, which is a tradeoff between high wedge ratio and
short cylinder stroke, was chosen to be 5 mm, resulting in a teeth tip angle of
43.6°.

The bore’s cross-sectional area is 20 mm × 20 mm = 400 mm2. When sup-
plied with a pressure P , a force Fp = P ·A = 4 · 10−4 · P is exerted on the
piston. The teeth act on the rack by means of a wedge mechanism. A pis-
ton displacement of 2.5 mm results in 1 mm rack displacement, so the wedge
ratio is α = 2.5 mm

1 mm = 2.5 and the force transferred from piston to the rack
is increased by this factor. Ignoring friction, the output force Fr satisfies
Fr = αFp = 10−3 · P = 1000 N/MPa. At a pressure of P = 0.3 MPa, the
output force will then be Fr = 300 N. The actual output force is less due
to friction losses between moving parts (seals, pistons, rack), which can be
determined experimentally.
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Figure 3.6: R-80 view, without top cover, and one piston made transparent.

The T-63 serves as a proof-of-concept, but does not meet the dimensionality
requirement of a medical robot application. Therefore, a miniaturized version
of the T-63 has been developed, resulting in the T-49 design. This motor has
a smaller cross-sectional area and teeth depth, and has a length of 49 mm.

3.3.6 R-80 rotational motor

The R-80 is a rotational stepper motor. See Figure 3.6 for the CAD design and
Figure 3.1b (left) for the realization. The top and bottom covers were laser-
cut from transparent acrylic plates to make the internal parts visible from the
outside, all other rigid parts were 3-D printed in PLA with the Ultimaker 2
machine. The two pistons act on a gear to rotate it around, requiring the piston
movement to be perpendicular to the gear tip’s motion profile. Therefore, the
two identical pistons have to be placed in a cross configuration, embracing the
axle, and the pistons have a slotted hole for the axle.

Dimensions are 80 mm× 80 mm× 37 mm and the bore size is 30×20 mm =
600 mm2, resulting in 60 N of force per 0.1 MPa pressure. The gear has nine
teeth, with circular pitch 40° and teeth depth 8 mm. The step size is 10°, equal
to one quarter of the circular pitch. Upon a piston movement of x = 4 mm,
the gear rotates by β = 10°. The torque T as function of pressure P can

be found using the work balance Tβ = Fx = PAx, so: T = P 6·10−4·4·10−3

10·π/180 ≈
1.38·10−5P = 13.8 Nm/MPa. For a pressure of 0.3 MPa, the theoretical output
torque (ignoring friction losses) is 4.1 N m.

In an optimal situation, the piston teeth surface keeps maximal contact
with the gear when sliding on it. However, unlike in the linear stepper motor
designs, there is no ideal solution for the shape of the planar contact curve.
Curved segments that keep full contact when sliding, must be circular or linear.
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Figure 3.7: Setup for force measurements.

But if the angle between the tangent and radial line is to be kept constant, the
curve must be a logarithmic spiral which does not have a constant radius of
curvature. Combined with the fact that a single tooth has to transfer the
full load, the consequence is that the piston and rack have a relatively small
effective contact surface area, compared with linear stepper motors.

As with the T-63, a miniaturized version of the R-80 has been developed
to meet the dimensional requirements for applications in MR safe robotics.
The R-44 motor (Figure 3.1b, middle) measures 44 mm and was printed with
the Ultimaker 2 in PLA material, while the R-25 motor (Figure 3.1b, right)
measures 25 mm and was printed with the Stratasys (Stratasys Ltd., Eden
Prairie, MN, USA) Objet Eden260 in FullCure720 material.

3.4 Measurements

3.4.1 Methods and setups

Twelve experiments have been conducted, to characterize various aspects of the
five motors. Measurement setups were constructed for different motor charac-
terization, teeth strength, tube propagation delay and MR safety tests. This
section describes the methods and setups used for the different experiments.

Figure 3.7 shows the general measurement setup for evaluating different
motors. Constant force loads on linear stepper motors are generated by lifting
combinations of weights of known mass using a pulley. Winches with radius
20 mm or 50 mm allow to convert these forces to torques to load rotational step-
per motors. The system pressure is adjusted using a manual pressure regulator
and measured with an analog or digital manometer. The stepping frequency is
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controlled by an analog turn knob connected to the Arduino controller of the
valve manifold, its frequency setting was communicated over a serial interface
to a laptop and displayed on its screen. Acceleration is kept below 0.4 m/s2,
to reduce the variation in rope tension. The Arduino keeps an internal step
counter and allows to define two preset positions for feedforward position con-
trol. The directly actuated valves are of type Festo MHP2-MS1H-5/2-M5,
with average response time of 1.8 ms and nominal flow rate of 90 L/min. For
transient positional measurements, an incremental optical linear encoder of
type EM2-0-1000-I (US Digital, Vancouver, WA, USA) with a resolution of
0.006 35 mm, and an absolute angular encoder of type Novotechnik P4501A502
(Novotechnik, Southborough, MA, USA), sampled with the 10-bit ADC of an
Arduino for an effective resolution of 0.34°, were used. For measuring precise
linear displacements, the mechanism of a digital caliper (length 150 mm and ac-
curacy 0.01 mm) was rigidly attached to the rack and table by means of custom
3-D printed parts.

Teeth strength

To study the optimal teeth shape for the T-63 motor, stress and deformations
were simulated by applying a 100 N load on three different tooth shapes, with
depth 5 mm, 8 mm and 12 mm, and all having pitch 4 mm and width 14 mm.
To validate the simulation results, a deflection measurement experiment with
teeth depth 12 mm was also carried out, in which the tooth was loaded with a
10 kg mass. Furthermore, the maximum load on R-80’s gear was investigated
by simulations.

Tube propagation delay

To study the delay and rise/fall times, the pressure step response for 4 mm tubes
with inner diameter 2.5 mm and lengths 0.20 m, 1.0 m and 5.0 m were measured
by applying square waveforms on its input and recording the transient output
pressure. This was performed both without and with a 3.0 cm3 reservoir at
its end, resulting in six different waveforms from which the delay and rise/fall
times were derived and analyzed.

Force/torque versus pressure

(all motors): The weight was varied and the pressure adjusted to the lowest
level where the motor could just lift the given weight without missing steps,
at low frequency (1 Hz) and short tubes (0.20 m). Also, the effect of varying
tube length on force/torque was studied by measuring the minimum required
pressure for different tube lengths.
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Maximum unloaded speed

(all motors): Stepping frequency was increased until the motor misses steps.
This could be observed by moving between two preset step count positions,
and checking that the actual preset positions do not drift away. Short (0.20 m)
tubing was used and pressure was adjusted such that the stepping frequency
could be pushed to the highest level.

Force versus pressure at different stepping frequencies

(T-49 only): The weight and stepping frequency were varied and the pressure
was adjusted to the lowest level where the motor could just lift the given weight
without missing steps. Short tubes (0.20m) were used.

Force versus speed for different tube lengths

(T-49 only): The pressure was fixed at 0.55 MPa and the maximum stepping
frequency was determined for all combinations of weight (0 N, 35 N, 70 N, 100 N)
and tube length (0.20 m, 1.0 m, 5.0 m).

Maximum power

(all motors): Possible combinations of stepping frequencies, weight load and
pressure were tested to find the maximum power operating point for the motor.

Airflow

(T-49 only): The standard airflow was measured by filling a 14 L tank to a
pressure of 0.6 MPa, and then operating a motor until the tank pressure drops
to 0.5 MPa, while the system pressure was maintained at 0.4 MPa. By record-
ing the duration of motor operation, the flow rate is derived. This is first
performed at zero frequency (idle) to derive the amount of leakage, and then
for three different tube lengths (0.20 m, 1.0 m and 5.0 m) in combination with
three different stepping frequencies, to derive the air volume consumption per
step.

Overshoot

(T-63 and R-80): In order to investigate possible overshooting of the motors,
the transient displacement of the R-80 and T-63 were recorded with encoders
and subsequently analyzed.
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Figure 3.8: Left: Stress simulation on three teeth, with depths 5 mm, 8 mm and 12 mm.
Deformation scale is 5.22. Right: Tip displacement measurement. Tooth depth is 12 mm.
Photos with and without 100 N load are superimposed.

Positional accuracy

(T-63 only): Precise actual displacements were measured over a range of set-
point positions, and its differences analyzed.

Durability

(T-63 only): The motor was operated for one hour, lifting and lowering a 120 N
load over a distance of 120 mm in a cycle of ten seconds, delivering 6 W of power
in a duty cycle of 50% at 0.4 MPa pressure. The piston mass was measured
before and after the test, to quantify the amount of wear in the pistons.

MR classification

(T-63 only): The appropiate MR compatibility classification is primarily de-
termined by analyzing the complete list of materials that the motor is made
of. Additionally, MRI scans of the motor inside an Esaote G-scan Brio 0.25T
MRI scanner next to a geometric phantom (water solution containing NiCl2
and NaCl) were taken and analyzed.

3.4.2 Results

This section describes the results of the twelve experiments described in the
previous section.

Teeth strength

Figure 3.8 (left) shows the result of the stress simulation, as carried out with
Solidworks (Dassault Systems Solidworks Corp., MA, USA). The 5 mm tooth
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Figure 3.9: Pressure step response for three different tube lengths, with and without 3 cm3

reservoir.

has a displacement at the tip of less than 0.03 mm and a maximum stress of
9.6 MPa. The 8 mm tooth has a displacement of 0.10 mm and maximum stress
14 MPa. Finally, the 12 mm tooth has an excessive displacement of 0.36 mm
and a maximum stress of 29 MPa.

To validate the simulation, a measurement was conducted by applying a
100 N load on a 12 mm tooth. Figure 3.8 (right) shows that the measured
deflection at the tip was 0.54 mm. This is 50% higher than the simulated value
of 0.36 mm, which could be attributed to the inhomogenity of the material
resulting from the layered 3-D printing process. Using this figure, the effective
Young’s modulus of the material is 2.2 GPa.

Simulations on the R-80 gear have shown that a 330 N load on one tooth
causes a stress of 45 MPa which exceeds the working stress. The maximum
allowable force was found to be 190 N, which corresponds to a torque of 2.3 N m
on its axle.

Tube propagation delay

The step response of the piston pressure was measured for six different cases.
Figure 3.9 shows the pressure graphs as function of time. For each length, the
tube was either closed at the end, or connected to a 3.0 cm3 reservoir at the end
(simulating the cylinder stroke volume of the T-63 motor). It can be observed
that longer tubes have slower response. In case of the shortest tube without
reservoir, the pressure response shows underdamped oscillatory behaviour.

Table 3.2 lists the average delay and rise/fall time for each of the six cases.
The delay is caused by the switching time of the MHP2-MS1H-5/2-M5 valve,
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Case Volume Delay Rise/fall time
0.2 m 1.0 mL 3 ms 4 ms

0.2 m+3 cm3 4.0 mL 3 ms 10 ms
1.0 m 4.9 mL 7 ms 13 ms

1.0 m+3 cm3 7.9 mL 7 ms 25 ms
5.0 m 24.5 mL 18 ms 100 ms

5.0 m+3 cm3 27.5 mL 18 ms 116 ms

Table 3.2: Average delay and rise/fall time measurements for three different tube lengths.

which is 1.8 ms, plus the propagation delay caused by the speed of sound, which
is 340.3 m/s. In case of the 5.0 m tube, the measured delay of 18 ms is consistent
with the theoretical value of 0.0018 + 5.0

340.3 = 16 ms. The measured rise/fall
times are approximately proportional to the tube volume; the measured time
of 100 ms for the 5.0 m tube is consistent with the earlier calculated value of
67 ms, because actual airflow drops when pressure approaches its setpoint.

Force/torque versus pressure
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Figure 3.10: Force/torque versus pressure measurement results for linear and rotational
stepper motors.

Figure 3.10a shows the force characteristics of both linear stepper motor
designs, and Table 3.1 the highest measured force or torque for each motor, for
0.20 m short tubes. The T-63 is capable of delivering 330 N of force, while the
T-49 was tested up to 100 N.

The linear fitting equation of the T-63 force graph is F = 761 · 10−6P −
23.3 N, with F in Newton and P in Pascal. Its coefficients are the slope
761 N/MPa and offset −23.3 N. The coefficient of determination is R2 =
0.9973, which indicates its linearity. Compared with the theoretical model of

1000 N/MPa, we see that the T-63 has a mechanical efficiency of 761 N/MPa
1000 N/MPa =
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76%. This is the ratio of work performed by the rack, to work performed by
the pressurized air on the piston in the cylinder. The remaining work is lost
due to friction in sliding parts, and converted to heat.

The T-49 force graph has a linear fitting equation of F = 264·10−6P−8.9 N.
Its coefficients are the slope 264 N/MPa and offset −8.9 N. The coefficient of
determination is R2 = 0.9920, which also indicates its linearity. The mechanical

efficiency is 264 N/MPa
400 N/MPa = 66%, which is lower than the efficiency of the T-63.

Comparing the force/pressure graphs of the T-63 and T-49, we see that the

T-63 motor is a factor 761 N/MPa
264 N/MPa ≈ 2.9 stronger than the T-49 motor.

When 5.0 m long tubes are used, the T-63 was found to consistently re-
quire an additional 0.02 MPa of pressure to lift a given weight, which can be
attributed to the pressure drop in long tubes at steady airflow resulting from
small air leakages in the motor.

Figure 3.10b gives the torque characteristics of the three rotational stepper
motor designs. The R-80 is capable of exerting 3.7 N m of torque, at a higher
load (approximately 4 N m) one tooth broke off. The simulated stress at that
point was approximately 45 MPa, so this is the effective yield strength under
dynamic loading. Using a design stress of 26 MPa, the maximum torque reduces
to 2.3 N m.

The R-44 exerted over 0.48 N m of torque before breaking down. The R-25
was tested up to 0.10 N m, which is also close to its point of breakdown.

Again, all characteristic curves in Figure 3.10b are approximately linear.

The mechanical efficiency of the R-80 is 6.91 Nm/MPa
13.8 Nm/MPa = 50%, the mechan-

ical efficiency of R-44 is 1.44 Nm/MPa
2.29 Nm/MPa = 63% and R-25’s mechanical efficiency

is 0.68 Nm/MPa
1.03 Nm/MPa = 66%. Although smaller pistons have a larger perimeter-to-

surface ratio, the mechanical efficiency seems not to be directly related to the
size of the motor. Variations in the choice of materials, the manufacturing
process and specific teeth geometries seem to have a more dominant effect on
the friction and the relative mechanical efficiencies.

Maximum unloaded speed

The maximum unloaded stepping frequencies are listed in Table 3.1. The T-49
is the fastest with 320 steps/s, and R-80 the slowest with 80 steps/s.

Force versus pressure at different stepping frequencies

Figure 3.11a shows the force/pressure relationship of the T-49 motor for differ-
ent stepping speeds. At low speeds, the graph follows the one in Figure 3.10a.
For stepping frequencies up to 150 Hz, the maximum force of 100 N can still be
exerted if the pressure is increased. But at higher stepping frequencies (200 Hz
and higher), the maximum force is significantly reduced.
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Figure 3.11: T-49’s relationships between force, pressure, speed and tube length.

Tube length Measured air volume Tube+bore volume Efficiency
0.20 m (13± 2) mL 2.1 mL 12%
1.0 m (30± 8) mL 6.0 mL 5.2%
5.0 m (140± 10) mL 26 mL 1.1%

Table 3.3: Air consumption per step in the T-49 motor and tube+bore volume, and pneu-
matic efficiency, for different tube lengths.

Force versus speed for different tube lengths

Figure 3.11b shows T-49’s force-speed relationship for different tube lengths
(outer diameter 4 mm, inner diameter 2.5 mm), at a pressure of 0.55 MPa. As
expected, using 5.0 m long tubes restricts operation to lower stepping frequen-
cies (order of 10 Hz) than when 0.20 m or 1.0 m tubes are used (order of 100 Hz).

Maximum power

The maximum power found for each motor is given in Table 3.1. Short tubes
(0.20 m) were used. The pressure was generally set to 0.5 MPa, except for
the R-44 and R-25 where the pressure was lower in order not to damage the
gears. The T-63 and R-80 turned out to be the most powerful motors, both
delivering around 25 W. The R-44 delievered a stable 3.7 W of power. When
the frequency was increased from 75Hz to 125Hz, delivering 6.2 W for a short
time, the gear broke down. The R-25 managed to deliver 1.1 W of power, and
also broke down when the frequency was increased further.

Airflow

The T-49’s airflow at standstill and a pressure of 0.4 MPa was measured to be
(250± 10) mL/s on average (normalized to atmospheric pressure). This is the
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Figure 3.12: Transient angle measurements of the T-63 and R-80 motors.

amount of air leaking through the housing and covers, and along the seals of
the T-49. The leakage of other motors varies from 34 mL/s for the R-25, to
424 mL/s for the T-63.

The measured air volume consumption (normalized to atmospheric pres-
sure) per step by the T-49 motor is listed in the second column of Table 3.3.
This amount of air is needed to increase the pressure in the tube, cylinder
bore and valve by 0.4 MPa, and is indeed just over four times the calculated
geometric volume. As the effective piston stroke distance is 2.0 mm and piston
area is 196 mm2, the effective stroke volume is 0.392 mL, requiring 1.57 mL of
air. The pneumatic efficiency is the ratio between this volume and the mea-
sured step volume, and listed in the last column of Table 3.3. As expected, the
efficiency is highest for short tubes. For a given tube length and valve airflow,
these figures determine the maximum stepping frequency. For 5.0 m tubes and
a nominal airflow of 90 L/min = 1.5 L/s, the maximum stepping frequency is
8.9 Hz (ignoring delay and friction effects in the tubes). This is consistent with
measurements on the pressure step response and maximum stepping frequency.

Overshoot

Figure 3.12 shows the transient measurements of the T-63 and R-80 motors.
In forward motion, the overshoot of the R-80 is observed to be 0.3° on average,
which is in the same order as the sensor resolution. The T-63 shows oscillatory
behaviour in different frequencies resulting from dynamics in the mechanical
system, in particular the masses of the lifting weight and the linear rail for
the optical encoder. The overshoot is approximately 0.1 mm on average. Both
overshoots are one order of magnitude smaller than the step size.
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Figure 3.13: Displacement error of the T-63 motor, in forward and backward direction.

In reverse direction, the transients have the same characteristics and mag-
nitude as in forward direction. Additionally, a hysteresis can be observed as
expected. For the R-80, the offset between setpoint (without hysteresis) and
measured position is 8°-9°, while for the T-63 the offset is 0.6-0.7 mm. On av-
erage, the magnitude of hysteresis is 60%-80% of the step size. The graph is
consistent with Figure 3.3b.

Positional accuracy

Figure 3.13 shows the displacement error of the T-63 motor as function of the
setpoint position (with hysteresis) between 0 mm and 20 mm. The following
observations can be made:

� The error depends on the movement direction. When moving back-
ward, the controller assumes hysteresis of one step, but there is a bias of
=0.40 mm in the measured position which can be attributed to clearances
and material stresses in the direction of movement.

� The trendline shows that the deviation decreases with 0.0051 mm per mm
displacement (0.51%). A possible cause is the shrink factor for PLA asso-
ciated with the 3-D printing process, when the part is cooled off inside the
printer. This could be compensated for by increasing the dimensions by a
certain factor, so that the dimensions after shrinkage are more accurate.

� The deviation is periodic with an interval of four steps. At odd-numbered
setpoint displacements, the deviation is consequently above the trendline,
while at even-numbered ones the deviation is below the trendline. Appar-
ently, there is a slight asymmetry causing an offset of 0.21 mm between
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Part Material
Housing, pistons, rack PLA
Screws Nylon
Seals Silicone rubber
Tubing Polyurethane
Glue, sealant, lubricant Loctite 406/770/5926, petroleum jelly

Table 3.4: List of materials of T-63

the deviations of both pistons, which can be caused by 3-D printing ef-
fects.

� Taking the trendline and periodic deviations into account, the standard
deviation error from that calibrated displacement is below the measure-
ment error of 0.01 mm.

Next, a repeatability test was performed. The rack was moved ten times
between setpoint 0 mm and 100 mm. The measured positions at the lower
endpoint was consistently 0.00 mm, while at the upper endpoint it measured
either 99.15 mm or 99.16 mm. Its difference is within the measurement error of
0.01 mm.

The measurements show that there is a significant, but highly repeatable
deviation between setpoint and actual displacement. The RMS (root mean
square) error from the trend line is 0.11 mm. After calibration of the eight
different motor phases (four forward and four backward), the repeatability is
in the order of 0.01 mm.

Durability

The T-63 motor was operated during one hour, lifting and lowering a 120 N
load over a distance of 120 mm once every ten seconds, performing 86400 steps
in total. Before the test, the masses of the pistons were measured to be 5.91 g
and 5.81 g, respectively. After operating the motors for one hour, the measured
masses were 5.91 g and 5.80 g, respectively. The weight measurement error is
0.01 g, so there was no significant change in the masses of both pistons. Visual
inspection also revealed no sign of wear. The motor did not skip a single step
in the test. This particular motor can therefore operate for at least one hour
under the tested load, with an indication that much longer runs are possible.

MR classification

Table 3.4 lists all the materials contained in the T-63. None of the listed
materials are conducting, metallic and/or ferromagnetic, and therefore the T-
63 can be classified to be MR safe.
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(a) Setup (b) No motor (c) Running (d) Diff.

Figure 3.14: MRI scans of the T-63 motor next to a geometric phantom, without motor and
with running motor. The motor is placed between the two fiducials next to the phantom.
Image (d) is the difference between (b) and (c).

Situation Mean intensity µ Standard deviation σ SNR [dB]
No motor 1211 18.5 36.3
Idle motor 1204 19.9 35.7

Running motor 1190 18.1 36.4

Table 3.5: Signal-to-noise ratio of bright patch in phantom, for three situations.

The MR safe classification implies that the device has no potential for in-
teraction with the magnetic field, and this was also verified with an actual MRI
experiment. Figure 3.14 shows the setup and MRI scans of a geometric phan-
tom and a motor holder with two fiducials attached to it. Three conditions
were tested: without motor, with idle motor placed in the holder and with
T-63 continuously running at 7 Hz.

A 20 x 20 pixel bright patch in the image of the phantom was selected, in the
proximity of the motor. The average signal intensity and standard deviation
of this patch were evaluated and listed in Table 3.5, along with the derived
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in decibels, for all three conditions. There is no
significant change in SNR when a running motor is present, compared to the
other situations.

Figure 3.14d shows the image difference between the first and third situ-
ation. There is no change visible in the image of the phantom, on the scale
of one pixel = 0.94 mm. This implies that the presence and operation of the
motor do not cause any measurable distortions in the image.

3.4.3 Discussion

Table 3.1 lists the developed motor’s specifications alongside with state-of-the-
art metal-free bidirectional pneumatic stepper motors. The T-63 motor is able
to deliver 330 N of force, which is over ten times stronger than the two other
linear stepper motors found in literature [46, 49]. The T-63 did not miss any
steps and the teeth showed no signs of wear after an hour long test, which means
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that the motor can be feed-forward controlled and is durable. Simulations also
showed that its 5 mm deep teeth can individually handle 100 N loads without
excessive stress or deformations.

The R-80 rotational motor managed to deliver 3.7 N m when pushed for
torque, or 2.3 N m when taking maximum material stresses into account, which
is still three times stronger than the most powerful rotational motors found in
literature [113, 118].

Transient positional measurements on the T-63 and R-80 motors have shown
that hysteresis is present as expected, and that the overshoot is one order of
magnitude smaller than the step size. This overshoot can be considered in-
significant compared to the discretization error, which is half the step size. For
the T-63 motor which has a 1.0 mm nominal step size, deviations are present
in the order of 0.1 mm-0.5 mm, due to various manufacturing inaccuracies re-
sulting from 3-D printing. The repeatability was found to be 0.01 mm, so a
well-calibrated motor has good positional accuracy.

Comparing motors in terms of delivered power is not straightforward. There
are no standardized test protocols, so wattage measurements depend on the
actual setup used such as tubing dimensions and valve specifications. The
PneuStep delivers 3 W during normal operation, but also claimed to have de-
livered 37 W when pushed for power. The R-80 and T-63 both managed to
deliver 25 W, but the long-term durability of the T-63 was evaluated at 6 W
only. Additional measurements are needed to investigate the durability of the
motor at different wattages to find out the long-term maximum operating lim-
its. On the other hand, if we could choose stronger non-metallic materials such
as PEEK or ceramics, which PneuStep also does, then the absolute operating
limits would be significantly extended and the measured 25 W of power could
then be considered to be within normal operating range.

The T-63 and R-80 are too bulky for applications in MR safe robotics.
Therefore, miniaturized versions of these motors have been developed as well.
As the amount of work performed per step is proportional to the stroke dis-
placement volume, downsizing one motor design results in a performance scaled
down roughly proportional to its linear dimensions.

The T-49 satisfies all requirements, delivering 100 N of force. One appli-
cation is the Stormram 3, an MR safe robotic system for breast biopsy [51].
The R-44 and R-25 rotational motors are also compact, but not robust yet.
The gears need to be re-dimensioned or constructed from stronger materials
to avoid breaking down at excessive loads. The main reason is that one single
tooth has to bear the full load, while in the linear motors the total load is
evenly distributed over multiple teeth.

Certain applications require the valves to be placed a minimum distance
away from the motors. In case of MR safe robotics, this distance is in the
order of 5 m (except when placing the valves in a shielded enclosure within the
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Faraday cage of the MRI scanner). The maximum stepping frequency of the T-
49 motor over a distance of 5 m was measured to be 7 Hz when maximum force
is needed, which is consistent with pressure step response measurements. If
this frequency is too low, then valves with higher airflow and tubes with larger
inner diameter are required to increase the stepping frequency to the desired
level. For distances of 1 m, the maximum stepping frequency was measured to
be 40 Hz, and for very short tubes the T-49 motor can be operated at up to
150 Hz while maintaining the maximum force of 100 N.

After the development of Stoianovici’s PneuStep in 2007, multiple attempts
have been made to develop metal-free pneumatic stepper motors that are com-
pact, powerful and easy to manufacture, with limited success. Many of the
previously developed motors are relatively weak or too bulky, due to the small
bore sizes, inefficient mechanics, excessive leakage or other reasons.

In contrast, the designs presented in this paper show radically improved
specifications and are fully rapid prototypeable. The main improvement is
that the cylinders make more effective use of the available space: each cylinder
bore’s width is approximately one-third of the total housing length, and the
bore height is approximately half the motor height, resulting in relatively large
piston head surfaces resulting in high forces. The rectangular-shaped bore
makes the different components rapid prototypeable, and the multifunctional
pistons require no additional components to transfer the pneumatic forces to
the rack or gear.

3.5 Conclusion

Five stepper motors have been developed: two linear and three rotational ones,
in sizes ranging from 25 mm to 80 mm. The T-63 and R-80 motors have shown
to be significantly stronger than any other non-metallic pneumatic motor found
in literature, while the T-49, R-44 and R-25 are small enough to be applied to
MR safe robotics and therefore satisfy all requirements. All motors are easy
to manufacture by rapid prototyping. The presented design method involving
box-shaped pistons that embrace a rack or gear inside a space-efficient housing,
has shown to be the key concept that is likely to advance the field of metal-free
pneumatic stepper motors towards a higher level.
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4.1 Abstract

In breast cancer detection it is essential to perform precise interventions to
determine the diagnosis. Robotic systems actuated by MR safe pneumatic
stepper motors could improve accuracy to target the tumor. The achievable
accuracy or speed is limited due to long pneumatic tubes connecting the motors
to the electromagnetic valves in the control room. This paper presents the
design of two dual-speed stepper motors in order to solve this limitation.

The linear motor measures 50x32x14 mm (excluding racks) and has step
sizes 1.7 mm and 0.3 mm. The maximum speed under load is 20 mm/s, mea-
sured force is 24 N and positioning accuracy is 0.1 mm. The rotational motor
measures �30x32 mm (excluding axles) and has step sizes 10° and 12.9°. Under
load its maximum angular speed is 229 °/s or 38.2 RPM, maximum torque is
74 N mm and positioning accuracy is 1°. By operating the valves in a coor-
dinated way high-speed and precise position control can be achieved. With
these specifications the motors have high potential to actuate MR safe surgical
robots.

4.2 Introduction

In breast cancer screening, medical imaging is used by a radiologist to explore
abnormalities. When a suspicious lesion is found a biopsy may be required for
accurate histological evaluation. In this procedure a biopsy needle is inserted
to the location of the suspicious lesion under imaging guidance after which
the tissue is sampled and examined. While most lesions are well visible on
mammography (x-ray) and ultrasound, a small part is only detectable on MRI.
The current MRI-guided breast biopsy procedure is inaccurate and inefficient
resulting in long procedure times, additional tissue damage and possibly a false
negative biopsy [29, 129].

A robotic system placed inside the MRI scanner allows precise needle oper-
ations under near-realtime MRI guidance and could improve the breast biopsy
procedure. The construction and actuation of such a robot needs special con-
sideration to avoid interference with the strong magnetic field of the MRI scan-
ner. In the current terminology as defined by the ASTM F2503-13 standard
three possible classifications are given to medical equipment: “MR unsafe”,
“MR conditional” and “MR safe”. The strongest classification, “MR safe”, is
exclusively assigned to devices which are entirely constructed of non-metallic,
non-magnetic and non-conductive materials, as determined from its material
decomposition rather than MR compatibility tests.

Energy for actuation has to be transferred mechanically to the robot by
means of pneumatics, hydraulics or cables. All three methods have its own
advantages and disadvantages. A hydraulic actuator utilizes the incompress-
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Figure 4.1: Photographs of rotational (left) and linear (right) dual-speed pneumatic stepper
motors.

ibility of fluid to transmit forces and displacements over long distances. Perfect
sealing of all parts is required as leaking liquid is troublesome [133], making it
difficult to produce parts by rapid prototyping techniques. Actuation by Bow-
den cables and/or pulley systems have been proven effective in many areas of
research and engineering: forces and displacements are transferred by pushing,
pulling and/or twisting a cable inside the tube. The main challenge involved is
to overcome the static friction, especially when the cable has numerous bends
between the robot and controller [70]. Pneumatic systems utilize pressurized
air as the medium which has the advantages that it is abundant in hospitals,
small leaks are acceptable and long transmission distances are possible without
significant drop in supplied pressure. An important drawback is that air is
compressible: while a single pneumatic cylinder could be used as an actuator
[41], precise position control of the piston is difficult and the only well-defined
positions are the two end-stop positions. The air compressibility issue can be
mitigated by utilizing the stepper motor mechanism: two or more pneumatic
cylinders drive a rack or gear in discrete steps, resulting in a pneumatic stepper
motor [46, 55, 110] on which this research is based.

The relevant characteristics of an MR safe motor are size, force, accuracy
and speed. The motor must fit within a device alongside the patient inside
the MRI scanner, so the size must be in the order of a few centimetres. The
maximum force must be at least 20 N to allow inserting a biopsy needle in dense
tissue. The speed should be sufficient to move the end-effector to a specified
location within approximately ten seconds in order not to delay the biopsy
procedure. Finally, sub-millimeter accuracy and precision are required to allow
targeting of millimeter-sized lesions.
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4.2.1 State-of-art

Several MR safe robotic systems driven by pneumatic stepper motors have
been demonstrated in literature. Stoianovici et al. [118] demonstrated the Mr-
Bot driven by PneuStep motors, a rotational stepper motor with three phases
and optical position feedback. The time needed to align the needle guide
with the target site is 1:36 ± 1.24 min [120]. Bomers et al. [15] developed
the RCM (remote-controlled manipulator), a robotic system for transrectal
prostate biopsy and driven by helical pneumatic stepper motors. The mean
manipulation time for needle guide movement was measured to be 5:48 min.
Groenhuis et al. [55] developed the Stormram 4, which requires up to 1:30 min
to manipulate the needle to the commanded position.

All these robots require more than one minute to move to the target po-
sition, delaying the biopsy procedure. The low speed is a result of the sub-
millimeter step sizes combined with low stepping frequencies limited by the
5 m to 10 m tubes that connect the motors to MR-unsafe valve manifolds out-
side the Faraday cage of the MRI scanner.

4.2.2 Analysis of maximum stepping frequency

The maximum frequency of a pneumatic stepper motor is primarily limited
by tube dimensions and valve specifications. In order to move a piston pneu-
matically one chamber has to be pressurized and the opposite chamber (if
any) de-pressurized, both involving the displacement of a certain volume of air
through the valve. As the internal volume of a pneumatic tube (24.5 cm3 for
5 m long, 2.5 mm inner diameter tubes) is an order of magnitude higher than
the cylinder stroke of a stepper motor (order of 1 cm3), the tube also has char-
acterstics of a reservoir and the airflow is not constant across the length of the
tube, complicating theoretical analysis.

Two different valves are considered. The MHP2 (Festo MHP2-MS1H-5/2-
M5, Festo AG & Co. KG, Esslingen am Neckar, Germany) is a direct-acting
solenoid valve with a specified switching time of 2 ms. The PV5211 (Pneu-
matiekVoordeel PV5211-24VDC-1/8, TechniComponents B.V., Waalwijk, The
Netherlands) is an internally-piloted valve with a specified switching time of
under 50 ms. In the PV5211 valve the delay between the switching of the pilot
and main valves does not necessarily affect the rise time of the valve, instead
it primarily contributes to a phase shift in its frequency response.

The flow rate is restricted by the 2.5 mm orifice diameters of the valve and
tubes. This results in a theoretical maximum flow rate of 343π×0.001252 m3/s =
1680 cm3/s = 101 L min−1. The specified nominal flow rates for both valves is
approximately 90 L min−1 = 1500 cm3/s for a system pressure of 0.3 MPa to
0.5 MPa and a pressure drop of 0.1 MPa across the valve, which are consistent
with the calculated maximum flow rates.
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Ignoring switching time of the valve the minimum time needed to pressurize
a volume of 25 cm3 is 25

1500 s ≈ 17 ms. This lower bound cannot be significantly
reduced by using differently-sized valves or tubes, as the minimum travel time
for a pocket of air through a 5 m tube is 5

343 s = 15 ms. This sets a strict upper
bound of 1

0.015Hz = 67 Hz for the stepping frequency. The actual bandwidth is
lower due to friction and dynamics in the system.

Yang et al. [135] approximated the dynamics of a 9 m long, 3.2 mm inner
diameter tube as a first-order system with bandwidth 5.1 Hz and time delay
27 ms. Groenhuis and Stramigioli [47] experimentally observed a bandwidth of
10 Hz when using 5 m long, 2.5 mm inner diameter tubes. Higher stepping fre-
quencies are accompanied with a loss of force or torque. Stoianovici et al. [118]
implemented position feedback using optical waveguides in order to optimize
the stepping frequency for a given load and also account for missing steps.

4.2.3 Approach

The aim of this paper is to achieve higher accuracy and speed in pneumatic
stepper actuators suitable for MR safe surgical robots. The approach is to
combine two singular stepper motors with different step sizes into one housing in
a space-efficient way. By simultaneously operating both the large-step side and
the small-step side in constructive directions, maximum speed is achieved which
is the sum of the individual speeds. Smaller steps can be made by operating the
small-step side only or by operating both sides in opposite directions. Even
smaller net displacements may be achieved by performing a combination of
multiple large and small steps. No position feedback is employed to keep the
design as compact and simple as possible. Instead, correctness of controlled
position is guaranteed when the motor is not overloaded.

One linear and one rotational dual-speed stepper motor have been developed
to demonstrate the different geometries and design parameters and also provide
solutions for different types of kinematic joints. The linear motor actuates a
prismatic joint while the rotational motor can directly actuate a revolute joint.
The step sizes in the linear motor are substantially different while the step sizes
of the rotational motor are close to each other.

4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1 Linear motor design

Figure 4.2 shows an exploded view of the dual-speed linear motor. It is based on
the design by Groenhuis et al. [51, 55] and consists of a housing (red) with four
dual-acting pneumatic cylinders (green) sealed by 10 x 10 mm square-shaped
seals (yellow) acting on two racks (purple). The large-step side consisting of the
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Figure 4.2: Exploded view of linear motor. The pistons (green) slide back and forth inside
the box-shaped cavities of the housing (red) sealed by the square seals (yellow). The two
outermost pistons have large teeth on the bottom, driving the large-step rack (purple). The
two innermost pistons actuate the small-step rack on top.

outermost two cylinders drives the long rack on the bottom which has a teeth
pitch of 6.8 mm and a teeth depth of 6 mm. The small-step side consisting of
the innermost two cylinders drives the short rack on the top which has a teeth
pitch of 1.2 mm and a teeth depth of 2 mm. The linear stepper motor measures
50 x 32 x 14 mm excluding racks.

The force exerted by one piston at a pressure of 0.3 MPa is 0.3 × 106 ×
0.012N = 30 N. The teeth in the large-step side have a mechanical advantage
of 2×6

6.8 = 1.76 so the force exerted by the large-step rack (ignoring friction
losses) is 1.76 × 30 N = 53 N. For the small-step side the advantage ratio is
2×2
1.2 = 3.33 resulting in a theoretical force of 3.33× 30 N = 100 N.

The range of motion is determined by the length of the longer rack. The
shorter rack is primarily used to enhance positioning accuracy. As 17 small
steps result in the same displacement (5.4 mm) as three large steps, the mini-
mum range of motion for the small-step rack to reach all positions is 5.4 mm.
Excess range may still be useful for reaching the desired target position in a
lower number of steps.

4.3.2 Rotational motor design

Figure 4.3 shows an exploded view of the dual-speed rotational motor. The
number and cross-sectional area of the cylinders are identical to that of the
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Figure 4.3: Exploded view of rotational motor. The pistons (green) act on the geared axles
(purple). The large-step axle gear (left) has seven teeth and takes 28 steps per revolution.
The small-step axle gear (right) has nine teeth, taking 36 steps per revolution.

linear motor, but these are placed in a cross configuration and the teeth act on
geared axles instead of racks. The axle of the large-step side has seven teeth
resulting in a step angle of 90

7 = 12.86° = 0.224 rad, while the small-step axle
has nine teeth and a step angle of 10° = 0.175 rad. The teeth depth on both
sides is 2.5 mm. Excluding axles, the motor dimensions are �30 mm x 32 mm.

The piston force at a pressure of 0.3 MPa is also 30 N. For the large-step
side this results in a theoretical torque of 30×0.0025

2×0.224 N m = 167 N mm, while for

the small-step side the theoretical torque is 30×0.0025
2×0.175 N m = 214 N mm.

In a typical application one of the axles is fixed to an inertial reference
frame. Actuation of this side will cause the housing to revolve around the axle.
The range of motion of this side is constrained by the amount of available
space to wrap and un-wrap the pneumatic tubes, which must be at least 90°
to be able to reach all setpoints. The other side can rotate continuously if not
constrained by the range of motion of the actuated kinematic joint.

Figure 4.4 shows a schematic cross-sectional view of the large-step rota-
tional unit through a sequence of five states. The two pistons (red and green)
both make contact with the geared axle (purple), but only the piston which
was pressurized formerly establishes full contact with the gear and determines
the position. This eliminates backlash but also causes hysteresis when the
direction is reversed. When the four cylinder chambers are pressurized in a
particular sequence the gear performs step-wise rotational movements in the
desired direction. Figure 4.5 shows a similar operating sequence for a generic
linear stepper motor unit.
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Figure 4.4: Five consecutive states of the large-step side of the rotational motor with the
housing (yellow), geared axle (purple) and pistons (red and green). A step is performed by
pneumatically moving one piston to the opposite side. After performing four steps the gear
has rotated by one-seventh revolution.
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Figure 4.5: Five consecutive states of a single-speed linear stepper motor with the housing
(yellow), rack (purple) and pistons (red and green).

4.3.3 Production

Figure 4.1 shows both assembled motors. The rigid parts of both motors were
printed on a Stratasys Connex3 printer (Stratasys, Ltd., Eden Prairie, MN,
USA) in VeroClear material, standard quality, glossy finish. The seals were
laser-cut from 0.5 mm silicone rubber. The moving parts were lubricated with
petroleum jelly (vaseline) and the housing was glued together using Loctite 406.
Polyurethane tubing with an inner diameter of 2.5 mm and a length of 5 m was
used to connect the motors to the valves. All used materials are non-metallic,
non-magnetic and non-conductive.

4.3.4 Position control

The linear actuator can perform displacements of 0.3 mm, 1.4 mm, 1.7 mm or
2.0 mm in either direction within a single step. The greatest common divisor
of the available step sizes is 0.1 mm, which is the discretization error when
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executing an arbitrary number of steps.
Given a target displacement d, the number of large steps m and small steps

n need to be calculated such that 1.7m+ 0.3n = d. The range of motion of both
sides gives an additional constraint and the total number of steps, max(|m|, |n|),
is to be minimized for efficient operation. The lower bound for the required
number of steps is d d2.0e and an upper bound is d d1.7 + 20e. The optimal values
for m and n can be found with an iterative algorithm or an exhaustive search
over the whole state space.

For the rotational actuator the possible displacements in a single step are
2.86°, 10°, 12.86° and 22.86°. The greatest common divisor is 1.43° and the
required number of steps to perform a target angular displacement can be
found using the same methods as for the linear stepper motor.

The execution of large and small steps in opposite directions may cause
overshooting, for example when a net displacement of 0.1 mm has to be exe-
cuted. If overshoot is undesired, the precision of small adjustments changes to
0.3 mm which still complies with the sub-millimeter accuracy requirement. It
is also possible to avoid overshooting in one particular direction only (e.g. the
forward direction) by operating the motor sides in a certain sequence such that
all backward motion(s) are performed prior to all forward motion(s). In that
situation, any overshoot only occurs in the backward direction.

To reduce the hysteresis effect, setpoints for both motor sides should be
consistently approached in forward direction. If a setpoint was approached in
backward direction, the associated hysteresis effect can be cancelled by execut-
ing reciprocal steps.

4.4 Evaluation

To study the transient behaviour, positional accuracy, speed and maximum
force/torque of the motors, several experiments were performed.

4.4.1 Measurement setup

Figure 4.6 shows the measurement setup for the linear and rotational motors.
The linear motor is attached to a sliding rail of which the position is measured
with an optical encoder of type EM2-0-1000-I (US Digital, Vancouver, WA,
USA) with a resolution of 0.006 35 mm. Forces on the slider are generated by
bodies with known mass hanging on a pulley.

The rotational motor drives a spindle with radius 15 mm to lift bodies of
known mass. The angular displacement is measured using an optical encoder
of type HEDS-9140 (Broadcom Ltd., San Jose, CA, USA) with a resolution of
0.18°.
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Figure 4.6: Measurement setup for linear and rotational motors. The motor’s outputs are
connected to weights of known mass hanging over a pulley. The pressure regulator can
be adjusted to find the minimum pressure required for the motor to lift the given weights.
Optical encoders track the precise displacements of the motors.

Polyurethane tubes (outer diameter 4 mm, inner diameter 2.5 mm, length
5 m) connect either motor to the valves of type PV5211-24VDC-1/8. The
system pressure is adjusted by a manual pressure regulator and observed by a
pressure gauge.

An Arduino controls the valves at a fixed frequency of 10 Hz in all tests
while keeping track of the optically-encoded position of the motor.

4.4.2 Experiments

Positional accuracy

In the positional accuracy experiments, the displacements of both motors were
recorded while navigating through a sequence of setpoints. All positions were
zero-calibrated at t=0 s. The transient displacement was studied for overshoot
and delay characteristics. The offset between setpoint and measured steady-
state position resulted in a measure of positional accuracy.

Force and torque

The linear motor was loaded using bodies with a range of masses in steps of
0.5 kg. For each load the lowest pressure was determined such that the large-
step side of the motor was just able to lift the applied weight without skipping
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Figure 4.7: Transient displacement of linear motor. In the first two seconds the large-step side
(1.7 mm) was operated, followed by operation of the small-step side (0.3 mm). Afterwards
a series of net displacements of 0.1 mm were executed by driving combinations of large and
small steps in such a way that no overshooting occurs in forward direction.

steps at a frequency of 10 Hz. The same procedure was performed for the
small-step side of the motor.

The rotational motor was tested using the same setup, but its spindle was
loaded with a series of masses in steps of 0.1 kg.

4.4.3 Results

Transient displacement

Figure 4.7 shows the transient displacement of the linear motor. From t=0 s
it executes ten large steps, travelling 17 mm within one second. The average
measured propagation delay was 70 ms. In the next second it travels back to
x=0 mm. The deviation between internal and measured position is corrected by
the extra reciprocating step at t=2.2 s. From t=2 s it executes ten small steps
to x=3.0 mm and back to the origin. From there on the setpoint is incremented
in steps of 0.1 mm and it can be seen that for every 0.1 mm net displacement the
motor executes a number of backward steps followed by a number of forward
steps. Upon reaching the setpoint in forward direction the motor overshoots by
less than 0.1 mm and the steady-state error is 0.1 mm on average. The recorded
movements can also be viewed in the supplementary video.

Figure 4.8 shows the transient angular displacement of the rotational motor.
The setpoint position is increased in steps of 2.86° and it can be observed that
in most cases four steps are required. The small-step side first executes two
backward steps followed by one forward step after which the large-step side
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Figure 4.8: Transient displacement of rotational motor. A series of 2.86° steps were executed
by rotating the two sides in opposite directions. Certain additional steps were necessary to
take hysteresis and range constraints into account.

executes one forward step. More steps are executed around t=4 s and t=9 s
to avoid wrapping the pneumatic tubes, hereby rotating at 100 °/s to 128 °/s.
During forward motion of the motor sides, it follows the internal setpoint with
a time delay of approximately 60 ms. Upon reaching each setpoint the error
between setpoint and observed position was measured to be −0.69± 0.52°.

Force and torque

Figure 4.9 shows the maximum force of both sides of the linear motor at dif-
ferent pressures. At a pressure of 0.3 MPa the small-step side delivers 24 N
which means an efficiency of 24

100 = 24%, while the large-step rack exerts 29 N
resulting in an efficiency of 29

53 = 55%. Examination of the teeth shape under
a microscope (Figure 4.11) revealed that the small-step teeth are rounded due
to 3D printing effects and that the actual teeth depth is 1.2 mm instead the
designed 2.0 mm, reducing the effectiveness of the wedge mechanism. When
engaged by the piston teeth, the effective wedge ratio at the contact point is

1
tan 26° = 2.05 and the difference with the theoretical value of 3.33 makes up
for the majority of the difference in observed mechanical effiency between both
sides of the linear motor.

In case of operating the motor under a 24 N load the maximum combined
work per step is 24 N× (0.3 + 1.7) mm = 48 mJ. At an operating frequency of
10 Hz this results in a maximum power of 0.48 W.

Figure 4.10 shows the maximum torques for the rotational motor. At a pres-
sure of 0.3 MPa the torque of the large-step side was measured to be 74 N mm,
resulting in a mechanical efficiency of 74

167 = 44%. The small-step side is able
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Figure 4.9: Maximum forces of the linear motor for a range of pressures, for both motor
sides.

to exert the same torque at a pressure of 0.22 MPa, resulting in a mechanical
efficiency of 74

0.733×214 = 47%.
The combined work per step under a 72 N mm load is 72 N mm×(0.224 + 0.175) rad =

29 mJ. At a stepping frequency of 10 Hz this gives a maximum power of 0.29 W.

4.5 Discussion

The linear motor has shown that it can move with a speed of 20 mm/s, has a
minimum step size of 0.3 mm, a positioning accuracy of 0.1 mm and a maxi-
mum force of 24 N at a pressure of 0.3 MPa. A displacement of 100 mm can
be performed by executing 56 large and 16 small steps which takes 5.6 s in to-
tal. This is an order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art stepper motors,
without compromising on force or accuracy.

The rotational motor can rotate at a speed of up to 229 °/s, achieve an
accuracy of approximately 1°, has a minimum step size of 2.86° (when operating
both sides in opposite direction) and delivers a maximum torque of 74 N mm
at 0.3 MPa. A rack-and-pinion with radius 5 mm theoretically converts these
figures to a linear speed of up to 20 mm/s with an accuracy of 0.09 mm and a
maximum force of 15 N.

The maximum forces and torques are limited by system pressure, cylinder
cross-sectional area and the effective wedge ratio of the mechanical force trans-
fer from piston to rack or gear. A larger cylinder cross-sectional area would
result in enlarged overall dimensions, while increased pressure or a higher wedge
ratio require the use of stronger materials to withstand the increased material
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Figure 4.10: Maximum torques of rotational motor for a range of pressures, for both motor
sides.

stresses. In the linear motor the force is also limited by the roundedness of the
teeth in the small-step rack due to manufacturing limitations, resulting in a
suboptimal wedge mechanism.

In the rotational motor the small-step side requires 30% lower pressure
to deliver the same amount of torque than the large-step side. The reason
is that the step angle is different while the teeth depth is equal, resulting
in inconsistent wedge ratios. A performance gain can be expected by better
balancing the maximum torques of both sides, which could be achieved by
adjusting the dimensions of the teeth or cylinders while taking the size and
material strength constraints into account.

The range of motion of the linear actuator depends on the lengths of the
large-step and small-step racks. The large-step rack must be long enough to
cover the entire workspace, while the small-step rack only needs sufficient free-
dom to make the required small-step adjustements. The small-step side can
move continuously in the rotational motor while the large-step side is con-
strained by the available space to wrap and un-wrap the pneumatic tubes.

The bandwidth is limited to 10 Hz, so higher stepping frequencies result in
reduced output forces. Steps may be skipped when load forces exceed the motor
output forces and these skipped steps cannot be immediately detected without
position feedback. While it is possible to incorporate MR safe position feedback
with optical sensors, a possibly more viable approach to further increase travel
speed is to add a third stage resulting in a triple-speed pneumatic stepper
motor.

Eight pneumatic tubes with outer diameter 3 mm to 4 mm are needed to
connect one dual-speed motor to four valves of the controller, resulting in a rel-
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Figure 4.11: Microscopic picture of the small-step rack showing the roundedness of its teeth.
One point of contact with the engaging piston teeth (sketched green) is shown as a blue dot
and its tangent line in red. The slope of this tangent line determines the effective wedge ratio
of the mechanical transfer from piston to rack.

Table 4.1: Average movement time of biopsy robots

Robotic system Operating time (minutes)
Stoianovici et al. (MrBot) [120] 1:36 ± 1:24

Bomers et al. (RCM) [15] 5:48
Groenhuis et al. (Stormram 4) [55] 1:30

System using dual-speed linear motors 0:11 (projected)

atively large cable bundle and complex controller for the whole robotic system.
The number of tubes may be reduced by employing cylinder sharing techniques,
at the cost of a reduced state space.

The size, force, accuracy and speed characteristics of both dual-speed step-
per motors make these suitable for effective actuation of MR safe robotic sys-
tems. In particular, the linear motor could be used in the linear stages of the
Stormram 4 robot [55]. Based on the modified joint velocities the projected av-
erage time required to move the upgraded robot towards a new target location
can be calculated. A typical movement involves a displacement over 50 mm (28
steps of 1.7 mm plus 8 steps of 0.3 mm) followed by an angulation of 10° (40
steps of 0.25 °) and the insertion of a biopsy needle over a distance of 70 mm
(41 steps of 1.7 mm plus one of 0.3 mm). In total this requires 109 steps which
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can be executed in 10.9 s at a stepping frequency of 10 Hz. For comparison,
Table 4.1 lists the average movement durations for different MR safe biopsy
robots driven by pneumatic stepper motors.

4.6 Conclusion

Two space-efficient dual-speed motors have been developed. Both of them are
one order of magnitude faster than state-of-art pneumatic stepper motors, with-
out compromising on accuracy or force. Limitations include the high number
of pneumatic tubes and the additional complexity involved in manufacturing
and control, especially when enhanced accuracy without overshooting is de-
sired. The average required time to manipulate the robot using such motors
to a given position can be reduced from minutes to approximately ten seconds.
This improves the potential for MR safe robotic devices to improve accuracy
and reduce the procedure time of a MR guided breast biopsy.
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5.1 Abstract

Pneumatic rotational stepper motors can be used to actuate MR (magnetic
resonance) safe robotic systems. This paper describes novel techniques to min-
imize the volumetric size and/or step size of such motors in order to cope
with the limited space requirements while still delivering high precision. Three
designs are presented: the R-10 measures 1.0 cm3, has step size 12.9° and
torque 1.2 N mm. The R-40 measures 25.6 cm3, has step size 1.01° and torque
470 N mm. The R-54 measures 46.7 cm3, has step size 1.01 m° and torque
240 N mm. The particularly small step size in the R-54 motor is achieved by
using a high-reduction planetary gear.

These three motors demonstrate that small-scale rotational stepper motors
with a wide range of step sizes and good torque characteristics can be con-
structed that surpass state-of-art designs by a considerable margin. This al-
lows the advancement of MR safe robotics towards more compact and versatile
designs, and also overcome certain existing limitations by combining multiple
motors with different specifications.

5.2 Introduction

The MRI scanner offers high sensitivity compared to other three-dimensional
imaging modalities without the adverse effects of ionizing radiation as in CT.
Example applications are in periodic breast screening of high-risk patients, in
addition to mammography and ultrasonography. When a suspicious lesion is
found then it may need to be biopsied. If this lesion is only visible on MRI
then an MRI-guided biopsy procedure is needed. Current manual procedures
have drawbacks in terms of accuracy and speed [129], which have led to the
research in MR safe and MR conditional robotic systems for breast biopsy.

MR safe robotic systems are highly preferred over MR conditional systems
as the former utilizes the full potential of high-field MRI scanners with no
restrictions. A major challenge in the development of any MR safe robotic
system is the design of the actuator which needs to be free of metallic, ferro-
magnetic and conductive materials. The actuators must also be small enough
to make the surgical robot fit inside the MRI scanner alongside the patient.
With electromagnetic motors ruled out, pneumatics is one option which offers
certain advantages over hydraulics, such as the small size and acceptability of
small leakages [28, 92]. State-of-art pneumatic stepper motors have relative
large dimensions (several centimetres) and/or step sizes (several degrees), so
there is a need for smaller designs to actuate small-scale, high-precision MR
safe robotic systems.
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Figure 5.1: The R-10, R-40 and R-54 pneumatic stepper motors.

5.2.1 State of Art

Several types of MR safe pneumatic stepper motors have been developed with a
broad range of specifications. Stoianovici et al. developed the PneuStep with a
build volume of 200 cm3, a step size of 3.3° and a maximum specified torque of
600 N mm [118]. Guo et al. developed a pneumatic stepper motor with volume
84.7 cm3, step size 60° and torque 4.9 N mm [60]. Sajima et al. developed a
stepper motor with volume 28 cm3, step size 4.3° and torque 170 N mm [109].
Farimani et al. developed the PneuAct with build size approx. 75 cm3 (includ-
ing 1:40 gear), step size 3° and torque 120 N mm; a smaller version (without
reduction gear) with build volume 4.6 cm3 and step size 120° was also demon-
strated [38]. Chen et al. developed a unidirectional stepper motor with build
volume 4.7 cm3, step size 60° and torque 2.4 N mm [27].

The authors of this paper previously presented several rotational stepper
motors. The R-25 has a volume of 12.5 cm3, a step size of 6.9° and a torque of
100 N mm [47]. A dual-speed version, the DR-32, was also demonstrated with
a build volume of 22.6 cm3, differential step size 2.9° and torque 74 N mm [52].

MR safe surgical robots powered by pneumatic stepper motors have also
been demonstrated. The Sunram 5 and previous iterations from the authors
of this paper are driven by combinations of linear and curved stepper motors
[54, 55], while pneumatic robotic systems by other authors are typically driven
by rotational or helical stepper motors [15, 121].

Fig. 5.9 graphically shows the build volumes and step sizes of the state-of-
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Figure 5.2: Sequence of piston states during clockwise rotation of the gear. After four steps
the motor is back in the first state, but with the gear displaced by one tooth.

art motors in blue. It shows that these all have build volumes over 4 cm3 and
step sizes higher than 2°. The smallest motors (in volume) are not directly us-
able due to the unidirectional mechanism (Chen) or lack of torque (Farimani).
Bidirectional stepper motors with sufficient torque have relatively large dimen-
sions, step sizes and/or a complicated design which limit the applicability in
small-scale MR safe robotics. There is a need for new designs that have smaller
dimensions and/or step sizes than state-of-art designs, hereby advancing the
Pareto frontier in Fig. 5.9 towards the left and bottom edges of the graph.

This paper is organized as follows. First the working principles, design
and construction of the R-10, R-40 and R-54 are described. Next, torque
measurements and step size validation experiments are described alongside with
the results. Finally, conclusions are drawn with an outlook of application in
future MR safe robotic systems.

5.3 Materials and Methods

Three different rotational stepper motors are presented. All three models make
use of two pneumatic cylinders with rectangular cross-section, positioned in a
cross-shape that interact with a gear. Several aspects of this type of pneumatic
stepper motor have been extensively described and investigated by Groenhuis
et al. [47]. The state sequence is shown in Fig. 5.2: by applying pressure in the
four chambers in the given sequence a step-wise rotational motion is generated.

The R-10 is optimized for minimal volume by making the cylinders and
gears as small as practically feasible by rapid prototyping without taking step
size or torque into account. In contrast, the R-54 is optimized for minimal
step size by integrating a high-reduction planetary gear transmission. Finally,
the R-40 is designed for minimal volume while keeping the step size fixed at
approximately 1.0°.
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Figure 5.3: R-10 (left) and R-40 (right) CAD drawings, showing the housing with cover, axle,
gear, two pistons and four seals. In the R-10 the pneumatic tube sockets are on the bottom
of the housing and not visible. The R-40 has different dimensions and a higher number of
teeth than the R-10.

5.3.1 R-10 design

The R-10 is a scaled-down version of the R-25. It consists of the housing with
cover, two pistons with four silicone seals, one gear with seven teeth and the
axle. The dimensions of the housing are (10 x 10 x 10) mm3 = 1.0 cm3. Fig.
5.3(left) shows a CAD drawing of the motor.

The cylinder cross-sectional area measures (3 x 4) mm2 = 12 mm2. The
gear has an outside diameter of 4 mm, the seven teeth have a depth of 1 mm.
The step size is 90

7 = 12.9° = 0.224 rad. At a system pressure of 0.1 MPa
(approx. 1 bar) the piston force is 12 · 10−6m2 · 0.1 · 106N/m2 = 1.2 N. The
nominal work per step is 1

2 · 1 mm · 1.2 N = 0.6 mJ, resulting in a nominal

torque of 0.6 mJ
0.224 rad = 2.68 N mm for every 0.1 MPa of pressure, equivalent to

26.8 Nmm/ MPa.

5.3.2 R-40 design

The R-40 is also based on the R-25 design and consists of the same type of
components as the R-10. The main difference is that the gear has 89 teeth,
resulting in a step size of 90

89 = 1.0112°. Given the minimum teeth tip spacing
of 1.0 mm that can still be rapid prototyped without compromising on torque
and reliability, the 89-teeth gear was designed to have an outside diameter of
30 mm and a teeth depth of 1.2 mm. The external dimensions are (40 x 40 x
16) mm3 = 25.6 cm3. Fig. 5.3(right) shows a CAD drawing of the R-40 motor.
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Figure 5.4: Left: R-54 CAD drawing. The housing and pneumatics are similar to that of
the R-10 and R-40, but the single gear is replaced by a planetary gear mechanism consisting
of the ring gear, sun gear, carrier and planet gears. The two pistons engage on both the
carrier gear and the ring gear. Right: Kinematic diagram of the R-54 showing the pneumatic
cylinder (1), piston with teeth (2), carrier (3), ring gear (4), planet gear (5) and sun gear on
output shaft (6).

The cylinders of the R-40 have a cross-sectional area of (10 x 10) mm2.
Combined with an effective stroke of 0.6 mm, for every 0.1 MPa of pressure this
results in 100 · 10−6m2 · 0.1 · 106N/m2 · 0.6mm = 6.0 mJ of energy delivered per
step. With a step angle of 1.0112° = 0.0176 rad this corresponds to a theoretical
torque of 6.0 mJ

0.0176 rad = 341 N mm for every 0.1 MPa of pressure, equivalent to
3.41 Nm/ MPa.

5.3.3 R-54 design

The R-54 is different from the other two described motors in the sense that it
includes a planetary gear, allowing for a significant reduction in step size. Fig.
5.4(left) shows a CAD drawing of the R-54 motor.

The kinematic diagram is shown in Fig. 5.4(right). The pneumatic cylinders
(1) are attached to the housing and operate the pistons (2). The different teeth
on the pistons engage with both the carrier (3) and the ring gear (4), resulting
in step motions over different angles. The shafts of the planet gears (5) are
mounted on the carrier (3) while the planet gears themselves are driven by the
ring gear (4). Finally, the sun gear (6) is driven by the planet gears (5) and
attached to the output shaft.
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The step sizes of the different bodies depend on te number of teeth on its
perimeters. Let Ts, Tr and Tp be the teeth count of the sun, internal ring
and planet gear, respectively. Likewise, let Te and Tc be the teeth count of
the (pneumatically actuated) external ring and carrier gears. Finally, let Ss,
Sr and Sc be the step sizes (in degrees) of the sun, ring and carrier gears,
respectively.

The goal is to find a suitable assignment of (Ts, Tp, Tr, Tc, Te) such that Ss
is minimal. For this we have to describe Ss as function of the teeth parameters.

First, we calculate the step sizes Sr and Sc of the pneumatically actuated
ring and carrier gears. As shown in Fig. 5.2, four steps advance the gear by
exactly one teeth:

Sr =
360

4Te
=

90

Te
, Sc =

90

Tc
(5.1)

Next, we apply the planetary gear equations. The planet gears are con-
strained by the sun gear and internal ring gear:

Tr = Ts + 2Tp (5.2)

Ss = −Tr
Ts

(Sr − Sc) + Sc (5.3)

We use the following parameter constraints to take account for rapid proto-
typing ability, proper gear meshing and keeping dimensions sufficiently small:

16 ≤ Ts, Tp ≤ 25 (5.4)

Te, Tc ≤ 81 (5.5)

Te, Tc ≡ 1 (mod 4) (5.6)

The latter constraint simplifies piston design as the piston teeth of all four
sides can be shaped equally.

The free parameters are Ts, Tp, Te and Tc and the optimization criterion is
min |Ss|. The state space size is 102 · 202 = 40000, which is small enough to
perform an exhaustive search over all possible parameter combinations. The
optimum has the following values:

(Ts, Tp, Tr, Tc, Te) = (23, 19, 61, 73, 53) (5.7)

Filling these values in Eq. 5.3 gives:
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Ss = −Tr
Ts

(90

Te
− 90

Tc

)
+

90

Tc
(5.8)

= 90 · TsTe + TrTe − TrTc
TsTeTc

(5.9)

= 90 · 23 · 53 + 61 · 53− 61 · 73

23 · 53 · 73
(5.10)

= 90 · −1

88987
= −0.001 011 4° = −1.0114 m° (5.11)

For the planetary gears we use gear modulus of 0.5 which corresponds to a
teeth spacing of π2 = 1.6 mm. The outer diameter of the external ring gear is set
to 39 mm with a teeth depth of 2 mm to keep sufficient margin (approx. 1.5 mm)
to the internal ring gear. The carriage gear has more teeth (Tc = 73) than the
external ring gear (Te = 53), but the teeth spacing is still large enough to allow
a slightly smaller outer diameter of 35 mm. This smaller diameter makes it
easier to construct the piston teeth by stacking different rows of teeth without
need for supports.

The pneumatic cylinders have a cross-sectional area of
(14 x 10) mm2 = 140 mm2, giving 14 N of force per 0.1 MPa of pressure. The
teeth depth is 2 mm, so every 0.1 MPa of pressure results in 14 N · 1

2 · 2 mm =
14 mJ of energy delivered per step.

There are two parallel drivetrains from the pneumatic cylinders to the out-
put shaft. As the carrier and ring gears are not coupled together, overloading
either of them will result in skipped steps. It is therefore required to evaluate
each drivetrain separately in determining the theoretical torque on the output
shaft.

� Ring gear: The step size is 90
53 ≈ 1.70° ≈ 0.030 rad and this corresponds to

a theoretical torque on the ring of 14 mJ
0.030 rad ≈ 472 N mm for every 0.1 MPa

of pressure, equivalent to 4.72 Nm/ MPa. The torque ratio from ring to
sun is | − Ts

Tr
| = 23

61 ≈ 0.38, so the theoretical output torque (through the

ring) is 23
61 · 4.72 Nm/MPa ≈ 1.78 Nm/MPa.

� Carrier gear: The step size is 90
73 ≈ 1.23° ≈ 0.022 rad and this corresponds

to a theoretical torque on the carrier of 14 mJ
0.022 rad ≈ 651 N mm for every

0.1 MPa of pressure, equivalent to 6.51 Nm/ MPa. The torque ratio from
carrier to sun is | 1

1+Tr/Ts
| = Ts

Tr+Ts
= 23

84 ≈ 0.27, so the theoretical output

torque (through the ring) is 23
84 · 6.51 Nm/MPa ≈ 1.78 Nm/MPa.

The theoretical output torques for both drivetrains are equal (up to a round-
ing error), which is the consequence of having almost equal step sizes in oppo-
site directions and equal teeth depth in the carrier gear and external ring gear.
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The small difference between the step sizes account for the 1.01 m° net step
size. When the output shaft is loaded by some torque, this torque propagated
through both drivetrains independent of the torque direction and rotational
motion. As the transferred output torque through both drivetrains is approx-
imately equal, we can define the theoretical output torque of the R-54 motor
as 1.78 Nm/ MPa.

5.3.4 Fabrication

The majority of the parts was 3-D printed on an Objet Connex3 (Stratasys,
Eden Prairie, MN, USA) in VeroClear material in standard quality, glossy sur-
face mode. The housing cover in the R-54 also includes an integrated stationary
seal printed in TangoBlack. The gears in the R-10 and R-40 motors were laser-
cut from 2 mm acetal. The axle in the R-10 was cut from a 1 mm diameter
carbon fibre rod and the axle in the R-40 consists of a Lego Technic axle. The
moving seals were laser-cut from a 0.5 mm thick silicone rubber sheet with an
approximate stiffness of Shore A 60.

After assembling the motor parts the cover was glued on the housing using
cyanoacrylate (Loctite 406 + 770). This glue was also used to fix the four
pneumatic tubes (2 mm outer diameter) in the sockets and to fix the gear in
the R-10 to the axle. The assembled motors are shown in Fig. 5.1.

5.3.5 MR safety analysis

The three motors consist of the following materials:

� VeroClear: all motors (housing, pistons, planetary gears)

� TangoBlack: R-54 (stationary seal)

� Acetal (POM): R-10 and R-40 (gears)

� Carbon fibre: R-10 (axle)

� ABS: R-40 (axle)

� Silicone rubber: all motors (moving seals)

� Polyurethane: all motors (tubing)

� Glue (Loctite 406, 770): all motors

� Sealant (Loctite 5926): R-40
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Figure 5.5: Setup for torque measurements. The valves are controlled by an Arduino con-
troller, sending pressure waveforms to the motor through the four tubes. The motor then
lifts a weight of known mass over a pulley by means of a winch.

All listed materials are non-metallic, non-ferromagnetic and non-conductive,
with one exception: carbon fibre is conductive. This implies that only the R-40
and R-54 are classified MR safe according to the ASTM F2503 standard. The
R-10 may be classified MR safe when the carbon fibre axle is replaced by a
different material.

5.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The three motors were characterized by measuring the torque-pressure rela-
tionship. Also, the actual step sizes were validated by observation.

5.4.1 Measurement setup

For torque measurements the setup shown in Fig. 5.5 is used. The motor is
mounted on the table with a frame and a winch is placed on the motor shaft.
This winches a fishing line over a pulley, lifting up one or more weights of
known mass. The radius of the winch is 3.5 mm for the R-10 motor and 24 mm
for the R-40 and R-54 motors. The total mass is varied and for each given mass
a measurement point is collected. The measurement involves slowly increasing
the system pressure using a pressure regulator until the motor can consistently
lift the given mass. This procedure is repeated to obtain at least five data
points. The data points for each motor are then plotted in a pressure-torque
graph.
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Figure 5.6: Setup for angle measurements on the R-54 motor.

The step size validation involves counting the number of steps in one full
revolution and comparing these to the calculated values. For the R-10 the
theoretical number of steps is 28, for the R-40 it is 356 steps and for the R-54
it is 355948 steps. Validating these numbers are trivial for the R-10 and R-
40. For the R-54, validation is done by running the motor at a fixed stepping
frequency of 99 Hz and observing the angle of the output shaft pulley at different
moments using a camera. The observed angular velocity can then be compared
to the predicted angular velocity as calculated from the step angle and stepping
frequency.

5.4.2 Measurement results

Torque measurement results

Fig. 5.7 shows the torque graph of the R-10, R-40 and R-54 motors. The
maximum torque of the R-10 was measured to be 1.2 N mm at a pressure
of 0.4 MPa. The graph is approximately linear, with a slope of 3.81 · 10−9

N Pa=1 or 3.81 Nmm/ MPa. When compared to the theoretical torque of
26.8 Nmm/ MPa, the mechanical efficiency is 3.81

26.8 = 14%.
The maximum torque of the R-40 was measured to be 470 N mm at a pres-

sure of 0.26 MPa. This graph is also approximately linear, with a slope of
2.03 Nm/ MPa. When compared to the theoretical torque of 3.41 Nm/ MPa,
the mechanical efficiency is 2.03

3.41 = 60%.
The R-54 was measured to have a maximum torque of 240 N mm at a pres-

sure of 0.24 MPa. Again, this graph is approximately linear and the slope is
1.05 Nm/ MPa. When compared to the theoretical torque of 1.78 Nm/ MPa,
the mechanical efficiency is 1.05

1.78 = 59%.
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Figure 5.7: Torque versus pressure diagrams for the three motors.

Table 5.1: Comparison of R-10, R-40 and R-54 pneumatic stepper motors.

Motor R-10 R-40 R-54
Dimensions 10 x 10 x 10 mm3

= 1.0 cm3
40 x 40 x 16 mm3

= 26 cm3
54 x 54 x 16 mm3

= 47 cm3

Step size 12.9° 1.01° 1.01 m°
Theoretical torque 27 Nmm/ MPa 3.4 Nm/ MPa 1.8 Nm/ MPa

Effective torque 3.8 Nmm/ MPa 2.0 Nm/ MPa 1.1 Nm/ MPa
Efficiency 14% 60% 59%

Max. power 40 mW 800 mW 4.2 mW

Step size validation results

The number of steps per revolution of the R-10 and R-40 were counted and
found to be equal to 28 and 356, respectively, which are in accordance with the
theoretical values.

The R-54 was left running for one hour at a stepping frequency of 99 Hz.
At five instances a photo was taken of the output shaft from which the angle
was extracted using graphics software. These angles are plotted in Fig. 5.8.
The angular velocity was measured to be 0.0987 °/ s, at a stepping frequency
of 99 Hz this is equivalent to a step size of 0.997 m° and consistent with the
theoretical value of 1.011 m°, up to the measurement error.

5.4.3 Comparison and Discussion

Table 5.1 lists the specifications and measured characteristics of the R-10, R-
40 and R-54 motors. Fig. 5.9 graphically shows the build sizes and step sizes
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Figure 5.8: Observed angle of the R-54 as function of elapsed time.

of the R-10, R-40 and R-54 in red so that these dimensions can be directly
compared to state-of-art motors.

The R-10 is smaller than any other motor by a considerable margin and
this shows that it is possible to construct a miniature MR safe pneumatic
stepper motor measuring only 10 mm in every direction (excluding axle). The
measured torque of 1.2 N mm is relatively low. The mechanical efficiency is
only 14% which can be attributed to several factors. The finite 3-D printing
resolution results in blunt teeth tips in the pistons resulting in a suboptimal
wedge mechanism [52]. Another important factor is the high perimeter-to-
surface ratio which causes relatively high friction in the moving parts, reducing
the effective force of the cylinders. Still, a further reduction in size may be
possible by optimizing the design and production methods, but reduction gears
will be needed in practical applications.

The R-40 motor combines a practical step size and adequate torque in a
housing which is still compact enough for use in MR safe surgical robotics.
The build volume is comparable to that of several state-of-art designs, but the
step size of 1.01° is smaller than any of these. The limiting factor here is the
minimum gear teeth tip spacing needed for reliable meshing with the piston
teeth taking the limitations of rapid prototyping into account.

The R-54 shows an extreme example of step size reduction by effectively
exploiting the capabilities of the planetary gear. While the demonstrated step
size of 1.01 m° is too small to have any practical value in MR safe robotics, the
step size equation shows that by carefully choosing the right gear sizes virtually
any step size can be obtained. One application requiring relatively small step
sizes (order of 0.1°) are steerable catheters for endovascular applications. The
build volume of the R-54 is larger than that of the R-40, but there is sufficient
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Figure 5.9: Graphical comparison of build volumes and step sizes of state-of-art motors (blue)
and the three motors presented in this paper (red).

room for miniaturization. The planetary gear modulus could be reduced from
0.5 down to 0.33 and also the number of teeth on the external ring and carrier
gears could be reduced, resulting in a stepper motor smaller than the R-40 but
with broad customizability of step sizes.

The motors were tested with relatively short pneumatic tubes. In MR safe
applications the valve manifold is typically placed outside the Faraday cage
of the MRI scanner, requiring long (5 m) tubes between motors and mani-
fold. This reduces the maximum stepping frequency to approx. 8 Hz without
compromising on torque [47]; higher stepping frequencies cause a reduction in
output torque due to the pneumatic transmission line characteristics.

The wedge mechanism involves sliding contact surfaces which are subject to
friction losses and wear. This is mitigated by the use of low-friciton materials
(acetal and glossy-printed VeroClear), the application of a suitable lubricant
(petroleum jelly) and by involving multiple teeth per contact to better dis-
tribute the load. It has been shown that the amount of wear in certain designs
is negligible [47] and the friction and wear can be further reduced by optimizing
the material choice.

The R-40 and R-54 are inherently MR safe. The presented R-10 first needs
to have its carbon fibre axle replaced by e.g. a fibreglass rod of the same
diameter before it can also be classified MR safe.
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5.5 Conclusion

The three motors presented in this paper show that significant reduction in
build volume and/or step size in MR safe pneumatic stepper motors is possible
compared to state-of-art stepper motors. The R-10 only measures 10 mm in
every direction, the R-40 offers a good compromise between build dimensions
and step size and the R-54 demonstrates a very small step size of 1.0 m° due to
the integration of a high-reduction planetary gear.

The described developments offer several possibilities in future MR safe
robotics. Small individual motors with different characteristics can be cou-
pled to form dual-speed motors on every axis, hereby circumventing the low
bandwidth associated with long pneumatic tubes. Miniature motors such as
the R-10 could be integrated in the tip of an endoscope and offer a pneumatic
alternative to conventional wire actuation techniques. Lastly, the planetary
gearbox design in the R-54 enables customization of the step size tailored to
the specific application.
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6.1 Abstract

Breast cancer is the most frequently life-threatening diagnosed type of cancer
among women. Early and accurate diagnosis by acquiring a tissue sample
using biopsy techniques is essential. However, small lesions only visible by
MRI are often missed in standard methods, indicating the need for a robotic-
assisted biopsy system that is MRI-compatible. Existing proof-of-concepts are
difficult to employ due to large sizes and/or actuation complexities. Therefore,
a compact pneumatically-actuated 5 DOF MRI-compatible robot was further
developed and controlled by a computerized valve manifold. Accuracy and
efficiency measurements have been performed using two different PVC breast
phantoms with embedded fish oil capsules (mimicking lesions) inside a 0.25T
MRI scanner. Preliminary results show that the end-effector was able to hit
the targeted capsules, and that the position accuracy is in the range of 4.7-
7.3 mm. The developed robotic system has potential to perform MRI-guided
breast biopsies accurately and improve the clinical workflow.

6.2 Introduction

Breast cancer is the most occurring invasive cancer among women, accounting
for about 25% of all cases worldwide. Early diagnosis is essential for successful
treatment. Because of the high sensitivity, MRI scanners can detect lesions
(suspicious abnormalities) not found by mammography (x-ray), ultrasound or
palpation. It may be necessary to perform a biopsy to extract tissue from such
a lesion for accurate histological examination, requiring a needle to be inserted
at the exact location, which is difficult to perform using MRI guidance. In
standard procedures, the lesion is missed in approximately 10% of the cases
[65], requiring repositioning of the needle leading to additional tissue damage,
or possibly a false negative biopsy. Therefore, there is a request for robotic
systems that can perform the biopsy more accurately and efficiently.

6.2.1 State of the Art

The MRI scanner requires that components are MRI-compatible and do not
distort the magnetic field. As electromagnetic motors are ruled out, actua-
tion of the robot is a major challenge. Alternatives have been found in pneu-
matics, hydraulics, Bowden tubes and piezoelectric actuation. Different MRI-
compatible biopsy robots have been developed using (combinations of) these
actuation systems. Hungr et al. developed a 5 DOF needle insertion robot
driven by piezo motors coupled to the robot with Bowden tubes, combined
with a pneumatic needle insertion system [70]. Su et al. developed different
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Figure 6.1: The Stormram 2 robot.

piezo/pneumatic-driven robots for prostate biopsy, of which the control elec-
tronics are placed in a shielded box inside the MRI room [122]. Yang et al.
developed a piezo/pneumatic robotic system for breast biopsy [136]. Li et al.
developed a transapical aortic valve replacement robot using the commercial
Innomotion arm combined with a custom 3-DOF delivery module driven by
pneumatic cylinders with optical feedback sensors [82]. The aforementioned
robotic systems have in common that the actuation system is complex and
expensive. Specialized electronics are required for driving piezoelectric actua-
tors in a MRI environment, which also have to be located at sufficiently large
distance from the scanning volume to avoid distortion of the MRI scans.

Therefore, research has been performed to develop pneumatically-driven
robotic systems. Stoianovici et al. developed the six-DOF pneumatically-
driven MrBot [32] for prostate intervention, but construction and control of
this system is complex. In contrast, the co-authors of this paper, Groenhuis
and Stramigioli, developed a low cost 7 DOF robotic system for breast biopsy
driven by pneumatic linear stepper motors [46], later called the Stormram 1. It
was entirely rapid prototyped by laser-cutting and 3D printing and control is
relatively straightforward, but it is too bulky to be practical and not computer-
controlled yet. The Stormram 2 design described in this paper intends to
solve both issues, by miniaturization and the development of a computerized
controller.

The main aim of this study is to localize the lesion in the breast phantom
using MRI, and guide the robotic assisted biopsy needle of Stormram 2 towards
it.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Assembled stepper motor, (b) Cutaway labeled view.

6.3 Design and Implementation

To design for maximal MRI-compatibility, a fully plastic robotic system driven
by non-electric actuators was designed without using any metallic components,
except for the off-the-shelf titanium needle. The pneumatic linear stepper
motor principle was chosen as the actuation method because previous research
has shown that this is a suitable and straightforward method for driving MRI-
compatible robots. The entire robot was rapid prototyped by 3D printing and
laser-cutting.

6.3.1 Overview

The Stormram 2 robot consists of a frame, a needle holder and interconnecting
links. The frame size is 140 mm× 140 mm× 95 mm and was printed as one
piece with polyactic acid (PLA) material using the Ultimaker 2 machine (Ul-
timaker B.V., Geldermalsen, The Netherlands). The needle holder consists of
six parts, all printed in FullCure720 photopolymer material using the Objet
Eden250 machine (Stratasys Ltd., Eden Prairie, MN, USA). The needle holder
is connected to the frame by means of a five-link parallel platform, which kine-
matic structure is inspired by MrBot [32]. Each link connects a ball joint
in the frame to a joint in the needle holder. The distance between these two
joints is controlled by a linear stepper motor. The off-the-shelf MRI-compatible
14-gauge titanium needle is the only metallic component of the robot, which
consists of a shaft with outer diameter 2.1 mm, and a removable inner stylet.
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Figure 6.3: Operating principle of the three pistons acting on the rack.

6.3.2 Stepper motors

Pneumatic linear stepper motors actuate the Stormram 2 robot. The design
is a miniaturization of the motors used in Stormram 1 as described previously
[46], such that it can be embedded inside a 45 mm ball joint shown in Figure
6.2(a). It consists of two 3D printed hemispheres fixed together with nylon
screws, enclosing a cavity with outer dimensions 29 mm× 25 mm× 26 mm for
the motor mechanism.

Motor construction

The motor mechanism is entirely laser-cut from acetal and silicone rubber
sheets. The internal structure can be seen in the cutaway view (Figure 6.2(b)).
Several acetal parts (red) are stacked together to form three cavities in which
toothed pistons (green) can slide. The pistons were manufactured by laser-
cutting from different sides, to obtain the designed shape of the teeth. Silicone
seals (yellow) are loosely attached to the piston’s heads and prevent leakage of
air. The bore’s cross-sectional area is 12 mm× 5 mm = 60 mm2. The piston’s
teeth engage on a rack (white) with pitch size 3 mm. Six pneumatic tubes with
length 7 m and inner diameter 1.4 mm, guide pressurized air from the valve
manifold to the chambers. The nominal operating pressure is 0.4 MPa.

Principle of operation

Figure 6.3 shows the principle of operation. The three pistons move up and
down individually, according to the pressurization waveform of the six cham-
bers. Initially, the center piston (yellow) is pushed against the rack. When the
right piston (green) moves up and the center one retracts, the rack is pushed
one step (1 mm) to the right due to the wedge mechanism in the piston-teeth
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interaction. More steps can be performed in either direction by applying ap-
propriate waveforms to the six chambers. This way, the relative position of
the rack can be controlled in feed-forward fashion in steps of 1 mm using the
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique, which in turn moves the robot’s
end-effector from one waypoint to another. When the initial position is known
and no steps are missed, absolute position control is possible.

Force calculation

The force of the piston acting on the rack can be calculated as follows. When
supplied with a pressure P = 0.4 MPa, the force is:

Fp = P ·A = 0.4 · 106 · 60 · 10−6 = 24 N

Due to the wedge mechanism, a piston displacement of 1.5 mm causes a
rack displacement of 1.0 mm. Assuming ideal transfer of work, the resulting
theoretical force Fr exerted by the rack due to the force of one piston is Fr =
1.5
1 Fp = 36 N.

Previous measurements [49] have shown that the actual force is 15 N at a
pressure of 0.35 MPa. At a pressure of 0.4 MPa, the force was found to be 18 N.
The efficiency is thus 18

36 = 50%, because of losses due to friction in the sliding
parts, and pressure drops due to small leakages.

6.3.3 Needle holder

The needle holder’s central shaft consists of two parts that are connected by
a bayonet mount and accomodates a 14-gauge (2.1 mm) needle. At either end
of the shaft, �18 mm three-way ball joints are installed. These joints consist

Figure 6.4: (a)-(b) Labeled SolidWorks assembly of Stormram 2 showing all the critical
points of the needle holder, end-effector (A,B,B′, C and E), the centre of the ball joints
(B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5) and the connections between the points in different views. (c)
Labeled sketch of Stormram 2’s back view showing all the critical points (d) Labeled sketch
of Stormram 2’s back view showing the Robot Coordinate System

(
ΨR

)
, the coordinates

of all points and other relevant dimensions.
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of three parts, shown in Figure 6.5. The ball part is enclosed by two identical
socket parts that are interlocked by a revolute joint inspired by the bayonet
mount. Because each socket part features both a rim and a groove, these can
revolute over more than 180° in the interlocked state. Each socket part in turn
is rigidly attached to the rack of the stepper motor. The joint connecting rack
5 to the needle holder is a revolute joint, using a 3 mm screw as the pin (rack
5 connects points B

′′
and B5

as shown in figure 6.4).

Figure 6.5: Three-way ball joint mechanism, consisting of one ball part and two interlocked
socket halves.

6.4 Kinematics

6.4.1 Inverse kinematics

To derive the inverse position kinematics of Stormram 2, it is represented as a
skeleton with nine critical points, namely:

� Four points of the needle holder : E (End-Effector), A, B and C.

� Five points representing the centres of the five 45 mm ball joints located in
the base : B1, B2, B3, B4, B5.

The variables L1..L5 represent the lengths of the five racks. These define the
distances from the centres of the ball joints B1..B5 to the corresponding needle
holder points A, B and C.

Point B is located on the line connecting points E, A and C. The actual
joint connecting the rack 5 is situated at a lower point B

′
. Therefore, L5 should

be the length between B
′

and B5, however, to simplify the geometry of the
robot, L5 is approximated to the distance between points B and B5. This
difference is compensated for in the software implementation of the inverse
position kinematics.
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Figures 6.4 (a-d) illustrate the aforementioned points and variables in more
detail. In figure 6.4(d), the Robot Coordinate System ΨR uniquely deter-
mines the coordinates of the critical points. Furthermore, the five lengths
L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 provide a desired end-effector (E) position and orienta-
tion. Stormram 2 consists of five pneumatic linear stepper actuators and can
therefore control the end-effector in five degrees of freedom, i.e. translation
in x, y, z, rotation around y (denoted by γ) followed by rotation around x
(denoted by α) - as illustrated in figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: End-effector E Position and orientation.

The first step in determining the lengths L1, L2, . . . L5 from the given desired
end-effector position xE , yE , zE and orientation γ, α, is to obtain the relations
between the needle holder’s critical points (A,B and C) and the end-effector
point E. The relation between point A and E is given by:

xA = xE − LAE sin(γ) (6.1)

yA = yE + LAE cos(γ) sin(α) (6.2)

zA = zE − LAE cos(γ) cos(α) (6.3)

where (xA, yA, zA) is the position of point A and LAE is the length between
points A and E with a value 62.43 mm. Similarly, the relation between point
A and C is given by:

xC = xA − LAC sin(γ) (6.4)

yC = yA + LAC cos(γ) sin(α) (6.5)

zC = zA − LAC cos(γ) cos(α) (6.6)

where (xC , yC , zC) is the position of point C and LAC is the length between
points A and C with a value 45.83 mm. Next, the position of point B is derived.
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From figure 6.4 and 6.6, point B lies between points A and C. In general the
position of a point (in this case B) on a line segment (AC) is given by:

xB = λxC + (1− λ)xA (6.7)

yB = λyC + (1− λ)yA (6.8)

zB = λzC + (1− λ)zA (6.9)

where λ is the ratio of the known length between points A and B (i.e. LAB)
with a value 15.07 mm to the known length LAC .

λ =
LAB
LAC

=
15.07

45.833
= 0.3288 (6.10)

With the position of points A,B and C defined and evaluated, the lengths
between the aforementioned points and the known ball joint centers
(B1, B2, B3, B4, B5) are defined using the distance between two points math-
ematical relation:

(xm − xn)2 + (ym − yn)2 + (zm − zn)2 = (Lk)2 (6.11)

where m = A,B,C, n = B1 . . . B5 and k = 1 . . . 5. The final step is to solve
for the lengths L1, . . . L5, given a desired xE , yE , zE , γ, α.

Figure 6.7: Labeled sketch of Stormram 2’s back view showing all the critical points, two
newly added parameters q1 and q2 and the two intermediate coordinate systems ΨB2 and
ΨB4.
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6.4.2 Forward kinematics

In this section, the forward position kinematics of Stormram 2 is derived. The
basic idea here is to determine the end-effector position based on given lengths
L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5. In order to obtain the forward kinematic relations, a di-
rect approach would be to utilise the equations obtained in the previous section
(Inverse Position Kinematics) and reformulate them to obtain 5 equations in
terms of the end-effector Cartesian position and orientation (xE , yE , zE , γ, α).
This could be done by substituting equations (6.1) to (6.9) into equation (6.11)
resulting in five highly non-linear simultaneous equations.

Solving the five highly non-linear equations is computationally expensive
and therefore a more efficient approach is required. This is achieved by intro-
ducing two new parameters θ1 and θ2 into Stormram 2’s kinematic relations
and solving 2 equations instead of the 5 equations. Figure 6.7 illustrates the
location of both parameters. In addition, two intermediate parameters q1 and
q2 and two intermediate coordinate systems ΨB2 and ΨB4 are defined in order
to obtain the final equations.

To begin with, using the cosine rule q2 and q4 are obtained as follows:

q2 = arccos

(
(L2)2 + 90.7482 − (L1)2

2 · L2 · 90.748

)
(6.12)

q4 = arccos

(
(L4)2 + 90.7482 − (L3)2

2 · L4 · 90.748

)
(6.13)

Next, the position of critical point A is obtained with respect to the coordi-
nate system ΨB4 and the position of critical point C is obtained with respect
to the coordinate system ΨB2:

xB4
A = L4 cos(q4)

yB4
A = L4 sin(q4) sin(θ2)

zB4
A = L4 sin(q4) cos(θ2)

xB2
C = L2 cos(q2)

yB2
C = L2 sin(q2) sin(θ1)

zB2
C = L2 sin(q2) cos(θ1)

To obtain the position vectors with respect to ΨR, Homogeneous matrices
are utilised. The general form of the 4× 4 homogeneous matrix is given by:

Hj
i =

Rji oji

0T 1

 oji =
[
ojxi

ojyi ojzi

]T
(6.14)

where Rji represents the 3 × 3 rotation matrix from coordinate system i to

coordinate system j, oji represents the 3 × 1 offset between the origins of the
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coordinate systems i and j. The positions of points A and C are transformed
as follows:

pRA = HR
B4 · pB4

A (6.15)

pRC = HR
B2 · pB2

C (6.16)

where pB4
A , pB2

C are the position vectors of points A and C with respect to the
coordinate systems ΨB4 and ΨB2 respectively, pRA, pRC are the position vectors
with respect to the coordinate system ΨR and HR

B4, HR
B2 are the homogeneous

matrix transformations from coordinate systems ΨB4 to ΨR and ΨB2 to ΨR

respectively.

HR
B4 =

 I oRB4

0T 1

 , HR
B2 =

 I oRB2

0T 1

 (6.17)

In both cases, the rotation matrices RRB2 and RRB4 are identity matrices.
This is because, the x, y, z axes of all three coordinate systems are oriented in
the same direction. The offset oRB2 is the origin’s position of coordinate sys-
tem ΨB2 with respect to the coordinate system ΨR

(
the same applies for oRB4

)
.

Furthermore, to satisfy the dimensions of the homogeneous matrix, the position
vectors of critical points are written in the following manner:

plv =
[
xlv ylv zlv 1

]
where plv is arbitrary point v defined with respect to coordinate system l. With
the positions of points A and C defined with respect to the same coordinate
system ΨR, the position of point B is obtained in a similar manner to Equa-
tions (6.7) to (6.9)

Figure 6.8: (a) Disassembled needle holder, (b) Stormram 2’s racks’ end-stops , Collisions
between (c) racks (d) rack and the base.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Top view (b) Side view of Stormram 2’s reachable workspace, (c) Computer-
ized valve manifold.

xRB = λxRC + (1− λ)xRA

yRB = λyRC + (1− λ)yRA

zRB = λzRC + (1− λ)zRA

pRB =
[
xB yB zB 1

]T

In order to evaluate the forward kinematics, the following two equations are
formulated: (1) The distance between points pRA and pRC and (2) The distance
between points pRB and pRB5. For (1):

∣∣pRA − pRC∣∣ = LAC(
xRA − xRC

)2
+
(
yRA − yRC

)2
+
(
zRA − zRC

)2
= (LAC)2 (6.18)

For (2): ∣∣pRB − pRB5

∣∣ = L5(
xRB − xRB5

)2
+
(
yRB − yRB5

)2
+
(
zRB − zRB5

)2
= (L5)2 (6.19)

Using the fsolve.m Matlab function, the two simultaneous non-linear
equations are solved for θ1 and θ2 given the five lengths (L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5)
and initial estimates of θ1,0 = θ2,0 = π/2 . Once θ1 and θ2 are evaluated, the
positions of critical points A,B and C are calculated. Next, since the end-
effector point E lies along the same line connecting points A, B and C, and
the length LAE is known, the position of E can be evaluated in a similar manner
to point B.

λ2 =
LAE

LAE + LAC
xRE =

xRA − (λ2 · xRC)

1− λ2
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yRE =
yRA − (λ2 · yRC )

1− λ2
zRE =

zRA − (λ2 · zRC )

1− λ2

6.4.3 Robot Kinematic Constraints and Workspace

For a parallel mechanism, like Stormram 2, the kinematic constraint analysis is
rather complicated because of the dependency of the interconnected links and
the collisions between the different components of the robot.

Figure 6.10: Labeled Solidworks model of Stormram 2 showing the critical points
C,B1 and B2 and labeled schematic representation of the connection between the points.
(90.74 mm is the measured length between points B1 and B2 in the x-direction)

The collisions appear between the following components: (1) Needle holder
parts (sockets and central shaft - see figure 6.8(a)), (2) Racks’ (interconnected
links) end-stops and the ball joints (see figure 6.8(b) for the end-stops), (3)
Racks (see figure 6.8 (c)), (4) Racks and the base of the robot (see figure
6.8(d)) and (5) Racks and the needle holder.

Figure 6.10 illustrates the kinematic constraint due to the restriction in the
relative configuration between the sockets of the needle holder.

The angle defined in the figure above : φC is computed using the cosine
rule, as shown below:

φC = arccos

(
(L1)2 + (L2)2 − 90.742

2 · L1 · L2

)
(6.20)

Based on the design of Stormram 2, the minimum value of φC is 50◦, i.e.
φCmin = 50◦. A similar analysis is carried out on the remaining kinematic
constraints and mathematical expressions (similar to 6.20) are obtained. Tak-
ing into account the kinematic constraint analysis and the forward position
kinematics algorithm, the reachable space of the needle tip (point E) is inves-
tigated. The reachable workspace, defined as the set of reachable positions of
point E, is a 3D pointcloud which is visualized in figure 6.9 (a) and (b).
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Figure 6.11: (a) MRI-compatible robotic breast biopsy system (Stormram 2) with 4 markers
(M1 . . . M4), (b) Breast phantom with markers, (c) Solenoid valves pneumatic distributor
which is also referred to as the computerized valve manifold (see figure 6.9(c)), (d1 and d2)
Pneumatic tubes connecting the manifold to Stormram 2, (e) Portable Air Compressor, (f)
MRI scanner - Esaote G-scan Brio 0.25T, (g) 24V/2.5A power supply. ΨA is the anatomical
coordinate system (also called patient coordinate system).

6.5 Measurements

6.5.1 Experimental setup

Figure 6.11 illustrates an overview of the experimental setup. To conduct
experiments, a breast phantom made of PVC with plasticizer, filled with fish
oil capsules, was immobilized in a frame and placed in the MRI scanner (see
figure 6.11). When scanning using the 3D Balanced Gradient Echo sequence in
the 0.25T Esaote G-scan Brio MRI scanner, good contrast is visible between
the phantom and fish oil capsules (see figure 6.12).

As illustrated in figure 6.11, the MRI-compatible robot (Stormram 2),
equipped with four markers at known positions, is positioned next to the breast
phantom. In order to drive the pneumatic stepper motors with appropiate
waveforms, a computerized valve manifold (see figure 6.9 (c)) is developed to
operate Stormram 2 and guide the biopsy needle. The manifold allows the user
to operate the robot at a distance of up to 7 metres, which is required because
the controller cannot be placed inside the MRI room itself. Consequently, trans-
mission delays in the pneumatic lines restrict the motor’s stepping frequency
to approximately 5 Hz, depending on the valves types and tube dimensions.
The manifold is computer-controlled and operated by a graphical user interface
designed and running in Matlab.
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4

Figure 6.12: Labeled MRI image of Stormram 2 and the breast phantom.

6.5.2 Method

The experiments are conducted on two breast phantoms with different stiff-
nesses and lesions of different sizes, to emulate the physical differences between
patients. In the stiff breast phantom (made of 100% (600 g) plastileurre) , two
15 mm-sized fish oil capsules are targeted. In the soft breast phantom (made
of 85% (510 g) of plastileurre and 15% (90 g) of assouplissant plastileurre), one
fish oil capsule sized 7 mm is targeted.

Figure 6.13: Rendering using 3D slicer of the stiff breast, targeting the lesion with a size
15 mm.
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Figure 6.14: (a) The artifacts (yellow) in the MRI scan caused by the titanium (metallic)
needle, (b) Error bar plot.

Step 3

Figure 6.15: Robot and needle tip movement.

The following steps are taken: (1) localize lesion using MRI (pre-targeting
scan), (2) compute desired end-effector (needle) position

(
xRE , y

R
E , z

R
E , γ, α

)
, (3)

apply inverse kinematics algorithm and obtain desired lengths L1 . . . L5, (4)
actuate the pneumatic linear stepper motors to achieve computed lengths (see
figure 6.15), (5) take another MRI scan (post-targeting scan), (6) check if end-
effector (needle tip) targeted the lesion, and perform accuracy analysis.

The efficiency of the system is also investigated, by recording the time taken
for the computer-controlled MRI guided localization procedure.

6.5.3 Results

Figure (6.13) illustrates the pre- and post-targeting segmented scans of the
first lesion in the stiff breast phantom. Different views are shown to illustrate
what happens once the needle enters the breast phantom and targets the lesion
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(marker). It can be observed that the needle has pierced the capsule.
Figure 6.14 (left) shows one MRI slice. The target lesion is projected on it.

A black gap can be seen in the vicinity of the target lesion coordinate. This gap
measures approximately 8 mm in width, while the needle is only 2.1 mm. The
needle is projected on the MRI slice in the center of the gap, as we can assume
that the artifact is symmetrical around the needle. The distance between the
needle tip and the target lesion in all 3 axes can now be derived, which is a
measure of the tip accuracy. There is also an uncertainty in the measured needle
tip location. For each of the three targeted lesions, the x, y and z components
of the distance between the measured needle tip position and target lesion,
along with its uncertainties, are plotted.

The needle successfully targeted all three lesions with a resultant error er =√
(ex)2 + (ey)2 + (ez)2 ranging from 4.7 and 7.3 mm with an uncertainty of

approximately 2 mm.
The time taken for the procedure was measured to be approximately 31

minutes.

6.6 Discussion

Needle tip positioning errors of approximately 6 mm were measured. These
errors are a result of:

� Possible breast tissue deformations.

� Approximation of length L5 (see figure 6.4) and misalignment of points B
and B′.

� Clearances in the ball joints adding up to 2 mm backlash in the needle tip.

� ± 1 mm calibration error in each axis with regards to the homing procedure,
leading to approximately 2 mm needle tip positioning error.

� An average segmentation error of 1 mm.

� Discretization of the racks because of the 1 mm step size, causing needle
tip position errors ranging from 0.3 mm to 8.3 mm, with an average error of
0.8 mm. There are two possible ways to reduce this error, namely: (1) reduc-
ing the step size, and (2) sweeping over different combinations L1 . . . L5 in the
neighbourhood of the computed lengths combination, in order to optimize
the lengths values, minimize error and achieve sub-mm accuracy.

The time needed to take a good quality 3D Balanced Gradient Echo scan
with the 0.25T scanner is approximately 5:30 minutes, plus 2:30 minutes post-
processing. Taking two complete scans therefore takes 16 minutes. This can
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be reduced significantly by using a higher field strength MRI scanner (1.5T
or more) or by optimizing the scanning sequence. The robot could also be
operated at higher speed by using a different software architecture. This way,
the 32 minutes could be reduced to 12 minutes.

6.7 Conclusion

An innovative, pneumatically actuated 5 DOF MRI-compatible breast biopsy
system with computerized controller has been developed. It was able to target
lesions in a breast phantom with an accuracy of approximately 6 mm within 31
minutes.

The developed system has the potential to improve accuracy and efficiency
of current MRI-guided breast biopsy procedures, reducing patient discomfort
and the number of false negative biopsies.

6.7.1 Future improvements

A good fixation system is necessary to avoid movements of the breast. Also, a
biopsy gun firing mechanism needs to be built in the system in order to perform
the actual biopsy. Improvements in accuracy are possible by redesigning the
homing procedure and smaller stepper motor step sizes, while the procedure
time can be reduced by using quicker MRI scans and a more efficient software
architecture. Furthermore, the kinematic design could be improved to increase
the workspace to the full volume of the breast.
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7.1 Abstract

Stormram 3 is an MRI-compatible robotic system that can perform MR guided
breast biopsies of suspicious lesions. The base of the robot measures
160 x 180 x 90 mm and it is actuated by five custom pneumatic linear stepper
motors, driven by a valve manifold outside the Faraday cage of the MRI scan-
ner. All parts can be rapidly prototyped with 3-D printing or laser-cutting,
making the design suitable for other applications such as actuation in haz-
ardous environments. Based on the choice of materials, the robot (with the
exception of the needle) is inherently MR-safe. Measurements show that the
maximum force of the T-49 actuator is 70 N, at a pressure of 0.3 MPa. The
Stormram 3 has an optimized repeatability which is lower than 0.5 mm, and
can achieve a positional accuracy in the order of 2 mm.

7.2 Introduction

7.2.1 Clinical problem

Breast cancer is the most prevalent invasive cancer among women, accounting
for about 25% of all cases worldwide. Early detection of malignant lesions is
essential for successful treatment. Palpation can be used for self-examination,
but its sensitivity is limited. To provide wider early detection of breast cancer,
screening programs utilizing imaging techniques have been set up in many
countries. For example, mammography can be used to produce detailed 2D
x-ray images and is routinely used in periodic screening programs, with good
sensitivity. Ultrasound (US) is also used to detect and analyze lesions in real-
time.

MRI is an imaging technique with the highest sensitivity of lesion identifi-
cation. Women with increased risk of breast cancer due to family history, and
women with unspecific complaints may be offered MRI screening. MRI is also
used to determine the optimal strategy for breast cancer surgery, as it can be
used to determine whether a known cancer has metastatized to other parts of
the breast.

When a suspicious lesion is found, a biopsy is needed for histopathological
confirmation. The lesion is targeted with a biopsy needle, usually under ultra-
sound guidance, after which samples are collected. If the lesion is only visible
on MRI and not on ultrasound, then the biopsy has to be performed under
MRI guidance.

The current procedure of manual MRI-guided biopsy is a time consuming
and costly procedure. The breast is first immobilized using fixation plates.
After the initial scan and lesion localization, the patient is moved out of the
scanner. The needle is then inserted blindly using a mechanical guide and a
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Figure 7.1: The MRI-compatible biopsy robot Stormram 3.

Figure 7.2: State-of-the-art pneumatic stepper motors and robots: a. PneuStep rotational
motor and b. MrBot by Stoianovici et al. [119]; c. Rotational motor and d. Two-DOF
manipulator by Sajima et al. [109, 110]; e. Linear motor and f. Stormram 1 robot by
Groenhuis and Stramigioli [46]; g. Linear motor and h. Stormram 2 by Groenhuis et al. [49].

confirmation MRI scan is acquired. No imaging feedback is possible outside
the scanner, which makes it difficult to compensate for unintentional tissue
movements due to respiration and needle-tissue interactions. Therefore, needle
placement inaccuracies must be compensated for by removing a large amount
of tissue material causing additional discomfort. There is a need for improved
systems for MRI-guided biopsy which are more precise and allow real-time
imaging feedback, implying the need for an MRI-compatible robotic device.

7.2.2 MRI-compatible actuators

The MRI scanner contains a strong magnetic field and utilizes radiofrequency
signals. Ferromagnetic metals and electromagnetic signals inside the Faraday
cage of the MRI scanner can distort the images, especially when placed near
the scanning volume. Therefore, for optimal imaging quality the use of ferro-
magnetic and conductive materials and electronic devices have to be avoided
or minimized.

One of the key challenges in creating an MRI-compatible device is actua-
tion. As electromagnetic motors are ruled out, many alternatives have been
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explored: hydraulic [133], piezo [93, 122], cable transmission [24], MRI-driven
[40], air turbine [37], flexible fluidic actuators [30], direct-acting pneumatic
actuators [135], unidirectional pneumatic stepper motors [27], and especially
bidirectional pneumatic stepper motors [26, 46, 49, 60, 109, 110, 113, 118].
Bidirectional pneumatic stepper motors have several important advantages:
control is relatively straightforward by using a standard pneumatic valve man-
ifold, a position feedback system is not necessary (provided that steps are never
skipped), small leakages are acceptable because the medium is atmospheric air,
and motors are scalable by changing cylinder cross-sectional areas.

7.2.3 MRI-compatible biopsy robots

A range of MRI-compatible biopsy robots have been developed. Su et al.
developed multiple piezo/pneumatic-driven robots for prostate biopsy [124], in
which the control electronics are placed in a shielded box inside the Faraday
cage of the MRI scanner. Yang et al. [136] developed a piezo/pneumatic
robotic system for breast biopsy. Stoianovici et al. developed the PneuStep
(Figure 7.2a), a rotary stepper motor that is used for actuation of the MrBot
(Figure 7.2b), designed for prostate biopsy interventions [118]. Sajima et al.
also developed a rotary stepper motor (Figure 7.2c), for actuation of a two-DOF
needle guiding manipulator (Figure 7.2d) [109, 110].

The authors of this paper developed a linear stepper motor (Figure 7.2e)
for the Stormram 1 (Figure 7.2f), a 7 DOF needle manipulator based on the
Stewart platform plus a needle insertion module [46]. The motor was minitia-
turized in order to fit inside a 45 mm ball joint (Figure 7.2g), upon which the
more compact, 5 DOF Stormram 2 robot was built (Figure 7.2h) [49].

The Stormram 2 demonstrated that it is possible to target lesions in a
phantom breast with an accuracy of 6 millimetres [4]. Significant error sources
arose due to clearances of the 3D printed ball joints, and in the coarse step size
(1 mm) of the linear stepper motors. Furthermore, the workspace was limited
and the motor forces insufficient to reliably operate the needle in dense tissue.
The Stormram 3 robot was developed to address these shortcomings.

7.3 Design and implementation

Figure 7.1 shows the implementation of the Stormram 3, Figure 7.3a shows a
3D rendering and Figure 7.7 shows a kinematic diagram. Like its predecessor
Stormram 2, it is a five-link parallel manipulator. It consists of one base (grey),
three carriers (green), four blue stepper motors (blue with white racks), one T-
49 stepper motor (grey with green rack) and a needle holder consisting of seven
components (yellow/orange). The design and implementation of the different
parts, motors and joints are described in this section.
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(a) Rendering with location of joint centroids A, B1..B5,
C and D, and needle tip E.

Figure 7.3: Stormram 3 kinematics.

7.3.1 Base and carriers

The base and carriers were printed with the Ultimaker 2 (Ultimaker BV, Gel-
dermalsen, The Netherlands) in polyactic acid (PLA) material. Pin joints
J9, J6 and J12 connect the front, middle and rear carriers to the base. Pin
joints J7, J8, J10, J11 and J13 connect the five stepper motors to their carri-
ers. All these joints are made of 4 mm acrylic rods, lubricated with petroleum
jelly.

7.3.2 Stepper motors

For actuation of the five prismatic joints J1..J5, two different types of pneu-
matic linear stepper motors are used. Four copies of the blue motor, of which
the centroids are located at positions B1..B4, actuate joints J1− J4. The ac-
tuated joint J1, for instance, controls the distance between points C and B1.
The more powerful T-49 motor with centroid at position B5 actuates joint J5,
driving the needle forwards and backwards.

Blue stepper motor

The blue stepper motor, shown in Figure 7.4a, is used to actuate four of the
five degrees of freedom of the needle holder. The functional design is almost
identical to that of the 45 mm spherical stepper motor (Figure 7.2g) used in the
Stormram 2 robot [49]. The differences are that the step size is reduced from
1.0 mm to 0.67 mm for increased accuracy, and the motor’s housing changed
from a 45 mm sphere to a cylinder sized �48 mm x 34 mm with holes for the pin
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(a) Blue motor cutaway. (b) T-49 motor cutaway view.

(c) Principle of operation of blue motor.

Figure 7.4: Details of blue and T-49 stepper motors.

joint. This eliminated the excessive clearance problem of the original 45 mm
ball joints.

The stepper motor’s internal mechanism (Figure 7.4a) consists of laser-
cut acetal parts, according to the design principles stated in Groenhuis and
Stramigioli [46]. The cylinder case (pink) consists of seven plates that are
stacked, forming three cavities in which toothed pistons (green) can slide, sealed
by silicone seals (yellow). By pressurizing either chamber, the piston is pushed
to the opposite side. The pistons themselves are laser-cut in a special way:
after cutting out the top-view shape, the pistons are placed upright in a frame
so that the teeth can be laser-cut from the side, resulting in a shape with the
correct tooth geometry. The rack is also laser-cut from acetal; having a cross-
section of 3.5 × 4.0 mm, these racks are somewhat flexible. This property has
no influence on the rigidity of the needle holder, as forces are transferred in
longitudinal direction only.

The bore’s cross-sectional area A is 12 × 5 mm = 60 mm2 and operating
pressure P = 0.3 MPa, so the theoretical force F exerted by the pistons (ignor-
ing friction losses) is F = P ·A = 0.3 · 106 · 60 · 10−6 = 18 N. The three pistons
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interact with a rack of teeth with a pitch of 2 mm and a depth of 2.5 mm. The
interaction is by means of a wedge mechanism: a piston displacement of 2.5 mm
causes a rack displacement of 1.0 mm, so the wedge factor is α = 2.5

1.0 = 2.5.
Assuming ideal transfer of work (no energy dissipation or storage), the theo-
retical force exerted by the rack is calculated to be 2.5 · 18 = 45 N (ignoring
friction losses). The actual force has to be measured with a proper setup, and
the difference between theoretical and actual force can be attributed to friction
and pressure losses.

The principle of operation of the complete motor is shown in Figure 7.4c.
When the green piston is pushed up and the blue one retracted, the rack moves
one step to the right. This occurs because the three piston’s jaws are phased
120° apart. By pressurizing the six chambers with appropiate waveforms, the
position of the rack can be controlled in steps of 0.67 mm. When all three
pistons are retracted, the rack can slide freely, which might be useful when
considering medical robot safety in a clinical setting.

T-49 stepper motor

A new motor, the T-49 stepper motor, has been developed to drive the needle
forwards and backwards. This motor measures �56×40mm and a CAD design
is given in Figure 7.4b. It consists of six different custom parts: three housing
parts, two identical pistons, four silicone seals and the rack. The silicone seals
were hand-cut using a 3D printed mechanical guide, all other parts were 3D
printed with the Ultimaker 2 in PLA material.

The novel part is that the T-49 has only two cylinders, in which pistons act
on a double-sided rack. Also, the motor is fully 3D printed, eliminating the need
of a separate housing required for the blue motor. In this way, the available
space can be used more efficiently and the increased bore’s cross-sectional area
results in higher output forces. This cross-sectional area is 14 × 14 mm =
196 mm2. Both teeth pitch and teeth depth are set to 4 mm. The step size
is one quarter of the pitch, i.e. 1 mm. A piston displacement of 4 mm causes
a rack displacement of 2 mm, so the wedge factor is α = 4.0

2.0 = 2.0. When
pressurized with a pressure of P = 0.3 MPa, the theoretical force exerted by the
rack (ignoring friction losses) is Fr = 2.0 · 0.3 · 106 · 196 · 10−6 = 118 N, which
is over 2.5 times the force of the blue motor. This makes inserting the needle
in dense tissue and stiff lesions easier. Needle insertion forces in excess of 10 N
may be needed in such cases.

The two pistons have a total of four jaws, phased 90° apart. One drawback
is that it is not possible to arrange the pistons in a configuration that allows
free sliding of the rack, although it is possible to move the rack manually by
applying a certain force, when the chambers are all de-pressurized.
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Figure 7.5: The combined ball/revolute joint, in three stages of assembly. The red and orange
parts are identical and both feature a rim (magenta) and groove (green). Left: the rim is
aligned with an opening in the groove. Middle: parts matched, but not secured yet. Right:
parts effectively interlocked, resulting in a combined ball/revolute joint.

7.3.3 Needle holder

The needle holder consists of seven pieces that are printed with the Stratasys
Objet Eden 250 (Stratasys Ltd, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) in FullCure720 ma-
terial. The central shaft, connecting points A,C and D together, consists of
two parts that are connected by a bayonet mount and accomodate a 12-gauge
(2.1 mm) needle.

Joints J16 and J17 are combined ball/revolute joints, that consist of three
parts, shown in Figure 7.5. The ball part (ball radius 9 mm) is enclosed by a
pair of identical socket halves that are interlocked by a revolute joint inspired
by the bayonet mount. Each of the two socket parts are rigidly attached to the
racks of the stepper motors in the same carrier.

Finally, joints J14 and J15 are pin joints, together forming a universal joint
which connects the rack of joint J5 to the needle holder. As for the base and
carriers, �4 mm acrylic rods connect the different parts together.

7.3.4 Pressure distributor

In order to drive the pneumatic stepper motors with appropiate waveforms, a
pneumatic distributor was required. A manually-controlled distributor was de-
veloped for the Stormram 1 robot [46], and is also used to operate the Stormram
2 and 3 by visual servoing. As it is practically impossible to guide a biopsy
needle in breast tissue by visual servoing alone, in the absence of realtime
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Figure 7.6: Computer-controlled pneumatic distributor.

MRI, a computerized valve manifold (Figure 7.6) was also built. This manifold
can control the different robots programmatically towards given target coor-
dinates in feed-forward fashion. Both manifolds allow operation of the robot
at a distance of 7 metres, as required because the controller cannot be placed
inside the Faraday cage of the MRI scanner itself due to electromagnetic in-
terference. Consequently, airflow limitations and transmission delays in the
pneumatic lines restrict the motor’s stepping frequency to approximately 5 Hz
for the manual manifold [46], and 10 Hz for the computerized one.

7.4 Kinematics and workspace

In order to steer the needle along the desired trajectory towards a specific tar-
get, knowledge of the robot kinematics is required. In this section, the forward
and inverse kinematics are described. The desired end-effector configurations
can be translated to actuator configurations, and vice versa.

7.4.1 Coordinate system

Figure 7.7 shows the kinematic diagram of Stormram 3 and defines two coordi-
nate frames. Frame Ψ0 is attached to the base of the robot, and ΨE is attached
to the needle holder. The coordinate transformation from Ψ0 to ΨE is repre-
sented as HE

0 . The Stormram 3 pose is fully defined by this transformation, as
all joint centroids are rigidly attached to either Ψ0 or ΨE .

The actuated joint configuration vector v = (`1, `2, `3, `4, `5) defines the
state of the five prismatic actuators. A length `i represents the distance be-
tween the joint centroids that are linked by the i-th prismatic joint.
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Figure 7.7: Kinematic diagram of Stormram 3, with coordinate systems Ψ0 and ΨE .

The forward kinematics problem can now be defined as finding HE
0 from a

given v. The inverse kinematics problem involves finding v for a given HE
0 with

one free parameter, because only five degrees of freedom can be controlled.

7.4.2 Forward kinematics

As the Stomram 3 is a parallel manipulator, derivation of HE
0 from a given

v is not trivial. A 3D coordinate transformation has six degrees of freedom.
Therefore, six constraints are needed to define HE

0 .
The first step is to constrain the points A and C to one degree of freedom.

We can observe that the triangle ∆AB3B4 defines a plane, intersecting the XY
plane in Ψ0 along the B3-B4 line. As for a given v, all sides of this triangle are
determined, point A must lie on a circle around the B3-B4 axis with known
midpoint and radius (given by the lengths of the ∆AB3B4 triangle). Likewise,
point C must lie on another circle around the B1-B2 axis, with origin and
radius given by the lengths of the ∆CB1B2 triangle.

The second step is to fix the distance between points A and C as defined
by the needle holder geometry, constraining the number of DOFs of ΨE to two
because the orientation of ΨE around its Y -axis is still free.

The third step is to apply the constraint put by the serial kinematic chain
J12 − J13 − J5 − J14 − J15. This chain has four free parameters (as J5 is
fixed), thus fixing (6− 4) = 2 degrees of freedom of ΨE , making the Stormram
3 a well-determined kinematic system. Unfortunately, there is no elegant way
to express this last constraint mathematically without having to write out the
full kinematic chain with all its joints.
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To get a practically workable system for forward kinematics, it is proposed
to start with an approximation, combined with an estimation of the error. The
approximation is based on the observations that AD and DB5 are approxi-
mately collinear and D is relatively close to A. Thus, one can approximate
AB5 as follows:

||AB5|| ≈ ||B5D||+ ||AD||

With an approximation of the error ε:

ε ≈ ||AD||(1− cos∠B5AD)

All coordinates can now be calculated with basic goniometry methods. It is
possible to reduce the error by iteratively repositioning A based on the actual
distance AB5, but if the exact solution is needed then a more computationally
intensive approach is required.

7.4.3 Inverse kinematics

The inverse kinematics problem states finding the joint vector
v = (`1, `2, `3, `4, `5) for a given end-effector configuration HE

0 with one free
parameter, chosen to be the rotation around the Y -axis in the ΨE coordinate
frame because the needle is axially symmetric.

Derivation of the coordinates of points A and C is trivial, and the lengths
`1..`4 can be calculated directly. The fifth length, `5, can be approximated or
numerically solved analogous to the forward kinematics problem problem.

Stepper motors are discrete, so in general v is not in the joint configuration
space V . The blue stepper motor has a 0.67 mm step size, and for the T-49 mo-
tor it is 1.0 mm. Ignoring constant offsets, we have v’ = ( 2

3n1,
2
3n2,

2
3n3,

2
3n4, n5)

with ni ∈ N. A simplistic solution is to use the nearest values for vi in V , but
this might result in a significant error in the end-effector position. A bet-
ter approach takes into consideration that needle tip positional accuracy takes
precedence over angle accuracy, so when a range of insertion angles is possible,
the one which minimizes the end-effector position error can be chosen.

7.4.4 Workspace calculation

Figure 7.8 shows a visualization of the reachable workspace of the needle tip,
taking the most important physical constraints into account. The voxel size
is 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 mm and the workspace is the union of all voxels that the
needle tip can reach. The volume was found to be 2.0 L, but due to unmodeled
physical constraints, the actual volume is slightly smaller.
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Figure 7.8: Visualization of the workspace (red), with the Stormram 3 shown in two extreme
configurations.

7.5 Measurements

Several measurements were performed to assess the performance of the joints,
the two motor types and the repeatability of the Stormram 3 robot.

Extensive quantitative accuracy measurements on breast phantoms inside
a MRI scanner were performed with the Stormram 2 robot controlled by the
computerized manifold. These experiments are described in Abdelaziz et al.
[4]. Based on an analysis of these experiments and repeatability measurements
of the Stormram 3, the positional accuracy of Stormram 3 is estimated.

7.5.1 Friction and clearances in joints

The pin joints in the base and carriers, joint J6− J13, were found to have no
measurable backlash. There is no clearance around the pins, and the structure
of the base, carriers and motors are sufficiently rigid to limit parasitic move-
ments below 0.1 mm. The static friction in the joints were measured to be up
to 0.02 N m.

The combined ball/revolute joints in the needle holder have a certain clear-
ance. When the joints are dry, this results in parasitic movements in the order
of 0.2 mm. After lubrication with petroleum jelly the parasitic movements are
reduced to below 0.1 mm during normal operation.

7.5.2 Repeatability measurements

The repeatability of the Stormram 3 was evaluated using the manual valve
manifold and a sheet of paper rigidly attached to a fixed object. By sequentially
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Figure 7.9: T-49 and blue motor force versus pressure.

adjusting rack lengths `1..`5 by a known number of steps, the needle pierced
holes with diameter 0.5-1.0 mm at five different locations on the sheet. By
repeatedly moving the needle to the same joint configurations (taking care of
hysteresis in the joints by keeping the approach consistent), it was observed
that the needle always enters a hole that was already formed in this particular
joint configuration. The result is that the Stormram 3 has a repeatability of
better than 0.5 mm.

7.5.3 Stepper motor measurements

The blue and T-49 stepper motors were characterized by measuring its maxi-
mum pulling force as a function of the gauge pressure. Figure 7.9 shows their
pressure-force relationship. At a pressure of 0.3 MPa, which is the standard
working pressure of Stormram 3, the blue motor exerts 16 N of force while the
T-49 can exert 70 N of force. The calculated theoretical values were 45 N and
118 N, respectively. The resulting mechanical efficiency is 36% for the blue
motor, and 59% for the T-49 motor.

7.5.4 MRI tests

Qualitative MRI tests were performed with the Esaote G-scan Brio 0.25 T scan-
ner. A phantom breast made of PVC with plasticizer, filled with fish oil cap-
sules, was immobilized in a frame and placed in the MRI scanner. The Storm-
ram 3 robot was positioned adjacent to the frame, and operated using visual
servoing to insert the needle and examine any artifacts. See Figure 7.10 for the
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Figure 7.10: Stormram 3 in the 0.25T MRI scanner.

test setup, Figure 7.11a for one MRI slice and Figure 7.11b for a 3D rendering
showing the phantom and a few markers.

The Stormram 3 robot (without needle) was found to have no measurable
influence on MRI scans. After equipping it with a MRI-compatible, 14-gauge
(2.1 mm) titanium needle and inserting it in a phantom, a susceptibility artifact
up to a distance of 4 mm around the needle was observed.

Extensive quantitative measurements were performed with the Stormram
2 robot, controlled by the computerized manifold. These measurements are
described in Abdelaziz et al. [4] and the average targeting error was found to
be 6 mm.

7.6 Discussion

The Stormram 3 robot is a significant improvement over its predecessor. The
T-49 motor can exert 70 N of force, making it suitable for targeting lesions in
dense tissue. Due to the different kinematic design, the workspace has been
increased and parasitic movements in the joints in the base have been effectively
eliminated.

In ex-vivo MRI tests, the Stormram 2 has shown to have a targeting accu-
racy of 6 mm on average [4]. This error can be attributed to parasitic move-
ments in joints, geometry approximations in the kinematics, discretization of
the racks, hysteresis in linear stepper motors, offsets in calibration, needle
deflection due to needle-tissue interaction and needle position measurement
inaccuracies. Of these errors, the parasitic movements in joints have been ef-
fectively eliminated in the Stormram 3, and discretization errors have been
reduced due to the smaller step size of 0.67 mm. Inaccuracies in kinematic
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(a) One MRI slice, visualizing markers in the
breast phantom and attached to the (invisi-
ble) needle.

(b) Rendering of phantom (yellow) with em-
bedded markers (orange), and markers at-
tached to the Stormram 3 base (grey), ren-
dered by 3D Slicer software.

Figure 7.11: MRI test setup and scanning results.

calculations, calibration and hysteresis can be solved by a more sophisticated
software implementation that precisely models the kinematics and actuator
characteristics of the robot. In this way, and taking into account the repeata-
bility of better than 0.5 mm, it is expected that the Stormram 3 can have a
needle-tip positioning accuracy of as small as 2 mm.

The Stormram 3 robot (without needle) is entirely made from materials
(plastics, silicone, nylon, photopolymer) that are considered to be safe with
regard to the MR environment, and therefore does not distort the resulting
MR images.

The kinematic design of the Stormram 3, with the five-link parallel actuator,
is similar to that of the MrBot (Figure 7.2b). One important difference is
that the MrBot has one extra degree of freedom to translate the needle holder
longitudinally. This is essential in obtaining smooth, linear needle trajectories
in biological tissue, and to obtain a sufficiently large workspace. While it is
possible to develop this for the Stormram 3 as well, it also makes the needle
less accessible, complicating the biopsy procedure.

Several additional steps are required to advance the Stormram 3 further
towards a complete market product that can potentially replace the current
manually-operated MRI-guided breast biopsy procedure. A biopsy needle firing
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mechanism should be embedded, which can be triggered by the radiologist
without the need to open the robot to swap needles. A comfortable patient
bed with good fixation mechanism is essential. Software that combines pre-
operative MRI scans with a needle path trajectory planning system and post-
insertion validation needs to be developed. This software should also be able to
take care of breast deformations, which could be performed in several ways. By
using an elastographic model of the breast, deformations could be simulated
and be accounted for. An alternative approach would be to acquire one or
more intermediate scans during insertion of the needle, allowing to adjust the
path based on these near-realtime scans.

7.7 Conclusion

The Stormram 3 has shown that pneumatic linear stepper motors are an ef-
fective way of actuating MRI-compatible robots. Excluding the off-the-shelf
needle, the robot is inherently MRI-compatible by the choice of materials. It
can be driven by either a manually-operated pneumatic distributor using vi-
sual servoing, or programmatically using a computer-controlled valve manifold.
The robot has shown to have sufficiently high stiffness and negligible parasitic
movements. The needle tip repeatability is better than 0.5 mm, and based on
the evaluation of the accuracy of Stormram 2, it is expected that in MRI ex-
periments with the Stormram 3 using more sophisticated software, the needle
tip positioning error can be kept in the order of 2 mm.

The technology developed in Stormram 3 is not limited to applications in
MRI-compatible breast biopsy robots. Biopsies in prostate and other surgi-
cal interventions under MRI guidance may also benefit from a compact MRI-
compatible robot driven by pneumatic linear stepper motors. As the powerful
T-49 pneumatic stepper motor is relatively easy to produce and assemble, it
may also find its way to applications outside the MRI scanner whenever pres-
surized air supply is available.
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8.1 Abstract

Targeting of small lesions with high precision is essential in an early phase of
breast cancer for diagnosis and accurate follow up, and subsequently deter-
mines prognosis. Current techniques to diagnose breast cancer are suboptimal,
and there is a need for a small, MRI-compatible robotic system able to target
lesions with high precision and direct feedback of MRI. Therefore, the design
and working mechanism of the new Stormram 4, an MRI-compatible needle
manipulator with four degrees of freedom, will be presented to take biopsies
of small lesions in the MRI scanner. Its dimensions (excluding racks and nee-
dle) are 72x51x40 mm, and the system is driven by two linear and two curved
pneumatic stepper motors. The T-26 linear motor measures 26x21x16 mm, has
a nominal step size of 0.25 mm and the measured maximum force is 63 N at
0.65 MPa. The workspace has a total volume of 2.2 L.

Accuracy measurements have shown that the mean positioning error is
0.7 mm, with a reproducibility of 0.1 mm. Velocity measurements with 5 m
long tubes show a maximum stepping frequency of 8 Hz (maximum force) to
30 Hz (unloaded). These results show that the robot might be able to target le-
sions with sub-millimeter accuracy within reasonable time for the MRI-guided
breast biopsy procedure.

8.2 Introduction

8.2.1 Clinical challenge

Breast cancer is one of the most frequently diagnosed cancer types with an
estimated 1.67 million new cancer cases in 2012, and the leading cause of
cancer-related death among women worldwide [100]. In breast cancer screen-
ing, suspicious lesions need to be biopsied for pathological confirmation of the
diagnosis. Some abnormalities are occult on mammography and ultrasound
and can only be detected with MRI. In these cases a biopsy will be taken
of the, often small, suspicious lesion under MRI-guidance. In current clinical
practice, the needle must be inserted manually with the patient moved in and
out of the scanner-bore multiple times for position adjustment and verification
[29, 105].

This phase of the biopsy procedure is time-consuming and because of de-
formations due to needle-tissue interactions and patient movements, the needle
may need to be re-positioned by using an alternate trajectory or multiple in-
sertions leading to additional tissue damage and inaccurate placement [129].

Increased needle positioning accuracy and efficiency using a robotic system
could improve the standard of care for women with a MRI detected lesion. If
such a system is able to insert the needle inside the MRI scanner and is MRI-
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Figure 8.1: The Stormram 4 robot.

compatible itself, (near-)realtime imaging feedback is possible and enhances
accuracy. Therefore, the aim of this project was to design and characterize an
MRI-compatible robotic system for breast biopsy.

8.2.2 State-of-art

Previous studies showed the design of robotic systems in several applications
inside the MRI scanner. Stoianovici et al. developed the MrBot [118], a six
DOF robotic system for prostate biopsy and driven by pneumatic rotational
stepper motors. These motors have good specifications, but are also relative
and complex to build. Bomers et al. developed a five DOF robot for prostate
biopsy guidance [15], driven by pneumatic screw-motion stepper motors which,
while useful in this application, are difficult to use in smaller scale robotics.
Franco et al. developed a four DOF robot for liver biopsy, driven by rela-
tively large pneumatic cylinders with a time-delay control scheme [41], which
is difficult to control precisely due to the complex pneumatic model. Hungr et
al. developed a five DOF robotic system for liver biopsy [70]. This system is
driven by a combination of ultrasonic motors, Bowden cables and pneumatic
actuators, making it also relatively complicated to develop.

The authors of the current paper, Groenhuis et al., developed three robotic
systems for breast biopsy. The Stormram 1 is a seven DOF needle manipulator
driven by 72 mm-sized pneumatic linear stepper motors [46] with a force of
24 N. For the Stormram 2, the motors were miniaturized to fit inside 45 mm-
sized ball joints [49] and driven by a computerized valve manifold [4]. The
Stormram 3 has five degrees of freedom, improved accuracy and workspace,
and utilizes the T-49 stepper motor which can exert 100 N so that more dense
tissue can be targeted.

The described robots are all parallel manipulators. While such a kinematic
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chain increases structural rigidity, it also limits the workspace and makes for-
ward/inverse kinematics relatively complicated. The Stormram 3 also cannot
move the needle along a straight path.

8.2.3 Approach

Our approach is to use a serial kinematic chain, driven by a combination of
linear and novel curved pneumatic stepper motors. If rigidity can be preserved
under the absence of metallic materials, a serial kinematic chain offers impor-
tant advantages in terms of structural/kinematic complexity, controllability
and workspace size. The robot can be made inherently MRI safe by the choice
of materials and using pneumatic actuation.

8.3 Design and Implementation

8.3.1 Robot design

The presented Stormram 4 robot is a needle manipulator with four degrees
of freedom placed in a serial kinematic chain. The four joints are actuated
by pneumatic stepper motors. In its home position (Fig. 8.11), the robot
(excluding needle and racks) measures 72 mm× 51 mm× 40 mm.

Fig. 8.1 shows the different parts of the robot. The base is fixed and has
a rack, on which the cart can slide back and forth over a distance of 160 mm.
The cart itself contains a curved rack, which the lifter uses to tilt itself upwards
over an angle up to 47°. Likewise, the lifter has another curved rack on which
the platform can tilt to the other side over an angle up to 38°. Finally, the
platform drives a needle holder back and forth over a distance of 80 mm, on
which the needle itself is mounted to target a breast phantom. The phantom
is placed on a simple platform next to the robot. Not included is the option
of horizontal angulation, in order to make the robot as compact as possible.
Sixteen pneumatic tubes guide air to the different chambers of the four motors.
The mass of the Stormram 4 (without base) is 62 g.

8.3.2 Stepper motors

Two different stepper motors have been developed for the Stormram 4: the
T-26 linear motor, and the C-30 curved motor. The general mechanism is
shown in Fig. 8.2. It shows a rack (purple) and two double-acting pistons (red,
green). Each piston consists of two piston heads, with jaws on the inside that
engage on the rack by means of a wedge mechanism. By pressurizing the four
chambers with appropriate waveforms, the pistons push the rack step by step
in the desired direction.
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Figure 8.2: Sequence of states in two-cylinder linear motor. The pistons are labeled A and
B, the rack is labeled R. The arrows indicate piston movements, causing step-wise movement
of the rack to the right.

By design, the motor has zero backlash and nonzero hysteresis. The reason
is that both pistons simultaneously push on the rack, but only one can be at
its extreme position as can be seen in Fig. 8.2. The piston which is not at the
extreme position, therefore acts as a wedge between the rack’s teeth and the
cylinder wall, which fixates the rack in its position resulting in zero backlash.

Linear stepper motor

The T-26 linear stepper motor is a miniaturization of the T-49 motor described
in [51]. The T-26 measures 26 mm× 21 mm× 16 mm. The two cylinders inside
this motor have a square cross-sectional area of 10 mm× 10 mm = 100 mm2.
The pistons act on a straight rack with teeth pitch 1.0 mm and teeth depth
1.2 mm. The step size is 0.25 mm, which is one-quarter of the pitch. The
wedge ratio is 1.2

0.5 = 2.4, so at a pressure of 0.4 MPa the theoretical output
force is F = 0.4 · 106 · 100 · 10−6 · 2.4 = 96 N, or 240 N/MPa. Due to friction in
the seals and other sliding parts, the measured output force will be lower. If
desired, the pressure can be increased to compensate for it and generate higher
forces.

Curved stepper motor

The C-30 curved stepper motor is a novel design and measures
30 mm× 23 mm× 14 mm (excluding tube sockets). A 3-D rendering of the
C-30 (without top cover) is shown in Fig. 8.3. The C-30 also houses two
cylinders with the same square cross-sectional area of 100 mm2 as in the T-26
linear stepper motor. The difference is that the rack is not straight, but has a
radius of curvature of 50 mm. The teeth pitch size is 1.0°, which corresponds
to an effective pitch distance of 0.87 mm on a circle with radius 50 mm. The
step size is 0.25°, which is one quarter of the pitch size. The teeth depth
is 1.2 mm. At a pressure of 0.2 MPa, the theoretical output torque is M =
0.2 · 106 · 100 · 10−6 · 1.2 · 10−3 · 180

0.5π = 1.38 N m, or 55 N at an arm length of
50 mm. Similar to the T-26 motor, the measured output force will be lower
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Figure 8.3: C-30 curved stepper motor with opened housing, exposing the rack, pistons and
seals.

due to friction in the seals and other sliding parts, which can be compensated
for by increasing the pressure.

The curved stepper motor has an axis of rotation. Therefore, a physical
joint driven by this actuator can be combined with a passive pin joint with
small radius, placed at the axis of rotation. This is useful to significantly
increase the rigidity of the joint. In the linear stepper motor this would not be
an option, as its axis of rotation is located at infinity.

8.3.3 Production

The parts of the Stormram 4 were printed with the Stratasys Objet Eden260
(Stratasys Ltd., Eden Prairie, MN, USA) in FullCure720 material. The seals
were laser-cut from 0.5 mm thick silicone rubber. The motor housing and cover
were glued together, and the sixteen polyurethane tubes were also glued into
the sockets. The base was laser-cut from an 8 mm plate, engraved with grooves
in which the linear rack and guide rail were glued.

8.3.4 Controller

The robot is controlled by a pneumatic valve manifold, shown in Fig. 8.4. The
pneumatic routing for two valves connected to one motor is shown in Fig. 8.5.
The eight valves are of type Festo MHA2-MS1H-5/2-2, and are controlled with
an Arduino Mega board. Two different tube lengths were tested: 0.5 m and
5 m.

A user interface allows to control the robot in different ways. The stepping
frequency is controlled by one turn knob. In manual control mode, four other
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Figure 8.4: Computerized manifold.

turn knobs reflect the setpoints of the four joints to which the robot is steered.
In automatic mode, the controller steers the robot through a pre-programmed
sequence of setpoints instead.

The display shows the joint configuration vector or the needle tip position
and orientation. Pushbuttons allow to cycle through different information pan-
els and enable various actions such as calibration or automatic mode initiation.
Voltage and pressure sensors examine operational status. Upon loss of pres-
sure or voltage, the valves are switched off and the current joint coordinates
are stored in memory.

8.4 Kinematics and Workspace

Fig. 8.6 shows a sequence of states during the needle alignment and insertion
process. It shows the effect of actuation of three different joints, allowing to
align and insert the needle in the Y Z-plane towards a given location.

Fig. 8.7 shows the kinematic configuration of the Stormram 4. Kinemat-
ically, it is a serial manipulator with four actuated joints. J1 and J4 are
prismatic joints, driven by linear stepper motors. Joints J2 and J3 are ro-
tational joints, driven by curved stepper motors. Point E is the end-effector,
physically the tip of the needle. Its coordinates are (Ex, Ey, Ez, φ), in which φ
is the rotation angle around the X-axis, with φ = 0° being horizontal.

The joint configuration vector v = (`1, α, β, `4) defines the pose of the full
robot. The range of these variables are:

`1 : 0 mm..160 mm
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Figure 8.5: Pneumatic routing for one stepper motor. Two 5/2-way valves are connected to
one motor, to pressurize the right chambers according to signals from the Arduino controller.

Figure 8.6: Four consecutive states in the needle alignment and insertion sequence.
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Figure 8.7: Kinematic configuration.

α : 0°..47°

β : 0°..38°

`4 : 65 mm..145 mm

The step size of `1 and `4 is 0.25 mm, and the step size of α and β is 0.25°.
In order to translate v to position and orientation of E and vice-versa,

forward and inverse kinematics are derived.

8.4.1 Forward kinematics

The end-effector coordinates are calculated as follows:

Ex = `1

Ey = Y0 +W1 cosα−H2 sin (α− β) + `4 cos (α− β)

Ez = H1 +W1 sinα+H2 cos (α− β) + `4 sin (α− β)

φ = α− β

The constants are:

Y0 = −61 mm, H1 = 15 mm,W1 = 50 mm, H2 = 18 mm

8.4.2 Inverse kinematics

Given the desired end-effector location and orientation (Ex, Ey, Ez, φ), the joint
vector v = (`1, α, β, `4) was calculated. Geometrically, this is equivalent to
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one particular intersection of a line with a circle in the Y Z-plane. We first
transformed (Ey, Ez) to (E′y, E

′
z), and then found an expression involving `4:

E′y = Ey +H2 sinφ− Y0

E′z = Ez −H2 cosφ−H1

W 2
1 = (E′y − `4 cosφ)2 + (E′z − `4 sinφ)2

Solving for `4 and taking the solution with smallest value, leads to:

`1 = Ex

`4 = E′y cosφ+ E′z sinφ

−
√

(E′y cosφ+ E′z sinφ)2 − E′2y − E′2z +W 2
1

α = arcsin
E′z − `4 sinφ

W1

β = α− φ

The solution is valid if `4 is real, and all parameters (`1, α, β, `4) are within
the ranges.

Due to discretization of the stepper motors, the actual value of the four
parameters must be a multiple of its step size (0.25 mm or 0.25°). The general
approach is to round each parameter to its nearest reachable value, leading to
end-effector positioning errors of the same order as the step size. This error
could be reduced if the angle φ can be chosen: the optimal angle φ is the one
(within its allowed range) which minimizes the end-effector positioning error.

8.4.3 Workspace

Fig. 8.8 shows the projection of the robot on the Y Z plane in two different
poses. One pose has configuration vector v = (0 mm, 47°, 38°, 65 mm). The
red area is the projected reachable space of the end-effector E, and its area
is calculated to be 140 cm2. The robot can move in the X-direction over a
distance of 160 mm orthogonal to the Y Z plane, resulting in a total workspace
volume of 2.2 L.
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Figure 8.8: Workspace, and two extreme poses of the Stormram 4.

8.5 Measurements and Results

Performance measurements of the stepper motors and measurements on Storm-
ram 4’s positional accuracy have been performed to characterize the Stormram
4.

8.5.1 Stepper motor force

The T-26 linear stepper motor has been evaluated using a test bench as shown
in Fig. 8.9. For a range of known masses, the minimum pressure on which the
motor could lift the weight was recorded. The results are shown in Fig. 8.10.
The highest measured force was 63 N, at a pressure of 0.65 MPa.

It can be observed that the graph is approximately linear. Its slope is
103 N/MPa. This results in a mechanical efficiency of 43%, when compared
with the theoretical force slope of 240 N/MPa.

8.5.2 Maximum operating speed

The maximum operating speed (unloaded) was evaluated for all four joints of
the Stormram 4 at a pressure of 0.25 MPa, by gradually increasing the stepping
frequency until the motor misses steps. The experiment was performed with
two different tube lengths, 0.5 m and 5 m. The results are given in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.9: T-26 force measurement setup.
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Figure 8.10: T-26 force versus pressure graph.
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Figure 8.11: Accuracy measurement setup.

The motor of joint J4 appears to have the lowest maximum frequency in both
cases.

Under load, the maximum frequency is reduced to approximately 60 Hz for
0.5 m tubes, and 8 Hz for 5 m tubes. At these speeds, the maximum force is
maintained for all joints, especially J4, as required when inserting the needle
into the phantom.

8.5.3 Needle tip accuracy measurements

The positional accuracy was evaluated using a sheet of paper positioned in the
Y=80 mm plane, as shown in Fig. 8.11. On this sheet, a 7x5 grid of targets
with 25 mm spacing was drawn. The robot was programmed to move to these
targets in succession, resulting in a series of punctures in the sheet. Afterwards,
the X and Z offsets of each puncture (relative to its target) were measured.

For every value of Z, the mean target-puncture offsets and the standard
deviations were calculated for seven data points, and listed in Table 8.2. It
can be observed that at higher Z values, there is an increasing bias in the X
direction, resulting in a relative large standard variation of 0.71 mm. But when

Table 8.1: Maximum unloaded motor stepping frequency.

joint freq at 0.5 m freq at 5 m
J1 240 Hz 65 Hz
J2 240 Hz 50 Hz
J3 190 Hz 50 Hz
J4 160 Hz 30 Hz
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Table 8.2: Mean offset µ and standard deviation σ in X and Z directions.

Z [mm] µX [mm] σX [mm] µZ [mm] σZ [mm]
25 -0.49 0.08 -0.04 0.15
50 -0.03 0.09 -0.10 0.16
75 0.40 0.03 0.14 0.08
100 0.96 0.10 0.33 0.13
125 1.46 0.16 0.14 0.18
all 0.46 0.71 0.10 0.21

Table 8.3: Comparison of T-26 with T-49. Note: two different housings have been developed
for the T-49; the cylindrical one was used in the Stormram 3.

Property T-26 (Stormram 4) T-49 (Stormram 3)
Dimensions 26x21x16 mm �56x40 / 49x40x31 mm

Volume 8.7 cm3 99 cm3 / 61 cm3

Force at 0.4 MPa 38 N 96 N
Step size 0.25 mm 1.0 mm

Max freq at 0.5 m 240 Hz (unloaded) 300 Hz (unloaded)
Max freq at 5 m 30 Hz (unloaded), 18 Hz (unloaded),

8 Hz (loaded) 7 Hz (loaded)

this systematic offset is taken into account, the standard deviation reduces
to 0.20 mm. From the size of the punctures, the accuracy in Y direction is
estimated to be 0.2 mm.

A repeatability experiment was performed by executing the same travel
path again. For all 35 targets, the needle reached the same spot as in the
first run, so no new punctures were created. This can also be observed in the
supplementary video. Considering the size of the puncture (average diameter
0.2 mm), the repeatability is therefore better than 0.1 mm.

8.6 Discussion

For comparison with the previous version, the properties of the current Storm-
ram 4’s T-26 and the T-49 stepper motor of the Stormram 3 are listed in Table
8.3. The T-26 has less than half the strength of the T-49, but the dimension
has been reduced approximately a factor two in all directions and the step size
is reduced by a factor four.

The maximum frequency was found to be 160-240 Hz when 0.5 m tubes are
used. In a MRI setting, 5 m long tubes are required which limits the maximum
frequency to 30-60 Hz (unloaded) or 8 Hz (maximum force). Joint J4 was found
to have the lowest maximum frequencies, presumably due to higher friction
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and/or air leakage in the motor. The step size is 0.25 mm for the linear motors,
so the minimum achievable speed is 2.0 mm/s for 5 m tubes when maximum
force is needed. If necessary, this minimum speed could be increased by using a
larger step size of 0.5 mm, which doubles the travel speed at the cost of reduced
accuracy. A different solution would be to drive a single joint with two motors,
to achieve both high speed and high precision.

The positional accuracy of the Stormram 4 is 0.71 mm in X direction,
0.21 mm in Z direction and approximately 0.2 mm in Y direction. This shows
that sub-millimeter precision is achieved, which is a significant improvement
over the Stormram 3. An important reason is the simplicity of the kinematic
design: there are only four joints, and as all of these are directly actuated, the
kinematic chain is fully free of backlash.

There is a systematic bias in X direction up to 1.0 mm, likely due to man-
ufacturing inaccuracies. If this bias is compensated for, by e.g. more precise
manufacturing and/or calibration, the accuracy can be further improved to
0.17 mm in both X and Z directions. In future iterations of the robot, the
structural rigidity could be improved by e.g. duplicating the J2 and J3 joints
to the other side of the robot.

8.7 Conclusion

The Stormram 4 has demonstrated that it is able to manipulate a needle to-
wards targets with sub-millimeter precision and a measured insertion force of
approximately 40 N. The actuators are free of backlash. In a MRI setting,
5 m long tubes are required and the maximum linear movement speed under
maximum load is 2.0 mm/s.

The linear and curved motors are significantly smaller with a size of 26 and
30 mm, than the state-of-art motors, and these are efficiently integrated in the
different parts of the robot. The novel curved motor has shown that it can
actuate a revolute joint with high precision. Due to the serial kinematic chain
the number of moving parts are reduced to an absolute minimum, resulting in
a design that is compacter than state-of-art robots.

Further tests on breast phantoms in a MRI scanner will be performed to
simulate targeting lesions and also take tissue deformations into account. A
breast fixation system and a biopsy firing mechanism are improvements to
implement the full MRI-guided biopsy procedure in the design. As a proof-of-
concept, the Stormram 4 has shown that it is a suitable system to implement
in clinical breast biopsy procedures.
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9.1 Abstract

Suspicious lesions in the breast that are only visible on magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) need to be biopsied under MR guidance with high accuracy
and efficiency for accurate diagnosis. The aim of this study is to present a
novel robotic system, the Stormram 4, and to perform preclinical tests in an
MRI environment. Excluding racks and needle, its dimensions are 72x51x40
mm. The Stormram 4 is driven by two linear and two curved pneumatic stepper
motors. The linear motor is capable of exerting 63 N of force at a pressure of
0.65 MPa. In an MRI environment the maximum observed stepping frequency
is 30 Hz (unloaded), or 8 Hz when full force is needed. The Stormram 4’s mean
positioning error is 0.73 +- 0.47 mm in free air, and 1.29 ± 0.59 mm when
targeting breast phantoms in MRI. Excluding the off-the-shelf needle, the robot
is inherently MR safe. The robot is able to accurately target lesions under MRI
guidance, reducing tissue damage and risk of false negatives. These results are
promising for clinical experiments, improving the quality of healthcare in the
field of MRI-guided breast biopsies.

9.2 Introduction

9.2.1 Clinical challenge

Breast cancer is one of the most frequently diagnosed cancer types in women,
with an estimated 1.67 million new cases in 2012 [127]. It is essential to de-
tect cancer at an early stage to optimize patient outcomes. Mammography is
the primary imaging modality in screening programs, followed by ultrasound.
MRI is often used in women with an increased risk for breast cancer. Lesions
that are not visible on mammogram or ultrasound may be detectable on MRI
which has a higher sensitivity than the other two imaging modalities[103]. CT
(computed tomography) is not routinely used in breast cancer screening due
to the additional radiation dose and the limited added value besides mammog-
raphy. When a suspicious lesion is found and diagnosis needs to be confirmed
the radiologist may decide to acquire a tissue sample through a biopsy.

The next step in the evaluation of MRI detected suspicious lesions is tar-
geted ultrasound imaging and, if positive, ultrasound guided biopsy. However,
the radiologist is often not capable to find the detected lesions on MRI dur-
ing ultrasound scanning. This makes an MRI-guided biopsy necessary. It is
difficult to target the lesion precisely during this procedure due to bore ac-
cessibility constraints that require the patient to be moved in and out of the
scanner multiple times. When a positioning grid is used, discretization errors
up to 4 mm are introduced[81]. In addition, aspiration and other unintentional
body movements may cause breast tissue displacements. These factors may
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Figure 9.1: State-of-art pneumatic robots: a. Transrectal prostate biopsy robot by Bos-
boom et al.[15], b. Liver tumor ablation robot by Franco et al.[41], c. Endorectal prostate
biopsy robot by Stoianovici et al.[119], d. Stormram 1 by Groenhuis and Stramigioli[46], e.
Stormram 2 by Groenhuis et al.[4, 49], f. Stormram 3 by Groenhuis et al.[51]

cause false negative results, or a prolonged procedure due to repositioning of
the needle[29, 129]

An MR safe robotic system could solve the shortcomings of existing man-
ual MRI-guided biopsy procedures. Such a system, when placed inside the
scanner bore, allows biopsies to be performed with fast MR imaging feedback.
We expect that due to the increased accuracy fewer samples will be needed,
resulting in reduced tissue damage and shorter procedure times. In view of
past developments on this topic the aim of the Stormram 4 project is to de-
sign and characterize a novel MR safe robotic system for breast biopsy with
significant improvements over earlier designs, especially in terms of accuracy
and workspace.

MR classification

The ASTM F 2503 standard defines three possible classifications for MRI de-
vices: MR safe, MR conditional and MR unsafe. The MR safe classification
is assigned to devices that exclusively consist of non-metallic, non-magnetic
and non-conductive materials, and can be assigned based on a scientific ratio-
nale (i.e. material composition) rather than test data. In contrast, the MR
conditional classification indicates that the device is only safe when used un-
der certain tested conditions. Finally, the MR unsafe classification indicates
that the device is known to pose hazards in all MRI environments. This new
standard is designed to avoid confusion and errors originating from the older
terminology (MR compatible/MR safe), which are thus to be avoided in new
research.

State of the art

Several MRI robots have been described in literature. The use of conventional
electromagnetic motors are ruled out due to interference with the magnetic
field of the MRI scanner. Various alternative actuation methods have been
investigated: hydraulics, piezo motors, ultrasonic motors, cable transmissions,
MR-driven ferromagnetics, flexible fluidic actuators, air turbines, direct-acting
pneumatic cylinders and pneumatic stepper motors. Actuation by pneumatic
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stepper motors offers several advantages over the other categories: pneumatic
stepper motors are inherently MR safe, tolerant for small air leakages, clean in
medical applications, can be controlled with conventional pneumatic manifolds
and allow for feed-forward control methods. 9.1(a-f) shows six pneumatic MRI
robots found in literature. (a) Bosboom et al. developed and tested an MR
safe, remote controlled parallel manipulator for transrectal biopsy guidance[15].
It is driven by five stepper motors. Each motor contains a rod with a helical
hole pattern on which four single-acting cylinders act alternatingly, resulting
in a screw movement of the rod. The robot requires a median manipulation
time of approximately 6 minutes to move the needle guide to the commanded
position, which makes it relatively slow. (b) Franco et al. described a needle-
guiding robot for laser ablation of liver tumors[41]. The relatively large robot
is operated by four direct-acting pneumatic cylinders for which a special con-
trol scheme was developed to drive the piston accurately to the target position.
Position feedback is acquired using electronic optical encoders, making it rel-
atively complex and not MR safe. Its reported mean in-plane targeting error
is 2.9 mm. (c) Stoianovici et al. developed an MR safe robot for endorectal
prostate biopsy, driven by three pneumatic rotational stepper motors called
PneuStep[118, 119]. It uses fiber optic quadrature encoders for position mea-
surements. The reported needle targeting accuracy is 0.37 mm in bench test
and 2.09 mm in MRI. Being specifically designed for prostate biopsies the actu-
ated workspace of this type of robot is too limited for breast biopsy purposes.
The authors of this paper developed three earlier versions of the Stormram
breast biopsy robot. Figure 1(d) shows the Stormram 1 which is driven by
seven pneumatic linear stepper motors of which six form a Stewart platform
and the seventh one inserts the needle longitudinally[46]. While this robot
is able to demonstrate the proof-of-principle of pneumatic stepper actuation,
the whole robot is too large to fit alongside a patient in the MRI scanner.
Figure 1(e) shows the Stormram 2, which is driven by smaller stepper motors
integrated inside ball joints, resulting in a more compact robot. Measurements
have shown that it is able to target lesions in a phantom breast with a relatively
poor accuracy of 6.0 ± 2.0 mm[4, 49], mainly due to clearances in the joints.
9.1(f) shows the Stormram 3 with a similar size and kinematic design as its
predecessor. While the accuracy was improved to 2 mm and a stronger needle
insertion actuator delivering up to 70 N of force was installed[51], the parallel
kinematic structure resulted in a complex control structure and suboptimal
workspace.

Approach

This paper describes the design and evaluation of the Stormram 4, shown in
9.2. It was developed to address the shortcomings of the state-of-art MRI
robots, specifically in terms of size, complexity, accuracy and workspace[51].
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Figure 9.2: Stormram 4, with labeled parts and joints J1-J4.

The approach is to use a serial kinematic chain driven by a combination of
linear and curved pneumatic stepper motors.

The use of a serial kinematic chain instead of a parallel one results in an
enlarged workspace. High accuracy is achieved by using backlash-free joints
in combination with a linear step size of 0.25 mm, and an angular step size of
0.25° (corresponding with 0.44 mm displacement at a radius of 100 mm). Good
stiffness is achieved by making the robot compact and by driving revolute joints
at a radius of 50 mm from its axis. Flexible, thin (2 mm) pneumatic tubes are
used in the proximity of the robot to allow unconstrained movement of the
different degrees of freedom. Besides bench tests, extensive MRI tests are
reported. For operator-independent, precise validation of the needle placement
an automated needle detection algorithm was developed.

9.3 Materials and Methods

9.3.1 Kinematic design

The Stormram 4 is a serial kinematic manipulator with four degrees of freedom,
each driven by a pneumatic stepper motor. In its home position the robot
(excluding needle and racks) measures 72x51x40 mm. The different parts of
the robot are labeled in Figure 2. The base is fixed and consists of a linear rail
over which the cart can slide back and forth over a distance of 160 mm, this
joint J1 is driven by a linear stepper motor. The base and lifter are linked by
a revolute joint J2 which is driven by a curved stepper motor with a range of
47°. The lifter and platform are linked by another revolute joint J3 which is
also driven by a curved stepper motor with a range of 38°. These two revolute
joints combined allows the platform to move up and down and tilt vertically
(but not horizontally). Finally, a linear stepper motor in the platform drives
the needle holder longitudinally over a distance of 80 mm, forming joint J4.
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Figure 9.3: Cutaway view of the C-30 curved stepper motor, which consists of the housing,
two pistons, four seals, four pneumatic tubes and the curved rack.

9.3.2 Pneumatic stepper motors

Two different stepper motors have been developed for the Stormram 4. The
T-26 linear motor actuates a prismatic joint while the C-30 curved motor is
designed to drive a revolute joint. Both motors are constructed and assembled
similarly; the main difference is the radius of curvature for the rack which in
turn influences the geometries of the housing and pistons.

Figure 9.3 shows the internals of the C-30 curved motor. Each of the two
pistons (green) is operated by delivering pressurized air into either end of the
cylinder, pushing the piston up and down. Silicone seals prevent leakage of air
along the pistons. A piston has two jaws (series of teeth) on the inside that
engage on the rack by means of a wedge mechanism, pushing the rack to the
left or right in small steps. As the rack is curved with a radius of 50 mm there
exists a well-defined rotation axis which can be supported by a hinge joint,
significantly increasing stiffness of the mechanism.

9.3.3 Production

The majority of the robot parts were printed on an Objet Eden260 (Stratasys
Ltd., Eden Prairie, MN, USA) in FullCure720 material and assembled together
by gluing. The seals were laser-cut from 0.5 mm silicone rubber. Acrylic
rods with a thickness of 3 mm were used in the two hinge joints between the
cart, lifter and platform components located at points A and B in Figure 4.
These rods were lubricated with silicone grease to allow rotational motion with
sufficiently low friction and without any measurable play. Polyurethane tubes
deliver pressurized air from the valve manifold to the robot. Silicone grease
serves as lubricant for the moving parts.
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Figure 9.4: Workspace (red region), and two extreme poses of the Stormram 4. Top-right:
kinematic configuration.

In this study the robot was equipped with an MR conditional Bard 14G
100 mm titanium needle (Bard Inc., Murray Hill, NJ, USA). The diamond-
shaped symmetric tip and needle rigidity resist bending due to needle-tissue
interactions so that the needle can be assumed straight in all experiments. As
the needle can be swapped with another one, e.g. to meet the conditions of a
specific MRI scanner, the chosen needle is not considered to be an integral part
of the robot. Based on the full material composition of the robot (excluding
needle) the robot itself can be classified as MR safe. The robot base consists of
a laser-cut acrylic plate on which a linear rack and a guide rail are positioned.
The base itself is attached to a table printed in PLA (polylactic acid) in which
ten fish oil capsules are embedded as fiducials for registration and alignment
purposes.

Several breast phantoms were manufactured by pouring a hot mixture of
PVC and plasticizer into a 3D printed mould generated from a mathematically
described breast shape[3, 49]. In each phantom four to ten lesions were added
(size range 5-20 mm) to the volume during the cool-off process. During this
process the phantom solidifies to an elastic mass with randomly distributed
lesions. For the lesions, either fish oil capsules or pieces of stiff PVC were used,
both of which are relatively stiff and well distinguishable on MRI in certain
sequences.

9.3.4 Pneumatic controller

The robot is controlled by a pneumatic valve manifold with user interface.
Figure 9.5 shows a schematic of the controller including one pair of valves for
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Figure 9.5: Pneumatic control schematic and five consecutive states of a single stepper motor.

Figure 9.6: Experimental setup for MRI tests with an MR safe Stormram 4 piercing a breast
phantom using an MR conditional needle. Bottom-right: MR unsafe pneumatic controller
with user interface.
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driving one stepper motor. A photo of the actual controller can be seen in
Figure 9.6 (bottom-right). Each of the four stepper motors is independently
operated by a pair of 5/2-way valves of type Festo MHA2-MS1H-5/2-2 (Festo
AG & Co. KG, Esslingen, Germany) connected with 5 m long pneumatic tubes.
This allows the MR unsafe controller to be placed outside the Faraday cage of
the MRI to eliminate the possibility of RF interference and safety issues.

The pneumatic connection scheme and operating sequence of a single step-
per motor is shown in Figure 9.5. Two pistons (green and red) act on a rack
(purple). The five states, numbered 1-5, show the consecutive positions of the
pistons and rack when it is operated from left to right. Exactly one piston can
be fully engaged on the rack. This is always the piston that moved formerly and
independent of the direction of load. The piston that moved most recently acts
as a wedge between the rack and the cylinder housing, effectively eliminating
any backlash in the motor by design. Reversal of direction results in a small
hysteresis effect which could be exploited to achieve some form of sub-stepping.
Alternatively, this effect could be avoided by choosing one particular direction
of approach.

The sequence of valve states is controlled by an Arduino controller which
maintains a memory of the current motor position for each of the four joints:
(L1, α, β, L4). L1 is the displacement of joint J1 in mm. α is the angular
displacement of joint J2 in degrees. β is the angular displacement of joint J3
in degrees. L4 is the linear displacement of joint J4 in mm.

When one motor is commanded to move to a new position its valves are
operated for the required number of steps at a given stepping frequency. As no
position sensors are used, the control strategy is purely feed-forward. Correct-
ness of the actual position is guaranteed when no steps are skipped since the
last calibration, which can be assured by providing sufficient force or torque to
perform the steps, exceeding the maximum loads on each actuator by a suffi-
ciently large safety margin. Additionally, position feedback by MRI is possible.

The maximum stepping frequency is restricted by the length and diame-
ter of the tubes, the cylinder stroke volume, the valve’s airflow and switching
speed. Up to a certain threshold frequency the performance of the motor is ap-
proximately constant; above the threshold frequency the force drops gradually
until it does not move anymore at all.

9.3.5 Kinematics and workspace

Figure 9.4 shows the workspace and two different configurations of the Storm-
ram 4 projected on the Y-Z plane. Using the two revolute joints and the linear
needle insertion joint, the needle tip can reach targets within the red-colored
region. The linear joint in the base allows movement of the robot in the X di-
rection, resulting in a total workspace volume of 2.2 L. If necessary, this volume
could be increased further by elongation of the linear racks or the needle.
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Due to the serial kinematic chain, derivation of forward kinematics is straight-
forward. From angles α and β, length L4 and knowledge of the robot geometry,
the Y- and Z- coordinates of the needle tip E can be calculated directly. The
X-coordinate follows directly from the displacement L1 of the linear joint in
the base.

Inverse kinematics involves derivation of the four joint coordinates (L1,
α, β, L4), given the target (X, Y, Z) coordinates of the needle tip E. The
displacement L1 of the linear joint in the base follows directly from the X-
coordinate, leaving us with derivation of α, β and L4 from a given point E in
Figure 9.4. It can be noted that there are multiple solutions in general, as there
are three variables and only two constraints. The needle insertion angle (α –
β) can be chosen as the free parameter, upon the radiologist’ discretion to e.g.
circumvent delicate structures in the breast. The values of α, β and L4 can
then be found by solving the resulting set of equations. Existence of a unique
solution depends on the feasibility of the different constraints - in particular
the range of motions for the different joints. To help the radiologist or operator
in choosing a suitable needle insertion angle its minimum and maximum values
for a given position of E can be calculated and displayed on an interface from
which a value can be picked somewhere in between.

Stepper motors can only reach a series of discrete states. The step size for
linear motors is 0.25 mm, while for rotational motors it is 0.25°. When the
nearest reachable joint position is used, the resulting discretization error in
X-direction is up to 0.13 mm, while for Y- and Z-directions the error is up to
0.39 mm with a fully extended needle.

9.3.6 Segmentation and registration

The LPS (left-posterior-superior) coordinate system is used in DICOM images
of MRI scans, with the origin being at the magnet’s isocenter. In contrast, the
robot uses the XYZ coordinate system with the origin at a different site and
the XY plane parallel to the MRI’s coronal plane. The associated coordinate
transformation is defined by the locations of ten fiducials, shown in Figure 7.
Seven fiducials are upright, while three lay flat.

An automatic fiducial registration method is used to save time in the pro-
cedure. First, the ten fiducials are extracted based on the total volumes of the
connected components in the geometrically corrected and binarized scan. From
its sizes in posterior-anterior direction the three flat fiducials are identified and
its mean position calculated from which the posterior-anterior component of
the robot coordinate frame in MRI is defined. The remaining seven fiducials
are registered based on intra-marker distances and, from the locations of its
centroids, a best fit rigid 2D transformation in the coronal plane is constructed.
Combined with the posterior component the 3D coordinate transformation is
now fully defined. The mean registration error was measured to be 0.2 mm
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Figure 9.7: Segmentation of phantom with registration fiducials (yellow), target site (cyan),
reconstructed needle segments (blue dots), best linear fit of needle centreline (magenta) and
targeting error (black). Top-right: Sagittal MRI slice with target site (cyan).

- one order of magnitude smaller than the acquisition resolution of the MRI
scans.

To evaluate the accuracy of the Stormram 4 in an MRI environment the
needle must be localized on the confirmation scan. In order to utilize as much
voxel information as possible to enable sub-pixel localization accuracy and to
save operator time this is also performed automatically. This algorithm is based
on finding connected dark voxels in the binarized image. From these voxels a
tree graph is constructed based on the shortest distance from the image border.
After some further processing involving traversing this tree graph it is possible
to recognize the needle based on its shape involving with relatively constant
cross-sectional area.

9.3.7 Experiments

Four experiments were conducted to characterize the force, speed and accuracy
of the Stormram 4.

Stepper motor force

The maximum force of the T-26 stepper motor at low stepping frequency (¡ 1
Hz) depends on the operating pressure. The relationship was studied by lifting
a series of weights with known mass and finding the minimum required pressure
such that it is just able to lift the weight. The schematic setup is shown in
Figure 9.8. A linear fit is derived from the resulting pressure-force graph.
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Figure 9.8: Force measurement setup. The T-26 stepper motor lifts weights of known mass,
while the system pressure is adjusted using the regulator.

Maximum stepping frequency

The use of 5 m long tubes limits the stepping frequencies of the four motors.
The maximum stepper motor frequencies for which each motor is just able to
drive its joint without missing steps is recorded at a pressure of 0.25 MPa. For
comparison, both short (0.5 m) and long (5 m) tube lengths were used in the
test. Next, the maximum frequency of a motor under load with 5 m long tubes
was derived by pulling a weight with the T-26 motor at increasing stepping
frequency until a drop in the delivered force is observed.

Needle tip accuracy in free air

The accuracy and precision of the needle tip in free air were evaluated by
piercing 30 targets drawn as crosshairs on a vertically positioned board. For
each target, the error is defined as the distance from its center to the pierced
hole.

MRI accuracy tests

MRI accuracy tests were conducted on breast phantoms. Thirty different sites
were identified and targeted by the needle. The coordinates of each site are
given as target for the robot. The error, defined as the offset between original
site location and reconstructed needle position in the robot coordinate frame,
was measured for each site. Breast deformations were not taken into account in
this test. The Stormram 4 does not have a system to immobilize the breast, so
the phantom on the table was allowed to deform freely resulting from needle-
tissue interactions.

Figure 9.6 shows the experimental setup, with the Stormram 4 and phantom
positioned inside a 0.25 T (G-Scan, Esaote SpA, Genoa, Italy) scanner. Taking
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into consideration the space requirements of the setup an abdominal coil with
maximum internal height, width and length of 270 mm, 405 mm and 280 mm
was used. The controller was placed outside the Faraday cage of the MRI
scanner connected to the robot by a total of 30 tubes with a length of 5 metres.
Of these 30 tubes, sixteen are used for actuating the four stepper motors while
the remaining ones are reserved for future use such as the firing system of a
biopsy gun.

The MRI scanner was geometrically calibrated using a custom 3D grid
pattern before conducting the needle insertion experiments. From the mea-
sured pattern a 5th order correction function was defined to map observed
(deformed) MRI coordinates to world coordinates. With this geometric cor-
rection, the registration error is reduced from up to 2 mm to an average of
0.2 mm within a cube-shaped volume with dimensions 180 x 180 x 180 mm,
centered at the magnet’s isocenter. The correction function was applied to all
observed coordinates in the tests. A 3D balanced steady-state free precession
(bSSFP) sequence was used as the scanning protocol with parameters TR=10
ms, TE=5 ms and FA=60°. The scanning direction was the sagittal plane with
a field-of-view of 240 x 240 mm and acquisition matrix of 160 x 160 voxels,
resulting in an acquisition resolution of 1.5 x 1.5 mm in each slice. The ac-
quired slice thickness was 2.0 mm and the (isotropic) reconstructed resolution
was 0.94 mm in all directions. This scanning protocol is optimized for PVC
lesions, as it shows good contrast between different tissue types in combination
with a low signal-to-noise ratio.

Testing procedure

First, a pre-operative planning scan was performed. The resulting scan was
segmented and the robot coordinate frame was defined. Next, a series of sites
within the phantom were chosen. For each site, first the robot joint config-
uration vector was calculated using inverse kinematics. The free parameter
representing the insertion approach angle was chosen as the midpoint of the
range of possible values. The robot was operated to penetrate the needle in
the phantom towards the selected site by manually rotating four turn knobs of
the controller. First, the J1, J2 and J3 joint coordinates were adjusted to the
pre-calculated position to align the needle with the target lesion. Next, joint
J4 was adjusted to insert the needle longitudinally.

After reaching the target a confirmation scan was acquired. During this
scan the joint configuration vector for the next target site was also calculated
and, during reconstruction of the confirmation scan, the robot was already
operated towards that next target in order to streamline actions as much as
possible.

The confirmation scans were analyzed using an automated script to de-
termine the needle position and angles from which the error distances were
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Figure 9.9: T-26 force versus pressure.

calculated. Whenever the needle detection algorithm was unable to correctly
identify the needle or the human operator observed a discrepancy between re-
constructed needle and MRI scan data, the needle was reconstructed manually
using the software package 3D Slicer, version 4.7.

Although the Stormram 4 was equipped with a standard needle during the
tests, it could be equipped with a biopsy gun when an appropriate biopsy
needle is available. Samples taken by a biopsy gun are generally long and
thin, typically 15 mm in length. This implies that in targeting small lesions
accurate control of the needle depth is not critical. Hence, the shortest distance
of the target site to the reconstructed needle, i.e. the normal distance error, is
considered as the standard error measure[120].

9.4 Results

9.4.1 Stepper motor force

Ten data points were collected and plotted in Figure 9.9. The following linear
relation was found between F , the measured force in Newton, and P , the supply
pressure in Pascal:

F = 1.04 · 10−4P − 3.7

The highest recorded force was 63 N at a pressure of 0.65 MPa. At normal
operating pressure of 0.25 MPa the force is 22 N.
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Joint Frequency at 0.5 m Frequency at 5 m
J1 240 Hz 65 Hz
J2 240 Hz 50 Hz
J3 190 Hz 50 Hz
J4 160 Hz 30 Hz

Table 9.1: Table 1: Maximum frequencies.

2D error 0.73 ± 0.47 mm (range 0-1.71)
X error 0.46 ± 0.70 mm (range -0.63-1.71)
Z error 0.10 ± 0.21 mm (range -0.33-0.58)

Table 9.2: Targeting error in free air.

9.4.2 Maximum operating frequency

The absolute maximum stepper motor frequencies of the four joints are listed in
Table 9.1. For both short and long tubes joint J4 was found to be the limiting
factor. In the case of 5 m long tubes the maximum stepping frequency was
found to be approximately 30 Hz. When loaded the maximum frequency was
measured to be approximately 8 Hz.

9.4.3 Needle tip accuracy in free air

Table 9.2 lists the observed targeting error when positioning the needle tip
in free air as well as its decomposition in X and Y directions as measured
by the positions of a series of 30 punctures in a vertically positioned sheet of
paper with 30 marked targets. The resulting 2-D error is 0.73 mm. It can be
observed that accuracy in Z-direction is approximately four times better than
in X-direction. Closer examination of the error data revealed that needle tip
movements in Z-direction are slightly skewed, i.e. these movements result in
slight horizontal displacements as well.

9.4.4 MRI accuracy tests

A total of thirty locations in three different phantoms were selected and sub-
sequently targeted.

Table 9.3 lists the error measures and other statistics for the measurement
series. The full measurement data is available as a supplementary file.

In the last ten needle insertions the interval time for successive site targets
was recorded and found to be 6:38 minutes - equal to the total time required
for one MRI scan (including pre-scan calibration and image reconstruction).
This scanning time was found to be the limiting factor in the needle insertion
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Number of sites targeted 30
Targeting interval (last 10 sites) 6:38 minutes
Needle segmentation method 24 sites automatic, 6 sites manual
Insertion depth 25.0 ± 11.5 mm (range 8.3-51.3)
Apparent needle diameter 5.7 ± 0.8 mm (range 4.4-7.3)
Normal distance error 1.29 ± 0.59 mm (range 0.43-2.63)
3D distance error 1.87 ± 0.80 mm (range 0.69-3.57)
X error -0.37 ± 0.87 mm (range -2.11-1.43)
Z error 0.07 ± 1.07 mm (range -1.54-2.22)
Depth error 0.73 ± 1.27 mm (range -2.67-3.27)
Azimuth angle error -0.25 ± 1.16° (range -2.78-2.93)
Elevation angle error 0.44 ± 1.56° (range -2.58-5.50)

Table 9.3: MRI measurement statistics.

procedure as all other actions could be performed during the different phases
of the scan.

The thirty confirmation scans were segmented and analyzed using an au-
tomated script. In six cases, the script did not correctly recognize the needle
location due to insufficient penetration depth and/or due to the presence of air
pockets near the targeting site. In these cases the needle location was deter-
mined manually by visual inspection of the confirmation scan using 3D Slicer
software.

Figure 9.7 shows a rendering of the confirmation scan for target site 14.
The blue crosshair represents the commanded target and the needle is visible
as a hole in the phantom with an apparent diameter of 5.3 mm. The blue dots
represent segments of the reconstructed needle. The magenta line represents
a best linear fit of the needle centerline. For this particular target the normal
error was measured to be 2.38 mm.

Table 3 lists the error statistics in targeting all 30 sites. The average target-
ing error (shortest distance to needle) was found to be 1.29 ± 0.59 mm (range
0 43− 2 63). When insertion depth is also considered the resulting 3-D error is
1 87± 0.80 mm (range 0 69− 3 57).

The error measurements for the individual needle location components (X,
Z, depth, azimuth and elevation) reveal that the errors in lateral (X and Z)
directions are comparable. However, there is a significant bias present in in-
sertion depth of 0.73 mm and also in elevation angle (0.44°). The deviations in
the components are about three to six times the nominal step size of the linear
and rotational joints.
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9.5 Discussion

9.5.1 Comparison with state-of-art robots

Compared with earlier robots in the Stormram line the newly developed it-
eration is a significant improvement in terms of workspace, accuracy, size and
complexity. It is also smaller and faster than other state-of-art robots described
in this paper. In terms of accuracy a fair comparison to those robots is dif-
ficult due to differences in stiffness of the targeting organ (prostate or liver)
compared to that of the breast. Also, the resolution and calibration quality
of the MRI scanner significantly affects the results. Comparing the Stormram
4 with the prostate robot by Stoianovici et al. shown in Figure 1(c) which
has a reported accuracy of 0.37 mm in bench test and 2.09 mm in MRI, the
Stormram 4 obtained slightly better results in MRI.

9.5.2 Kinematics

The choice to use a serial kinematic chain instead of a parallel manipulator
has shown to have positive effects on size, complexity, accuracy and workspace.
It has only four joints, which are all directly actuated. The revolute joints
incorporate high stiffness thanks to the actuation method by curved stepper
motors.

9.5.3 Stepper motor force and frequency

Measurements have shown that the T-26 motor can deliver 63 N of force at
a pressure of 0.65 MPa. This force is approximately one order of magnitude
higher than the minimum required force to pierce the breast skin with a sharp
14G needle (order of 10 N). The maximum stepping frequency in an MRI
environment is limited to 8 Hz when maximum force is needed, corresponding
to a motion speed of 2 mm/s, or 2°/s for rotational joints, but it can be reliably
increased to 20 Hz for unloaded movements.

The T-26, and its curved counterpart, the C-30, can actuate all joints of
the robot without chance of missing steps, provided that the operating pressure
and stepping frequency are appropriate for handling the specific robot loads.
From a known initial position full knowledge of the joint state vector during
normal operation can be guaranteed by feed-forward control.

9.5.4 Stormram 4 accuracy

Measurements have shown that the robot achieves an accuracy of 0.73 ± 0.47
mm in free air, but the accuracy and precision in X-direction are not as good
as in Z-direction. It was found that movement in the Y-Z plane is not precisely
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perpendicular to the X axis, causing measurable horizontal needle displace-
ments when the needle is tilted up or down. This can be attributed to deficits
in structural stiffness of the kinematic design and, combined with clearances
in both linear joints, these result in measurable parasitic motions. When these
factors are taken into account the horizontal accuracy could be improved to 0.2
mm. A better solution would be to improve the mechanical design by adding
structural strength and reducing clearances in the different joints and links.

In MRI, the targeting error was found to be 1.30 ± 0.61 mm (range 0.44-
2.85 mm). This error is larger than the accuracy in free air and can be mainly
attributed to needle-tissue interactions which result in deflections of the needle.
Other error sources are in imaging and registration: the used 3D bSSFP scan-
ning sequence has an acquisition resolution of 1.5 x 1.5 x 2.0 mm and therefore
relies on sub-pixel reconstruction accuracy for segmentation of both the fidu-
cials and the needle shape. In a clinical setting the different field strengths
and/or scanning sequences involved may result in different shapes of the nee-
dle artifacts, potentially resulting in higher or lower targeting errors. Lastly, a
weak correlation between Z-position and X-error can be observed with corre-
lation coefficient 0.5, which is in accordance with measurements in free air.

9.5.5 Procedure time

The mean procedure time per site, involving robot manipulation and perform-
ing the confirmation scan, was measured to be 6:38 min. This is equal to the
total time of a 3D bSSFP scan, including pre-scan calibration and image re-
construction. An MRI scanner with a stronger magnetic field (e.g. 3 T) would
allow quicker scans with the same SNR and resolution, potentially reducing the
procedure time.

The robot needs less than 1:30 minutes to move the needle from one target
site to another. This is mainly attributed to the needle insertion and retraction
speed of 2 mm/s over a distance of up to 80 mm. When faster operation is
desired it could be achieved by combining two stepper motors in a single linear
joint with different step sizes, to allow both large and small steps to be made
at the same stepping frequency of 8 Hz under load.

9.5.6 Future developments

Additional developments are needed before clinical trials can be considered. A
breast fixation system integrated in a breast RF coil needs to be developed to
immobilize a patient’s breast. The robot is to be equipped with a biopsy gun
in order to take tissue samples. The structural stiffness should be improved to
consistently maintain high accuracy. Safety mechanisms and procedures need
to be developed for sterilization and also to cope with any possible system
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failure. When all these elements are incorporated, the robotic system has good
potential for in-vivo clinical use.
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10.1 Abstract

Sunram 5 is the fifth generation MR safe robotic system for breast biopsy. It
has five degrees of freedom and is driven by six linear and curved pneumatic
stepper motors plus three singular cylinders, all constructed by rapid prototyp-
ing techniques. The design, production and evaluation of both single pneumatic
cylinders and various types stepper motors are described in detail in this chap-
ter. Control strategies are also discussed such as how multiple motors can
work together in order to achieve both high speed and high accuracy, despite
the relatively low stepping frequencies associated with long pneumatic lines be-
tween controller and motor. Sunram 5 also includes a breast fixation system,
an emergency needle ejection mechanism and fast and precise needle insertions
under near-realtime MRI guidance, giving potential to improve accuracy and
efficiency in MRI-guided breast biopsy procedures.

10.2 Introduction

10.2.1 Clinical challenge

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer type among women [20].
Early detection is essential for a good prognosis. In many countries breast
cancer screening programs have been set up. Mammography (x-ray) is the
primary imaging modality, as it is quick and able to detect the majority of
cancers. In addition, ultrasound (US), palpation, computed tomography (CT)
and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be used for more conclusive
screening.

MRI has the highest sensitivity of all imaging modalities. It makes a 3D scan
with (sub-)millimeter resolution with good contrast between different types of
tissue. After inserting a contrast agent, areas of angiogenesis (local growth of
veins) can be distinguished.

Certain patient groups may undergo MRI screening even if no abnormalities
are found on mammography or ultrasound. Women carrying the BRCA 1 or
2 gene have an elevated risk for developing breast cancer and benefit from
periodic MRI screening [8]. Additionally, women with unexplicable complaints
in the breast (e.g. pain) may be advised to undergo MRI screening. Finally,
MRI scans may also be useful for the doctor to prepare for breast surgeries.

When a suspicious lesion is found, a biopsy is required for accurate histo-
logical evaluation. This is first attempted under ultrasound guidance, which is
a relatively easy procedure if the lesion is well visible on US. In this procedure
the radiologist inserts a biopsy needle into the breast towards the lesion. When
correctly positioned, the biopsy gun is fired, capturing a tissue sample of the
suspicious lesion which is subsequently stored for pathology assessment. This
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method is the gold standard in determining malignancy of suspicious lesions.
In some cases the lesion is not visible on US, but only on MRI. An MR

guided biopsy is then necessary. In this procedure the radiologist inserts a
biopsy needle using a grid or post-pillar system. This is normally performed
outside the MRI scanner due to accessibility constraints of the scanner bore.
The patient has to be moved in and out of the scanner multiple times in the
procedure. Small movements of the breast due to respiration and tensions may
cause displacements of the lesion to be sampled, making it difficult to precisely
target it. Also, the spacing of the grid introduces a discretization error when
this method is used. To compensate for these errors, a relatively large needle (9
gauge, equivalent to 3.8 mm) is generally used, and multiple tissue samples are
acquired to obtain a high confidence in acquiring at least one tissue sample of
the lesion. One example system is the vacuum-assisted breast biopsy (VABB)
system by Hologic. Still, the confirmation scan may indicate an inadequate
needle placement, requiring re-positioning of the needle, leading to additional
tissue damage or a false negative biopsy.

In order to resolve the shortcomings of the manual MRI-guided breast
biopsy procedure, the needle should not be inserted blindly outside the MRI
scanner, but inside the scanner bore itself. This more or less implies the ne-
cessity of a robotic system to position, align and insert the biopsy needle due
to accessiblity constraints. This eliminates the possibility of patient move-
ments and allows for (near-)realtime imaging guidance during robotic needle
insertion. Additionally, robotic systems potentially allow for more precise nee-
dle insertions. With such a system, a relatively thin (16 gauge, equivalent to
2.1 mm) biopsy needle is sufficient, resulting in considerably less tissue damage
compared to conventional systems such as the VABB.

10.2.2 MRI compatibility of surgical robots

An important requirement for devices inside the MRI scanner is that these are
safe to use in the specific environment. The ASTM F2503 standard defines
three categories of MRI devices: MR safe, MR conditional and MR unsafe
[114]. The MR safe requirement implies that the device is free of metallic,
ferromagnetic and conductive materials and therefore inherently safe to use in
all MRI scanners. This is regardless of the field strength and other parameters
such as maximum gradients and minimum distance to patient. The MR con-
ditional classification indicates that the device is only safe when certain given
conditions are all met, while devices with the MR unsafe classification pose
unacceptable risks and cannot be used in any MRI environment. This scheme
replaces the former one (MR compatible/safe) which is known to cause confu-
sion and errors: many ”MRI compatible” devices were only tested under certain
conditions and sometimes resulted in unsafe behaviour in other environments,
leading to serious risks.
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10.2.3 Actuation methods for MR safe/conditional robots

The MR safe/conditional requirement implies that conventional electromag-
netic motors cannot be directly used in actuation of any MR robot. Several
alternative actuation methods have been proposed and demonstrated:

� Piezo motors and ultrasonic motors are electric motors that only cause
limited interference with the MRI’s magnetic field. Using dedicated con-
trol electronics and taking certain precautions, such motors may be clas-
sified MR conditional and may be usable in actuation of MRI robots
[70, 123, 125]. A drawback is that piezo/ultrasonic motors cannot be
classified MR safe due to the use of electricity and metallic materials, so
the MRI safety and imaging quality aspects have to be re-evaluated each
time when operating conditions are expanded.

� Bowden cables transport energy via solid wires guided through tubes
[24, 70]. Instead of tubes a system of pulleys can also be used. These
techniques allow to place conventional motors away from the robot (out-
side the Faraday cage of the MRI scanner). If the wires and Bowden
tubes (or pulleys) are made of non-metallic materials, the system could
be made MR safe. Friction, backlash and elasticity in the rigid materi-
als may make an effective energy transfer difficult, especially when many
bends are present in the transmission line.

� Pneumatics use clean air as energy transfer medium which is abundant
in hospitals and laboratory environments. As small leakages are accept-
able, pneumatic cylinders can be manufactured using rapid prototyping
techniques. Important limitations are the compressibility of the medium
which makes precise position control of a single cylinder difficult [41, 135],
and also the long distance between the (MR unsafe) controller manifold
and robot leads to long pneumatic lines which results in relatively low
bandwidth.

� Hydraulics make use of liquid to deliver power to the robotic system [78,
133]. The liquid is kept in a closed system with compressor and valves and
leaks are to be avoided. A hydraulic device requires the use of precisely
engineered components, which makes rapid prototyping relatively difficult
compared to other techniques.

� Actuation by magnetic spheres driven by gradients of the MRI scanner
have also been demonstrated [40]. This technique is relatively compli-
cated as it requires precise control of the MRI’s gradients while at the
same time mitigating the imaging artifacts induced by the magnets.

� Shaped memory alloy (SMA) actuators generate unidirectional move-
ments when heat is applied to a SMA spring. The heat can be generated
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by applying current through the SMA spring, of which the self-resistance
results in resistive heating. Bidirectional movement is generated using
complementary pairs of SMA springs [67]. The use of metallic materials
in the SMA actuators and the application of current through it make the
SMA actuators MR-conditional at best.

The authors of this chapter use pneumatics as the energy transfer method
in the form of pneumatic stepper motors. We show that fast and precise control
is possible despite the low bandwidth and lack of direct position feedback.

10.2.4 State-of-art

Figure 10.1: Two state-of-art MRI manipulators driven by pneumatic stepper motors. a)
MrBot by Stoianovici et al. [120]. b) Soteria Remote Controlled Manipulator (RCM) by
Bomers et al. [15].

Figure 10.2: Pneumatic motors used to actuate the corresponding manipulators in Figure
10.1. a) PneuStep by Stoianovici et al. [118], b) Pneumatic stepper motor by Bomers et al.
[15]
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Many MRI surgical robots have been developed in the past by various re-
search groups. In this chapter a selection of robotic systems driven by pneu-
matic stepper motors is discussed: first three robots by other research groups
and then five robots by the authors of this chapter.

Pneumatic MRI robots by Stoianovici, Bomers and Sajima

Stoianovici et al. developed several MRI robots for prostate biopsy. One ex-
ample is the MrBot, shown in Figure 10.1(a) [120]. It is driven by six PneuStep
rotational stepper motors of which a schematic cross section is shown in Figure
10.2(a). The PneuStep motor consists of three diaphragm cylinders that are
connected to an internal gear. By alternatingly pressurizing the three cylin-
ders, the internal gear is translated along a circular trajectory and its hoop
gear in turn engages a spur gear. A leadscrew mechanism then converts the
rotational motion of the spur gear into linear motion, resulting in movement
of the robotic system. PneuStep makes use of optical positional encoders to
detect and correct for missing steps, allowing to operate it at higher stepping
speeds when less than maximum torque is needed. The valve manifold is put
inside a shielded enclosure within the MRI room, allowing to reduce the tube
lengths to a minimum [118].

The Soterial Remote Controlled Manipulator (RCM) by Bomers et al. is
shown in Figure 10.1(b). Like MrBot, this robot is designed for prostate in-
terventions [15]. It is driven by five pneumatic stepper motors of which a
schematic drawing is shown in Figure 10.2(b). Its five cylinders have cone tips
mounted on the pistons which engage on a two-dimensional pattern of holes
on the rod. Pressurization of one cylinder pushes the associated cone tip into
one hole, forcing the hole to align with the cone tip by the associated wedge
mechanism and hereby introducing a displacement. Sequential pressurization
of the right combination of cylinders result in either a screw movement or a
linear movement of the rod, resulting in a small or large displacement of the
robot linkages. The cylinders are double-acting, a single tube is used for the
return stroke of all five pistons so that six tubes are used per actuator [15].

Sajima et al. developed a manipulator driven by rotational stepper motors
[110]. Each stepper motor consists of three single-acting cylinders that act on
a rotation gear by means of a wedge mechanism. By sequentially pressurizing
the three cylinders the gear is driven around in either direction. In this design
the gears have to be back-driveable in order to allow retraction of the pistons
in the non-pressurized cylinders for continuous movements. A leadscrew finally
converts the rotational motion of the gear into linear motion of the manipulator
linkages.

An important limitation of the design of Sajima is that the wedge mech-
anism must be back-driveable due to the use of single-acting cylinders. This
implies that the teeth cannot have sharp angles and significant torque is lost by
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friction of the sliding surfaces. On the other hand, Sajima’s design is relatively
compact and easy to manufacture compared to the designs of Stoianovici and
Bomers.

The low nominal stepping frequency resulting from the long pneumatic
tubes is an issue which has to be adressed in order to achieve both high speed
and high accuracy. Stoinanovici’s design utilizes position encoders which al-
low to speed up the motors when less than maximum torque is needed, while
Bomers’ design uses a 2-D hole pattern that enables both large and small ac-
tuation steps.

Stormram 1-4 and Sunram 5

Figure 10.3: Stormram 1 (left), Stormram 2 (center) and Stormram 3 (right).

Five MR safe breast biopsy robots have been developed by the authors of
this chapter. All of them are driven by pneumatic linear or curved stepper mo-
tors and rapid prototyped by 3D printing and laser-cutting techniques. Table
10.1 lists the main characteristics of each of the five generations.

Stormram 1 (Figure 10.3, left) was developed in 2014 and has seven degrees
of freedom (DOFs) [46]. Its large size and small workspace makes it unsuitable
for practical applications, so in 2015 the Stormram 2 was developed (Figure
10.3, middle) with five degrees of freedom. This robot is driven by stepper
motors integrated inside 45 mm ball joints for compactness [4]. In the next
year Stormram 3 was developed (Figure 10.3, right), also with five degrees
of freedom and with improved accuracy, force characteristics and workspace
thanks to redesigned joints and smaller step sizes [51]. Still, the use of a parallel
kinematic chain made control complicated and the low stepping frequency in
an MRI environment made the robot too slow.

In 2017, the Stormram 4 was presented (Figure 10.4, left). This system
has a serial kinematic manipulator with four degrees of freedom, of which two
are driven by curved stepper motors and two by linear stepper motors. With a
compact size of 72x51x40 mm (excluding racks) this robot combines a relatively
large workspace with good accuracy, still at low speed in MRI environment
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Figure 10.4: Stormram 4 (left) and Sunram 5 (right).

[50, 55]. In the next year the Sunram 5 was developed (Figure 10.4, right)
which utilizes dual-speed motors on certain axes. The Sunram 5 has five degrees
of freedom driven by a total of six stepper motors and also includes a breast
fixation system, a pneumatic biopsy gun and a safety needle ejection mechanism
[54].

All stepper motors used in Stormram 1-4 and Sunram 5 consist of two or
three double-acting cylinders that engage on a straight or curved rack by means
of a wedge mechanism [47, 53]. The rectangular-shaped cylinders allow efficient
stacking of multiple cylinders within a single housing. This is particulary useful
for the two dual-speed motors in Sunram 5 in which four or five cylinders are
positioned in line, enabling both large-step and small-step movements in the
same movement direction [52].
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The minimum required number of degrees of freedom in a biopsy robot is
three: the location of a lesion is represented as a point in space while the nee-
dle insertion direction can in principle be chosen arbitrary. Additional DOFs
are useful in order to navigate around impassable structures: examples are the
grating of the breast fixation system and any anatomical features indicated
by the radiologist that should be avoided. With five degrees of freedom Sun-
ram 5 has sufficient dexterity to circumvent such structures and reach difficult
locations in the breast.

10.2.5 Organization of the chapter

The remaining sections of this chapter are organized as follows: Section 10.3
describes the design and manufacturization of single-acting cylinders, Section
10.4 describes linear and curved stepper motors and dual-speed motor concepts,
Section 10.5 describes the design and kinematics of Sunram 5, Section 10.6
describes control methods for cylinders, stepper motors and robotic systems,
Section 10.7 describes evaluation methods and experimental results of stepper
motors and the Stormram 4, and Section 10.8 finally wraps up the chapter.

10.3 Pneumatic cylinders

This section describes the principles, design and production aspects of pneu-
matic cylinders. The single-acting cylinder is presented as an example as this
is the easiest to design, manufacture and evaluate. The necessary files for 3-D
printing and laser-cutting this device are available for download [45].

Pneumatic cylinders consist of a hollow cavity in which a piston can slide
back and forth. When a pressure P is applied in the cavity at one side of
the piston, a force F = P · A is exerted on its surface A which may result in
motion, delivering work to the environment. By alternatingly applying pressure
to either side of the piston through separate pneumatic connections, the piston
can be moved back and forth pneumatically and this is called a double-acting
cylinder.

10.3.1 Rectangular cross-sectional shape

Most traditional cylinders have a circular cross-section. The main reasons
are that circles have an optimal area/circumference ratio, allowing to produce
cylinders with relatively thin walls. Also, circular holes can be easily manu-
factured by conventional drilling techniques and the absence of sharp corners
in the walls makes sealing relatively easy. On the other hand, cylinders with
circular walls are much more difficult to manufacture precisely using 3D print-
ing techniques than cylinders with straight walls due to characteristics involved
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in 3D printing. More specifically, the additive manufacturing techniques that
deposit filament layer-by-layer result in staircase effects and poor surface fin-
ish at steep overhangs, present in horizontally-oriented cylindrical cavities. In
vertically-oriented cylindrical cavities the layered structure also causes difficul-
ties in motion and sealing. In order to circumvent these drawbacks, box-shaped
cylinders are used in this chapter. Its cross-sectional area is rectangular and the
structures can be manufactured with good accuracy. An additional advantage
is that a rectangular cylinder makes more efficient usage of the available space
than circular cylinders with the same wall thickness.

No protruding cylinder rods are used in the double-acting pneumatic cylin-
ders. While it would be possible to use such rods with appropriate sealing,
different methods are used to transfer work to the environment. In case of the
stepper motors, interaction between pistons and racks occurs by means of teeth
positioned inbetween the two heads of each piston.

10.3.2 Sealing

A piston moves inside a cylinder as a result of pressure being applied to one
of its surfaces. This pressure is supplied by a pressure source through a valve
manifold outside the MRI room. It is essential that pressure is transferred as
effectively as possible, so leakage in the cylinder must be kept to a minimum
in order to avoid pressure drops. Without proper sealing a significant amount
of leakage would occur through the gap between the piston and the cylinder
walls; this gap is necessarily present to allow sliding motion of the piston inside
the cylinder.

Elastomer O-rings as used in circular cylinders do not function in rectan-
gular cylinders due to the four right-angled corners which the O-ring cannot
cover. Instead, plates of silicone rubber with thickness 0.5 mm..1.0 mm are cho-
sen as the sealing material. A laser cutter is used to cut rectangular pieces out
of it. Alternatively, the seals can be cut by hand using a cutting tool. The seal
width and height should be approximately 0.2-0.3 mm larger than the respec-
tive cylinder cross-sectional dimensions to ensure good sealing without causing
excessive friction.

The seal edges need to be slanted with angle 2°-15°. This implies that the
seal faces are not equal: one side has a larger surface area than the other.
For effective sealing the larger face must be oriented towards the air chamber,
while the smaller face touches the piston head. When pressurized air acts on
the larger surface of the seal it effectively pushes the seal edges against the
cylinder walls and this results in a proper sealing function.

In most cases it is not necessary to fixate the seals to pistons mechanically.
The sufficient condition is that the piston is only moved pneumatically and
not by external forces, which guarantees that the seals are pressed against the
piston heads at all times and will not become detached.
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10.3.3 Design of single-acting cylinder

Figure 10.5: Exploded (left) and assembled (right) views of single-acting cylinder design,
with housing (red), piston (green) and seal (yellow).

The development of a new pneumatic actuator using the technology de-
scribed in this chapter is an iterative process. In order to study the dimen-
sional aspects of the cylinder parts and how to seal it properly, it is useful to
design and build the open single-acting cylinder shown in Figure 10.5. This
design allows to explore different sealing techniques and part dimensions in
order to obtain the right tolerances experimentally, as the piston and seal can
be taken out even after gluing the housing. It also allows to evaluate the piston
forces and air leakages at a range of pressures. The presented techniques can
subsequently be applied to create rectangular-shaped cylinders of any size.

The shown cylinder has a cavity of 12 x 10 x 10 mm and walls of 2 mm.
This results in outer dimensions of 16 x 14 x 12 mm, excluding the pneumatic
socket which is a 2 mm hole with depth 4 mm. The theoretical output force at
a pressure of 0.4 MPa is (0.4 · 106Pa) · (12 · 10−3 · 10 · 10−3m2) = 48 N.

The cylinder is printed in two parts: a housing and a cap. The piston has
a flat head which covers the cross-sectional area with a small clearance (order
of 0.1 mm), to allow for smooth movements without wobbling. In Figure 10.5
a solid block is used as piston, but in practical applications the piston may
include features to interact with the environment. The seal is also rectangular,
but must be slightly larger than the cross-sectional area of the cylinder: typical
dimensions are 12.3 x 10.3 x 0.5 mm. The cross-sectional area can be reduced
if friction is too high, or increased in case of (excessive) leakage. A thicker (e.g.
1 or 1.5 mm) allows for more rigidity which may be useful in cylinders larger
than 15 mm in size.
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Figure 10.6: Realization of single-acting cylinder. a) Assembled cylinder with piston, b)
housing, c) cap, d) seal.

10.3.4 Manufacturization

The presented pneumatic cylinders and pistons are printed on a Polyjet printer
(Connex3 Objet260, Stratasys Ltd., Eden Prairie, MN, USA) in VeroClear
material, standard quality, glossy finish. The glossy finish option implies that
the top surfaces and side walls of the part are not covered with support material,
which is important as supported faces are relatively rough and would cause
excessive friction.

As shown in Figure 10.5 (left), the cylinder is printed in two pieces: the
housing and the lid. Figure 10.6b, c shows these parts in the preferred print
orientation which ensures that all four cylinder walls are printed with a glossy
finish. Furthermore it is advisable to orient the parts such that the print head
moves in the same direction (along X-as of printer) as the piston would do in
the cylinder, in order to obtain the smoothest possible finish for the cylinder
walls along the direction of movement.

The next step is to join the parts together. Screws are no good option
in small-scale MR safe applications due to space constraints, so bonding by
glue (e.g. cyanoacrylate) is used. The challenge is to create an airtight bond
without excess glue entering the cylinder cavity. It is therefore important to
apply the right amount of glue and also to operate the cylinder at very low
pressure right after assembly. In closed cylinder designs it is also recommended
to cover the piston and seal in petroleum jelly (Vaseline) before gluing the
housing together. Besides serving as lubricant, it also allows the seal to wipe
away excess glue inside the housing before the glue has hardened out. A light
patch of blue silicone (Loctite 5926) on the cylinder edge may be useful to
improve airtightness and reduce risk of jamming.

Polyurethane tubes can be glued to the housing using cyanoacrylate (Loctite
406). An activator such as Loctite 770 should be applied to the polyurethane
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parts before gluing to ensure a good bond.
See Figure 10.6a for the resulting single-acting cylinder with a typical pis-

ton. The piston can be pushed in by hand and pushed out by pressurized
air. The amount of leakage and friction can be qualitatively assessed by hand
and quantitatively studied using appropriate equipment. Based on the cross-
sectional area, every 0.1 MPa (≈ 1 bar) of pressure approximately results in an
additional 12 N (≈ 1.2 kg) of force.

10.3.5 Double-acting cylinder

A single-acting cylinder can push a piston in one direction only. In most ap-
plications a return stroke mechanism is required. In our applications a second
single-acting cylinder is most suited for this. Alternatives are a mechanical (or
permanent pneumatic) spring which requires fewer pneumatic tubes, but this
results in much smaller net output forces for a given cross-sectional area.

The combination of two single-acting cylinders opposite to each other results
in a double-acting cylinder. The cross-sectional area of the two opposite bores
can be the same or different depending on the specific application. The piston
is a single rigid object with two piston heads and no protruding rod. The
specific piston shape defines the way it interacts with the environment, such as
engaging with a toothed rack or firing a biopsy gun.

10.4 Stepper motors

321 4 1

Figure 10.7: 1-4: Sequence of states in a two-cylinder pneumatic stepper motor, with rack
moving from left to right. The rightmost state is identical to the leftmost one, but with the
rack displaced to the right by one tooth pitch.

A pneumatic stepper motor can be constructed from two or three double-
acting cylinders that act on a toothed rack (or gear). In the two-cylinder
version (Figure 10.7) the rack and pistons have teeth on two sides, while in the
three-cylinder version (Figure 10.8) only one side is toothed.

The two-cylinder stepper motor design has four distinct states, shown in
Figure 10.7. In each state both cylinders act on the rack, but only one of them
can be fully engaged on it which is always the piston that moved formerly.
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Figure 10.8: 1-6: Sequence of states in a three-cylinder pneumatic stepper motor, with rack
moving from left to right. The ”Free” state (right) is the free-running state in which all
pistons are moved up.

The consequence is that there is no backlash, but a hysteresis is present: when
reversing direction, the observed rack position includes a certain offset com-
pared to those in forward direction. While this offset could be measured and
accounted for, a simpler approach is to approach each setpoint in a consistent
(e.g. forward) direction.

The three-cylinder stepper motor design has eight distinct states, of which
seven are shown in Figure 10.8. (The eight one, with all pistons engaging on
the rack, is of no practical value.) In state 1, 3 and 5 exactly one piston engages
on the rack and backlash may be present due to the finite clearance between
piston and cylinder walls. In state 2, 4 and 6 the backlash is eliminated at
the cost of the introduction of hysteresis like in the two-cylinder stepper motor
design. Unlike in the two-cylinder design there is a free-running state, which
allows to move the rack by external forces with negligible resistance.

Design of two-cylinder stepper motor

Like pneumatic cylinders, stepper motors come in various sizes. One specific
design of a two-cylinder stepper motor is presented as an example and the
associated files available for download [45]. Figure 10.9 shows a rendering of
this stepper motor, which has dimensions 32 x 30 x 16 mm (excluding rack).
It consists a housing with two top cover plates, two pistons, a rack and four
seals. The cylinder cross-sectional area is 12 x 10 mm and the teeth pitch
of this particular design is 1.2 mm, resulting in a step size of 0.3 mm. The
separation between the cylinders needs to be such that the cylinder pattern
spacing is an odd multiple of the step size, as visualized in Figure 10.7. In
this case it is 47 · 0.3 mm = 14.1 mm, resulting in a central wall thickness of
14.1− 12 mm = 2.1 mm.

In this stepper motor design the piston teeth are constructed by laser-
cutting a 2 mm acetal plate. The advantages of laser-cut teeth are sharper tips,
increased strength, lower friction and reduced wear. These parts are inserted in
the appropriate slots of the pistons and interact smoothly with the 3D printed
teeth of the rack.

Figure 10.10 shows a realization of the stepper motor. The production
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Figure 10.9: Cutout view of small-step two-cylinder linear stepper motor.

and assembly process is similar to that of the single-acting cylinder. Again,
the parts are printed in VeroClear, glossy finish, cylinder walls facing up and
aligned with the X-axis of the polyjet printer. The air vents are initially filled
with support material, but easily cleared with a small wire and the use of
an air gun. Silicone grease (vaseline or equivalent) is used as lubricant, blue
silicone acts as sealant and cyanoacrylate is used to glue the two caps to the
housing. After assembly the cylinders are briefly operated at low pressure
(without rack) to clear the cylinder walls from excess blue silicone and/or glue
before hardening out while holding the housing together using clamps. After
the glue has hardened out, the rack can be carefully inserted while slowly
operating the cylinders at low pressure; some grinding and/or lubrication may
be required to allow smooth movement of the rack. Finally the pressure can
be increased to 0.1-0.4 MPa or higher.

Curved stepper motor

The rack of a stepper motor does not need to be linear: it can also follow a
circular arc with some (finite) radius R. In fact, a linear stepper motor is a
special case having R =∞.

Figure 10.11 shows the design of a two-cylinder curved stepper motor. The
two cylinders are not parallel, but angled in order to keep the piston moveme-
ment perpendicular to the curvature of the rack. Apart from this, the design
principles are the same to those of the linear stepper motors.

The piston teeth should be shaped such that these interact with the rack
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Figure 10.10: Realization of small-step two-cylinder linear stepper motor. a) housing, b) one
cap, c) laser-cut teeth piece, d) piston with one teeth piece inserted, e) assembled motor.

Figure 10.11: Cutout view of a curved stepper motor, exposing the two pistons, four seals
and rack in the housing.

teeth at the same moment and minimize the risk of jamming. Figure 10.12
shows details of the teeth shapes in two positions of the piston and rack. The
rack teeth are straight and symmetrical, while the piston teeth are slightly
curved for two reasons. The first reason is made clear in subfigure a), in which
it can be observed that the optimized piston teeth tips all make contact with
the rack at the same moment so that load forces are as evenly distributed over
all teeth as possible. The second reason is apparent in subfigure b). With the
piston fully engaged on the rack, the non-engaging teeth tips must be opposite
to the rack teeth (shown in dotted lines). This ensures that all piston teeth
engage with the rack in a consistent manner, i.e. all pushing the rack to the left
or all to the right. A non-optimized piston teeth shape (dashed lines) would
have the possibility of jamming, making the motor less reliable.
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b

a

Figure 10.12: Analysis of teeth shape in curved stepper motor. The piston teeth have a
special shape in order to optimize contact and reduce risk of jamming.

Dual-speed stepper motor

In an MRI environment the stepping frequency is limited to approximately
10 Hz when full force is needed. This would result in long procedure times
when large distances are to be covered with high accuracy. A straightforward
solution is to combine two (or more) stepper motors together on the same axis,
allowing for both high-speed and high-accuracy movements.

A dual-speed stepper motor is essentialy a combination of two singular
stepper motors with different step sizes arranged in a serial kinematic chain.
In order to make efficient use of the space, each dual-speed motor consists of a
single housing in which cylinders for all pistons of both singular stepper motors
arranged in line. The two racks are positioned at opposite sides of the housing.
This way the cross-sectional area of the dual-speed motor is the same as in the
single-speed motor, while the extra length in the housing only occupies space
in the direction of movement.

The key design aspect is the pitch sizes of both singular motors. The most
straightforward approach is to combine a large-step motor for fast movements
with a small-step motor for high accuracy. An alternative approach is to use
two large-step motors with slightly different step sizes, exploiting the step size
difference to making small steps.

Figure 10.13 shows the design of a generic dual-speed motor with size 50 x
32 x 14 mm (excluding racks). It consists of four pistons: the outermost two
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Figure 10.13: Dual-speed stepper motor design. The top rack has pitch 0.3 mm, the bottom
rack has pitch 1.7 mm.

pistons operate the large-step rack with step size 1.7 mm, while the innermost
pistons operate the small-step rack with step size 0.3 mm. Measurements have
shown that the maximum force under load is 24 N at a pressure of 0.3 MPa,
and positioning accuracy is 0.1 mm [52].

10.5 Design of Sunram 5

This section describes the kinematics and mechanical design of Sunram 5. It is
driven by linear and curved stepper motors, dual-speed motor combinations and
single-acting and double-acting pneumatic cylinders described earlier in this
chapter. The actuators are specifically adapted to the needs of the respective
axes. First the kinematic configuration is described, followed by details of the
mechanical implementation.

10.5.1 Kinematic configuration

Figure 10.14 shows the kinematic configuration of Sunram 5. Figure 10.15
shows a photo of the Sunram 5 indicating the movement directions of the
joints and cylinders.

Joint J1 is a curved stepper motor with a radius of 260 mm. The teeth
pitch is 1.5°, equivalent to a teeth distance of 6.81 mm and a step size of 1.7 mm
along the curved rack. The total range is 35° (93 steps). It is used for coarse
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Figure 10.14: Kinematic configuration of Sunram 5 with joints J1-J6, biopsy gun cylinders
C1 and C2, and emergency ejection cylinder C3.

positioning of the robotic system and the curvature allows for a more favourable
insertion angle near the borders of the workspace compared to pure linear
motions. Joint J2 is a linear stepper motor with step size 0.3 mm and a range
of 45 mm (150 steps). Joint J2 is used for fine lateral adjustments, but can also
be used in conjunction with J1 to tilt the needle sideways over small angles to
circumvent the grating of the breast fixation system and/or optimize the needle
trajectory. Although joint J1 and J2 operate on different axes, the combination
has characteristics of a dual-speed stepper motor because of the capability of
both quick and precise lateral positioning over the full width of the workspace.

Joint J3 and J4 are rotational stepper motors that lift and tilt the needle
holder vertically. Both joint J3 and J4 are single-speed curved motors with
a radius of 62 mm and teeth pitch of 1.2° corresponding to a step size of 0.3°
(0.32 mm at 62 mm) and a range of 40° (133 steps).

Joint J5 is a linear stepper motor which moves the needle holder assembly
forwards and backwards in small steps. The pitch size is 1.2 mm corresponding
with a step size of 0.3 mm and the range of motion is 50 mm (167 steps). Joint
J6 is a three-cylinder linear stepper motor with pitch size 5.1 mm, step size
1.7 mm and range of motion of 61 mm (48 steps) along the same axis as J5, so
joints J5 and J6 together form a true dual-speed stepper motor.

Cylinder C1 drives the inner needle of the biopsy gun forward over a distance
of 19 mm and cylinder C2 slides the needle shaft over the inner needle over the
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Figure 10.15: Photo of Sunram 5 with movement directions of joints J1-J6 and cylinders
C1-C3.

same distance. Cylinder is C3 is the emergency needle ejection cylinder and it
is effective when joint J6 is in free-running state.

10.5.2 Mechanical design of Sunram 5

Figure 10.16: CAD drawing of Sunram 5, in compact (left) and extended (right) configura-
tions.

Figure 10.16 shows two 3D CAD drawings of the Sunram 5, in compact
and extended configurations. The robot consists of sixteen pneumatic cylin-
ders in total, distributed over six singular stepper motors, two double-acting
cylinders and one single-acting cylinder. The height of each cylinder is 10 mm
and the nominal wall thickness is 2 mm. With the exception of joints J3 and
J4, all cylinders are oriented horizontally and distributed across three levels of
approximately 14 mm each. This results in a total height of only 47 mm for the
moving part of the Sunram 5 robot (excluding racks and cableguide).

Figure 10.17 shows the actuators of joint J1 and J2. The motor design
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Figure 10.17: Actuators of joints J1 and J2 to drive the Sunram 5 sideways along the track.
The curved bottom rack has step size 1.7 mm along the rack, the top rack has step size
0.3 mm.

and cylinder arrangement are similar to that of the dual-speed stepper motor
shown in Figure 10.13. The only significant difference is that joint J1 is slightly
curved with curvature radius 260 mm, resulting in the outermost two cylinders
being angled respective to the other cylinders. The small-step rack (joint J2)
is connected to the base with a guiderail as shown in Figure 10.16, in order to
reduce parasitic rotational movements in both J1 and J2.

Figure 10.18 shows a cross-section of joints J3 and J4 that lift and tilt the
Sunram 5 vertically. Both joints are curved stepper motors similar to the one
shown in Figure 10.11. The curved rack has a radius of curvature of 62 mm and
the optimized teeth shapes of Figure 10.12 are used in the pistons which are
laser-cut from 2 mm acetal and attached to the 3-D printed piston with small
pins.

Acrylic pins with diameter 3 mm are used as passive hinges in the axis of
rotation of joints J3 and J4. These pins are partially visible in Figure 10.15 and
these greatly reduce the amount of parasitic movements in the kinematic chain.
Moreover, the hinge of either joint coincides with the curved rack of the other
joint, resulting in a truss-like mechanical structure in extended configuration.

The needle insertion mechanism consists of one dual-speed stepper motor,
one single-acting emergency ejection cylinder and two dual-acting biopsy gun
cylinders.

The dual-speed motor is shown in Figure 10.19. It consists of a three-
cylinder large-step part with pitch size 5.1 mm and step size 1.7 mm, and a
two-cylinder small-step part with step size 0.3 mm. The specific arrangement
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Figure 10.18: Cross-sectional picture of joints J3 and J4 which lifts and tilts the Sunram 5
vertically.

of the five cylinders allows for a telescopic expansion as shown in Figure 10.15.
This expansion is needed to allow sideways movements of the Sunram 5 with
the 100 mm biopsy needle installed, without colliding with the frame of the
breast fixation system.

Figure 10.20 shows the emergency needle ejection and biopsy gun mecha-
nisms. A single-acting cylinder with dimensions 13 x 10 mm is used for the
ejection mechanism and it is connected to the needle motor’s large-step rack
as shown in Figure 10.21. The ejection mechanism can be activated whenever
the three pistons of the large-step needle stepper motor (Figure 10.19) are all
retracted (’Free’ state in Figure 10.8).

The biopsy gun consists of two double-acting cylinders. Its respective pis-
tons have a smaller and a larger piston head and this asymmetry allows to
attach needle sockets to the side of each piston in a compact design. The stroke
of both cylinders is 19 mm and the total length of biopsy gun is approximately
100 mm.

10.6 Control of pneumatic devices

Each pneumatic cylinder is controlled individually by one 5/2-way valve of
type Festo MHA2-MS1H-5/2-2 (Festo AG and Co. KG, Esslingen, Germany),
located in the valve manifold of the controller located outside the Faraday
cage of the MRI scanner. The valve is a high-speed solenoid valve with nom-
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Figure 10.19: Cut-out view of Sunram 5’s dual-speed needle insertion motor. The three
cylinders in front operate the large-step rack on top with step size 1.7 mm.

inal airflow 100 L/min and a specified switching time of 1.9 ms. The use of
more conventional internally-piloted valves such as PV5211-24VDC-1/8 (Tech-
niComponents B.V., Waalwijk, The Netherlands) is also possible. In an MRI
environment the tube length should be around 5 m and its outer diameter can
be 3 to 4 mm. In the Sunram 5 the last 0.5 m of the tube has a diameter of
2 mm in order to provide sufficient flexibility in the various degrees of freedom.
The cable bundle is managed such that it exits the robot at a fixed point in
the frame.

It is not recommended to use 2 mm tubes for the full distance between
controller and robot as this would constrain the airflow too much, resulting
in reduced output force at the same stepping frequency. Likewise, it is not
recommended to use 6 mm tubes to connect the robot to the controller as the
associated cable bundle would be quite big and the large volume of air inside the
tubes would require the use of bigger valves and additional air supply capacity
in order to provide sufficient airflow.

Sunram 5 contains sixteen pneumatic cylinders with a total of 31 pneumatic
connections (one cylinder is single-acting). It is theoretically possible to lower
this number of tubes in different ways. Cylinders belonging to different stepper
motors could share the same tube pairs, at the cost of increased controller soft-
ware complexity and hysteresis effects. It is also possible to control a cylinder
with a single pneumatic tube if full force is not needed. In that case a constant
return spring action must be present with (approximately) half the force of the
active stroke. This could be provided by e.g. a constant pressurization of the
other end at half the system pressure, or equivalently by pressurization of a
smaller cylinder area at system pressure.

In Sunram 5 the pneumatic manifold is controlled by an Arduino microcon-
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Figure 10.20: Cut-out view of Sunram 5’s emergency eject single-acting cylinder (left) and
the two dual-acting pneumatic cylinders for the biopsy gun (right).

Figure 10.21: Needle safety mechanism. Pistons A, B and C together with rack R form a
three-cylinder stepper motor, while piston E (connected to rack R) is part of a single-acting
cylinder.

troller, which is in turn commanded by a user interface. Figure 10.23 shows
a photo of the controller. Besides the valves and Arduino controller it also
includes a pressure adjustment knob with gauge, internal pressure tanks, an
emergency stop button, six sliders for direct control of the stepper motors, a
display for status information accessible by a menu dial and a tri-state biopsy
fire switch. On the right panel there are connections for electric power, air
supply and USB.

Feed-forward is used as the control method. This is sufficient provided
that the initial position is known and no steps are skipped thereafter. The
calibration process involves operating the robot to a predetermined position by
either visual guidance or by operating each axis towards its endstops at low
pressure (or high speed). In order to guarantee that no steps are skipped after
calibration, motor forces must exceed maximum joint load forces by a certain
safety margin. A typical stepper motor in Sunram 5 is capable of exerting over
50 N at 0.5 MPa pressure, which is more than enough to insert a sharp needle in
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Figure 10.22: Schematic for controlling a two-cylinder stepper motor using two 5/2-way
valves.

breast tissue. It is also possible to increase the stepping frequency beyond the
bandwidth when executing free-air movements in order to minimize the total
procedure time.

While it is certainly possible to incorporate incremental position encoding
in an MR safe robot using e.g. fiber optics, the associated complexity and
additional space requirements are considerable. If additional space would be
available, it could as well be used to increase the cylinder cross-sectional areas
instead, leading to higher motor forces and reducing the necessity of positional
encoders.

The presence of the robot inside the MRI scanner offers a potential indirect
way of position feedback. By including suitable passive fiducials such as oil
capsules in the robot design the relative location of the various linkages can be
measured with sub-millimeter accuracy in a typical MRI scanner.

In the clinical workflow the breast is immobilized by a fixation system to
which the robot is attached. Fiducials in the frame provide a way of defining the
robot-MRI coordinate transformation, allowing to represent the target lesion in
robot coordinates. After choosing the desired path trajectory by the radiologist,
the joint configuration of Sunram 5 can be computed.

The specific serial kinematic design of Sunram 5 allows for straightforward
computation of the joint configuration corresponding with the desired needle
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Figure 10.23: Sunram 5 controller with user interface.

insertion trajectory. The needle lift/tilt and insertion mechanisms all move the
needle in the same vertical plane, so the first step is to align that vertical plane
with the target lesion by choosing appropriate joint coordinate values for joints
J1 and J2. The next step is to calculate the joint coordinate values for joints
J3 and J4, aligning the needle holder with the lesion. Finally, joint coordinate
values for joints J5 and J6 are calculated based on the distance from needle
tip to lesion. The biopsy gun can now be fired and the needle with specimen
extracted.

10.7 Evaluation of stepper motors and Storm-
ram 4

Stepper motors can be characterized by finding the relation between output
force, system pressure and stepping frequency. In a full robotic manipulator
such as the Sunram 5, relevant characteristics are the needle tip positioning
accuracy and precision and the average travel time in an MRI environment.

10.7.1 Stepper motor force

Sunram 5 consists of several cylinders and stepper motors. The theoretical
output force of a pneumatic piston can be calculated from its cross-sectional
area multiplied by the system pressure. The interaction of a piston with a
straight or curved rack by means of the wedge mechanism results in a transfer
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of force with a specific leverage, as determined from the teeth pitch and depth.
The actual output force is lower due to friction in the sliding parts and can be
measured.

Figure 10.24: Schematic setup for stepper motor force measurements.

Figure 10.25: Photo of force measurement setup for T-26 stepper motor.

Figure 10.24 shows the schematic setup for evaluating the stepper motor
force as function pressure and stepping frequency parameters. A set of masses
with known weights are used to generate forces, transferred to the motor by
means of a rope over a pulley. The pressure is adjusted to the lowest level that
the motor can still lift the given masses without skipping steps.

Figure 10.25 shows a photo of an actual setup and Figure 10.26 shows the
pressure-force graph for this specific motor. It can be observed that there is a
good linear relationship between pressure and force, with a maximum of 62 N at
a pressure of 0.65 MPa. Given the cylinder cross-sectional area of 10 x 10 mm
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Figure 10.26: Pressure-force graph for the T-26 stepper motor.

and the leverage factor of 2.4, this results in a mechanical efficiency of 43%
[50].

At a relatively low pressure of 0.15 MPa the force of 11 N is already large
enough to move a Sunram 5-like robot along all its axes, except for inserting
the needle through relatively stiff tissue for which more pressure is needed.

Besides this motor, the authors of this chapter earlier analyzed and reported
about ten different individual stepper motor implementations with mechanical
efficiencies ranging from 22% to 76% [46, 47, 52]. Relatively low efficiencies
(22%-34%) were found for the Stormram 1 motors which have cylinder cross-
sectional dimensions of 20 x 4.1 mm. Its 5:1 aspect ratio results in a relatively
high perimeter per surface area ratio and the low height of 4.1 mm makes
effective sealing challenging [46]. This issue is solved by focusing on square-
shaped cylinders with comparable width and height in all subsequent designs.

1.2 mm

1
.2

 m
m

rack

26°

0.3 mm

Figure 10.27: 3-D printed (left) and laser-cut (right) teeth with pitch size 1.2 mm, as seen
under a microscope.
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Another case of low measured efficiency (24%) was found in certain motors
with 3-D printed teeth with small pitch size (1.2 mm or smaller). Examination
under a microscope reveals that the associated teeth tips are rounded, as shown
in Figure 10.27 (left), resulting in a reduced leverage factor and increased risk
of jamming[52]. This issue is solved by using laser-cut teeth in the pistons
and/or the rack, which result in sharper tip shapes as shown in Figure 10.27
(right).

10.7.2 Stepping frequency

The maximum stepping frequency is another important characteristic and this
is mainly dependent on the tube length (approximately 5 m in an MRI environ-
ment). Measurements have shown that the bandwidth is approximately 10 Hz
[47]. One factor is the limited speed of pressurized air in the tubes which cannot
exceed the speed of sound (343 m/ s) and is further restricted by the friction
in the tubes. Another important factor is the finite volume of air inside the
tubes (24.5 mL when using 4 mm tubes with 2.5 mm inner diameter), which im-
plies that any further increase in tube thickness (to reduce wall friction) would
require the use of bigger valves with larger orifices. Nevertheless, the stepper
motors in Stormram 4 have shown to be able to operate at frequencies up to
65 Hz when moving in free air, as full force is not needed there.

10.7.3 Accuracy

Positional accuracy and overshoot have been studied for several stepper motors.
Measurements have shown that hysteresis is present in two-cylinder stepper
motors, with a magnitude of 60%-80% of the step size. The positional accuracy
depends on the step size due to discretization: by design, the lower bound is
half the step size in a singular stepper motor. In dual-speed stepper motors
the accuracy can be as good as 0.1 mm [52]. The repeatability or precision is
very good in general, measured to be as good as 0.01 mm [47].

10.7.4 Stormram 4 evaluation

Stormram 4 is the predecessor of Sunram 5. While it does not have the dual-
speed motors that Sunram 5 has, the kinematic design is comparable and its
measurement results give insights into the projected capabilities of Sunram 5.

Figure 10.28 shows the experimental setup for evaluating the accuracy and
precision of Stormram 4 in free air. The Stormram 4 was programmed to
approach all 35 targets in succession by navigating through a sequence of pre-
defined waypoints. Afterwards the offsets of each puncture from its respective
target were measured. The average precision was found to be 0.71 mm in hor-
izontal direction and 0.21 mm in vertical direction. Also, a bias of 1.0 mm was
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Figure 10.28: Stormram 4 accuracy experiment in free air.

found in horizontal direction due to manufacturing and/or calibration inaccu-
racies [50].

Figure 10.29: Measurement setup of Stormram 4 in a 0.25 T MRI scanner.

Figure 10.29 shows the experimental setup for accuracy measurements in-
side a 0.25 T (G-scan, Esaote SpA, Genoa, Italy) MRI scanner. The Stormram
4 was mounted on a table with ten fiducials in it. A PVC phantom was placed
on the table, a pre-operative scan was made and a series of 30 targets inside
the phantom were selected. For each target, first its MRI coordinates were
transformed to the robot coordinate frame as defined by the positions of the
fiducials, after which a suitable joint coordinate vector was calculated. The
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robot, which had been calibrated previously in its zero-position, was then op-
erated through a user interface by rotating the turn knobs corresponding with
each joint manually until the displayed joint coordinates matched the target
coordinates. A confirmation scan was then taken and automatically segmented
to reconstruct the needle tip location and measure the distance to the target
coordinates. Tissue deformations were left out of scope in the experiment as
no fixation system was used.

Figure 10.30: 3-D rendering of a MRI scan consisting of a phantom with needle inserted and
ten fiducials. The crosshair indicates the target location.

Figure 10.30 shows an example confirmation scan after applying geometric
distortion correction. The ten fiducials in the table define the robot coordinate
system, as reconstructed automatically based on the orientations and inter-
fiducial distances. The actual needle trajectory is also automatically recon-
structed based on the connectivity graph of all low-intensity voxels in the scan,
grouped into regions of equal shortest distance from a reference (low-intensity)
voxel outside the phantom. The use of these automated algorithms allow to
make optimal use of all available measurement data and also minimizes human
estimation errors, resulting in sub-voxel precision of reconstruction parameters.

After targeting all 30 sites, the 3-D targeting error of Stormram 4 was
measured to be 1.87 ± 0.80 mm (range 0.69-3.57) [55].
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10.8 Conclusion

Pneumatic devices are effective in actuating MR safe robotic systems. Sev-
eral techniques for creating pneumatic actuators have been presented in this
chapter: single-acting and double-acting cylinders, linear and curved stepper
motors and dual-speed stepper motor combinations.

The presented actuators offer advantages over other state-of-art MRI ac-
tuators in terms of compactness, output force/torque, ease of control, rapid
prototypeability and/or MR safety.

Several robotic systems have been developed for MRI-guided breast biopsy
that are actuated by the described pneumatic cylinders and stepper motors.
The latest generation, Sunram 5, has shown to be a compact and versatile
prototype. Thanks to the dual-speed motor implementations on two axes it
combines high speed with high accuracy, especially useful in an MRI environ-
ment in which long tubes are necessary which restrict the stepping frequencies.

The pneumatic cylinders and stepper motors are manufactured by 3-D
printing and laser-cutting. The single-acting cylinder model is useful in explor-
ing sealing and manufacturization techniques, while the two-cylinder stepper
motor design with laser-cut teeth combines high precision with low friction and
good durability.

The amount of friction depends on many factors and varies from one motor
implementation to another. Measurements on several different stepper motor
implementations result in efficiencies from 50% to 76%, provided that the teeth
tips are sufficiently sharp, the cylinder cross-section is approximately square
and the seal dimensions are optimized to minimize friction and leakage.

The kinematic and mechanical designs of Sunram 5 are extensively described
in this chapter. Based on Stormram 4’s measurement results, the projected
needle tip accuracy in free air is less than one millimetre, while the expected
phantom targeting accuracy in MRI is in the order of two millimetres.

Given the capabilities of Sunram 5 and earlier Stormram robots, the pre-
sented pneumatic stepper motor technology has shown to be a promising ac-
tuation technique for any MR safe robotic system. Concerning MRI-guided
breast biopsy, Sunram 5 is not yet ready for clinical use. Additional research is
needed before clinical trials can be conducted, especially on calibration, path
planning and control, sterilization and safety. Sunram 5 has shown to be an
advanced proof-of-concept which may shape the future of MRI-guided robotic
interventions.
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11.1 Abstract

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer among women worldwide.
To confirm the diagnosis, a tissue sample should be acquired from the lesion
for pathology. In the so called biopsy procedure, the sample is extracted from
the lesion by a needle under image guidance from an ultrasound probe. The
current process is sub-optimal due to manual insertion of the needle, inaccurate
image feedback, and patient discomfort.

The aim of this paper is to present a US guided breast biopsy robotic
end-effector to target breast tumours under real time image-feedback. Robots
are more accurate, precise and stable than humans, and can therefore play
an important role in increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the current
procedure. On top of that, a robotic arm carrying an ultrasound (US) probe
can assist in 3D volume reconstruction and registration with other imaging
modalities utilizing its known geometry and position sensors.

The presented end-effector supports the radiologist during the US guided
biopsy procedure. In the envisioned procedure, the robotic arm is able to per-
form localization of the breast, 3D US volume acquisition and reconstruction,
target identification and needle guidance. To enable the robot to execute these
steps, the end-effector is equipped with a stereo camera setup, a picobeamer,
US probe holder, a 3DOF needle guide and a needle stop.

Experiments were performed to determine the needle placement accuracy
in the US plane. This was done by equipping the US probe with displaceable
targets. The mean error w.r.t. the target in y-direction was found to be
0.03± 0.36 mm. The mean error in z-direction is 0.3± 1.5 mm. The needle
stopping accuracy is 40µm with a maximum error of 1.18 mm. The maximum
holding force of the stop is around 6 N. This is enough to stop the needle during
a procedure.

The results are promising and are a step towards a more successful biopsy
procedure which decreases the number of false positives in the outcome of the
diagnosis and minimizes the patient’s trauma.

11.2 Introduction

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women worldwide. In
2018 alone, nearly 2.1 million new cases were diagnosed [19]. For these women
it is essential that the diagnosis is confirmed in an early stage of the disease.

An early detection is known to reduce mortality rates in breast cancer [106].
To identify lesions, several (imaging) methods can be used including self ex-
amination through palpation and imaging modalities such as mammography,
ultrasound (US) scans and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans. Mam-
mography is most commonly used in clinical practice. If a lesion is detected, a
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tissue sample is needed to confirm malignancy. This tissue sample is acquired
using a biopsy needle, after which the sample is sent to the pathologist.

Most often, the biopsy procedure is performed under US guidance. The
radiologist navigates the needle based on US feedback. There are several dis-
advantages to this procedure. Extracting cells from the lesion may be difficult
due to the small size of the lesion, or poor sensitivity due to difficulties in visu-
alizing small tumors against a background of dense fibroglandular tissue [102].
Furthermore, needle insertion is hampered by tissue boundaries and the mass
tends to be displaced by the exerted forces during needle insertion. The biopsy
is repeated if the lesion is not hit at the previous attempt. The consequence of
before mentioned issues is that practitioners should be experienced to be suc-
cessful. However, clinicians who frequently use this technique often suffer from
fatigue and work-related musculoskeletal discomfort [115]. These work-related
issues will become more frequent because over the past years there has been
an increase in breast biopsies due to wider access to population screenings for
breast cancer.

Robotics can play an important role in the above mentioned challenges.
Robots are more accurate, precise and stable than humans. On top of that,
robots do not experience fatigue and the time per patient can be brought down
using robots [88]. Furthermore, a robotically steered US probe can produce
accurate 3D US volume reconstruction. The US probe position can be acquired
with high precision utilizing the sensors in the robot and with coordinated
movements uniformly spaced slices can be produced. The accuracy of a biopsy
benefits of image fusion of preoperative images acquired by e.g. MRI with
intra-operative data like US [99]. If the robot ’knows’ its relative position
to the breast and is able to generate a precise 3D US volume, this can ease
registration. Because of these advantages, the chance of a false negative during
a robotic assisted US guided biopsy is potentially lower than with a regular
procedure and patient discomfort and cost can be brought down.

Thus, robotic assistance during US guided breast biopsies is beneficial by
providing a stable hand and real time image feedback. Previous studies focused
mainly on the design of support mechanisms to assist the radiologist and to
perform minimal invasive procedures safer, cheaper and more precise. One key
step in a robotic assisted biopsy, is determining the position of the target rela-
tive to the biopsy device. This can be performed using pre-operative imaging.
In [76, 91], optical tracking is used to relate the pre-operative US images to
the robot. Nelson et al. used a laser scanner to relate a pre-operative 3D US
acquisition to the current position of the breast [95]. Using just pre-operative
imaging is advantageous because the trajectory planning is not influenced or
restricted by e.g. US probe position but lacks real time information to correct
for deformation. Several studies utilized real time US guidance as well. The
position of the US probe with respect to the needle can be tracked optically,
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calculated based on joint sensors of the robot(s) holding the probe and/or the
needle, or measured if the position of the US probe is static with respect to the
needle base frame [68, 77, 84, 91].

In addition, there are several approaches to needle insertion. Liang et al.
presented a 6 DOF robot holding a 3D US probe with the needle fixed to
the probe. Mallapragada et al. presented a needle which had a fixed insertion
orientation with respect to the probe, but were able to manipulate the tissue
[89, 90]. Other studies presented setups in which the needle/needle guide has
some degrees of freedom in the image plane of the US probe [18, 68, 83, 116].
In some cases, the needle had degrees of freedom out of the US plane as well or
the US probe had degrees of freedom also [2, 75, 131]. The advantage of being
able to move the needle independently of the US probe is that there is more
freedom in path planning of needle insertion. However, if the needle moves out
of the US plane, the advantage of US feedback is partly diminished.

The above-mentioned studies show that the introduction of robotics to the
biopsy procedure is advantageous for the accuracy of the procedure. However,
to truly benefit from developments in the area of robotics such as the medical
certified robotic arms, there is the need for an all in one solution. If one tool
enables a robotic arm to autonomously perform all steps of the breast biopsy,
the system becomes less complex and expensive, and inter-system calibration
errors are ruled out. This will lead to a higher accuracy and faster acceptance
in the medical world [7].

The aim of this paper is to present an end-effector which enables an off-
the-shelf robotic arm to autonomously perform all possible steps of a robotic
assisted biopsy: Localization of the breast, 3D US volume acquisition and
reconstruction, target identification and needle insertion.

11.3 Method

11.3.1 Design considerations

In the envisioned robotically assisted US guided biopsy procedure the robot is
able to perform several steps (Figure 11.1). During all these steps, the patient
is positioned in prone position, the same configuration as during an MRI scan
of the breast. This reduces motion artefacts and simplifies registration with a
pre-operative MRI scan. It is assumed that before the robot starts working a
breast MRI scan has already been taken. Multi-modality markers, visible in
MRI, US and on camera were attached to the breast.

The first step the robot then takes is locating its position with respect to
the breast. It does so by moving around the breast and detecting the markers
with cameras. Doing so, the MRI data can be registered with the optical data.
By using the markers’ relative positions and projections of a projector, possible
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deformations with respect to the pre-operative MRI data can be accounted for.
In case of 3D US data acquisition, the robot scans the 2D linear probe over

the breast surface. The volume is built up by streaming the 2D images with
their corresponding position data to a reconstruction algorithm. To optimize
the scanning area, it is necessary to navigate as close to the bed as possible.
Therefore, the probe should be tilted with respect to the robot flange (see
Figure 11.1 B).

Unlike the common US guided biopsy, with the patient in suppine position,
the robotically assisted biopsy will be performed with the patient in prone
position. During the needle insertion, the needle tip should be within the Field
Of View (FOV) of the US transducer. This allows for real time image feedback
of both the needle tip and the tissue deformation due to needle insertion. The
needle tip should be aligned with the lesion in the breast and as parallel as
possible with the transducer for needle visibility. In practice, this leads to a
needle insertion point positioned at approximately 3 cm..5 cm from the edge of
the transducer. Furthermore, the needle is preferably inserted parallel to the
chest wall because this reduces the risk for pneumothorax. Due to the before-
mentioned restrictions, the anticipated pose of the probe during a biopsy is will
be as shown in Figure 11.1 C.

The robot should position and orient the needle guide based on the radiol-
ogist’s instructions. Therefore, the needle will be a 3DOF mechanism which is
able to aim the needle at a target in the plane of the US probe (Figure 11.1
D). Essentially, there are four variables to solve for in needle placement: Three
joints define the position and orientation of the needle guide, and there is the
depth of the needle insertion. The needle orientation and depth is determined
by the target and the insertion position. The remaining two joints determine
the position of the needle guide and form a planar two-link manipulator [94].
The workspace of this two link manipulator is defined by the needle insertion
rules and the diameter of the female breast, which is approximated to a max-
imum of 18 cm [69]. The aim for the needle guide is to successfully perform
biopsies on lesions with a size ranging from 4..10 mm. This range of lesion sizes
is difficult to see on US images but can be recognized on MRI images.

Needle stop

During the insertion phase, the radiologist inserts the needle in the breast
through the needle guide. To optimize the accuracy of this step, the needle
guide should limit the movements of the needle to just the direction of insertion.
In the current procedure, the correct insertion depth is based on markings
on the needle and the US image feedback. The accuracy of the envisioned
procedure is entirely independent of the user. Therefore, the needle guide
should also be able to stop and hold the needle at the desired position. To
stop the needle, the break should be able to exert a force higher than the
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Figure 11.1: The workflow during a robotic assisted biopsy. A: The robot scans the breast
with cameras and registers the breast surface by projecting light or recognizing markers. B:
The robot scans the breast with a 2D US probe for 3D US volume reconstruction. C: The
robot visualizes the target in the US image. D: The robot targets the lesion by aiming the
needle guide to the correct location. In situations B and C a angle of 45° of the probe w.r.t.
the flange is beneficial to come as close to the chest wall/patient table as possible.

insertion forces. These forces may be expected to have a maximum around
3.5 N [1, 134]. Preferably, the mechanism functions independently of needle
thickness and length and is designed such that it can be substituted or sterilized
easily after usage.

11.3.2 Materials

Solidworks (Dassault Systèmes SE, France) was used to create the final design,
as shown in Figure 11.2. The design is adapted for a KUKA MED 7 R800
(KUKA GmbH, Germany) and optimized for the situations described in the
previous section.

From the scanning and biopsy phase it was clear that the robot should be
able to move as close as possible to the patient table. This is achieved with a
US probe placement which is rotated with respect the flange connection. This
is where the end-effector is attached to the robotic arm. The probe is connected

Needle guide

Stereo cameras

Projector

LED array

US probe

Flange connection

Figure 11.2: Isometric projections of the end-effector design. The US probe tip is rotated
45° w.r.t. the robot flange around both x and y axis. Further indicated are the needle guide,
stereo cameras, projector, LED array and the US probe.
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to the end-effector via a clip and the mechanism can be exchanged with other
clips to fit different probe types.

To aid in the localization phase, cameras and a projector are installed. The
cameras are a set of wide angle sereo cameras (KYT-U200-SNF01, Kayeton
Technology Co.,Ltd, China). Due to the wide angle lenses the cameras see a
large area of the breast even when close to the surface. The cameras are syn-
chronized since this is required for accurate stereo vision on a moving frame.
They communicate with the PC via a USB2.0 interface. For proper segmenta-
tion of the colored markers, some supporting illumination is needed. Therefore,
two LED arrays are placed next to the cameras. The projector used for defor-
mation measurements is placed in between the stereo cameras (SK UO Smart
Beam, Innoio, S. Korea). It accepts HDMI data input. Utilizing structured
light the surface of the breast can be reconstructed.

As discussed, the needle placement is performed by a 3DOF manipulator
which consists of two links and one needle guide. Link 1 is 57.39 mm and
link 2 is 50.36 mm. The motors employed in the needle guidance are Herkulex
DRS 0201 (DST Robot Co., Ltd, S. Korea) motors. These are smart servos
integrating a motor, gear reducer, control circuitry and communication in one
package. Its range is 320° and its resolution 0.325°. Based on these numbers
and the forward kinematics of system, the maximum cartesian error for targets
in the US plane is expected to be 0.7 mm..1.0 mm, where the error increases
with lesions located further from the needle guide. A workspace analysis is
shown in 11.3.

To integrate all electrical components in the end-effector, a printed cir-
cuit board (PCB) has been designed. This PCB integrates a micro controller
(MCU) (ESP8266, Espressif Systems, China), supplies for the cameras, the
pico projector, and the motor, LED drivers and communication with the robot
controller. The MCU is programmed in the Arduino IDE (Arguino AG, Italy)
to take serial commands from the robot controller via USB which are then
translated to e.g. motor serial commands and LED brightness. A second USB
is connected for data transfer with the cameras. The board has separate sup-
plies for the micro controller and the motors. The motor supply contains a
relay which is connected to the safety layer of the robot controller (Sunrise
cabinet). The system is programmed to shut down the motors in case of an
emergency. However, the communication with the end-effector keeps running
since the micro controller is connected to a different supply.

All structural parts, e.g. the links and the housing, of the end-effector are
are printed by fused deposition modeling printers — A Fortus 250MC (Strata-
sys, Ltd., USA) and an Ultimaker S5 (Ultimaker, The Netherlands). The
materials used are ABS and PLA.
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Figure 11.3: Workspace analysis of the 3DOF needle guide. Link 1 is 57.39 mm and link 2 is
50.36 mm. The origin is located in the joint of the first motor.

Needle stop

The design of the needle stop is presented in Figure 11.2. The restriction
to a 1D movement in the insertion direction is guaranteed by the entrance
and the exit of the needle, which are rings with the needle diameter made
of a hard type of plastic (VeroClear, Stratasys, Ltd., USA). This plastic also
forms a chamber together with a more flexible plastic (Agilus Black, Stratasys,
Ltd., USA), which asides from the entrance and exit forms the remainder of
the needle guide. Both plastics are printable utilizing an Objet Eden 260VS
(Stratasys, Ltd., USA). The needle is stopped by allowing air pressure to enter
the chamber and deform the flexible part of the needle guide. The tube shrinks
and causes friction forces which stop the needle. The thickness of the tube has
been estimated using [11, 74]:

δr = (
1− ν
E

)(
a2pi − b2po
b2 − a2

)r + (
1 + ν

E
)(
a2b2(pi − p0

b2 − a2
)
1

r
(11.1)
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In which δr is the change in radius [m] due to the difference in pressure on
the outside po [Pa] and the inside pi [Pa] of the tube, r is the initial radius of
the tube [m]E is the Young’s modulus of the material [Pa], ν is the Poisson’s
ratio of the material, a and b are the inner and the outer radius of the tube [m].
It was calculated that a wall thickness of 0.75 mm for a tube with radius 1.5 mm
should work for pressures in the range of 0..6× 105 Pa During insertion, the
position of the needle is measured by a laser sensor (PAT9125, PixArt Imaging
Inc., Taiwan). This is a sensor which is able to measure displacements of
objects located 1 mm..10 mm from the sensor with a maximum resolution of
1275 cpi. The advantage of this sensor is that it is highly accurate and does
not touch the needle during measurements. The sensor values are processed by
the MCU. Based on these measurements, the controller decides when to open
the pneumatic valve (PV3211-24VDC-1/8, FESTO Didactic GmbH & Co. KG,
Germany).

1

2

3

Flexible Hard plastic

Laser sensor

SolenoidValve

Needle

Needle Guide

μController

PressureA. B. C.

Figure 11.4: A. The needle guide. On the top there is a pressure inlet. The needle fits
through the hole in the center. B. An exploded view of the needle stop. Parts 1 and 2 can
be printed as an assembly. C. A schematic diagram and a cross section of the needle stop. A
laser sensor measures the needle position and communicates this with a micro controller. If
the needle reaches the set position, a pressure is applied on the flexible plastic. This creates
a friction force on the needle. The micro controller controls the pressure with a solenoid
operated valve.

11.3.3 Experiment

An experiment was designed to verify the accuracy and precision of the nee-
dle guidance system. An experimental setup was fabricated for this (Figure
11.5). The setup consists of a mock-up US probe which is adapted to hold a
displaceable plate with five targets indicating z = [19 29 39 49 59]mm. The
plate itself can be shifted over a rail and fixed on five marked locations with
a screw, being x = [-20 10 0 10 20]mm. This makes a total of 25 targets (red
dots, Figure 11.5). Each target will be approached from seven insertion posi-
tions (blue dots, Figure 11.5). For every combination of target and insertion
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position, a needle is inserted until touches the plate. The position on which
the needle is in contact with the plate is recorded. A measurement accuracy of
0.5 mm is achieved by glueing a paper with millimeter grid on the plate. Every
combination of insertion and target position will be performed five times. A
needle with a conical tip (MRI IceRod�, Galil Medical Inc., USA) is used for
this to prevent measurement errors due to the standard bevel shaped tip on a
biopsy needle. A MATLAB script (The MathWorks, Inc., USA) is written to
command the motor positions to the end-effector and save the measurement
values.

Targets
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Figure 11.5: Setup for measuring the accuracy and precision of the needle guidance. A
displaceable plate with five targets is attached to a mock-up US probe. The plate is placed
on five predefined positions. Each target position (red dots) will be targeted from seven
insertion positions (blue dots). The positions are commanded and recorded with a Matlab
GUI.

Needle stop

To determine the accuracy and precision of the needle stop, the needle is in-
serted ten times for different depths, dset = [30 50 70 90]mm. The depth at
which the needle is stopped, is measured using a micro manipulator which is
moved towards the tip of the needle until the sensor of the needle stop mea-
sures that the needle has been pushed. This gives a measurement accuracy of
approximately 10 µm. Furthermore, the holding force will be determined for
pressures of [2 4 6]bar using a spring balance.
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11.4 Results

In Figure 11.6 the produced end-effector is presented. On the left you see the
end-effector with red arrows indicating the probe, LEDs, cameras, projector,
needle guide and the needle. On the right the end-effector is pictured in its
envisioned setup performing a biopsy on a phantom breast.

In Figure 11.7, the results of the experiment are shown. The red dots
show the mean position for every target while in blue ellipses are drawn using
the standard deviation in z- and y-direction. Looking at the red dots from
the side and the front, it appears the measured points have a bias both in
translation and rotation with respect to the targeted positions. This bias can
be removed by applying the built-in MATLAB Procrustes analysis to determine
the linear transformation between the measurement results and the initially
targeted positions. After this bias removal, the mean error in y-direction is
0.03± 0.36 mm, the maximum being 0.1 mm at target 22. The mean error in
z-direction is 0.3± 1.5 mm, the maximum being =1.4 mm at target 5. If the
standard deviations are combined to an ellipse, the largest standard deviation
was found at target 25, being 0.47 mm in y-direction and 1.81 mm in z-direction.
Furthermore, the largest standard deviation in z-direction is found at target 5,
being 3.1 mm.

Needle guide
Needle

Cameras

Probe
LEDs

Projector

Sensor
Support
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Cover
Communication

Needle stop

Needle

Figure 11.6: Left: The end-effector. Right: The needle stop. Red arrows indicate the relevant
parts.
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Figure 11.7: A. The measured points plotted together with the end-effector. B. The measured
points plotted in the xz-plane. C. The measured points plotted in the yz-plane. D. The
position which was targeted the least precise.

In Table 11.1 the results of the needle stop experiment are presented. In these
results, the bias of the micro manipulator with respect to the needle guide
(≈ 1.46 mm) has been removed and the resolution of the sensor was corrected
to be ≈ 1210 cpi instead of 1275 cpi using the lsline function of MATLAB to
plot a least squares line thought the measurement data. The mean error in
the tested range was 40 µm, while the maximum error among all measurements
was 1.18 mm. The holding force was determined to be 3.5..6 N.

Table 11.1: Top: The set and measured needle depths. Bottom: The applied pressure and
the corresponding holding force.

Set [mm] 30 50 70 90

Measured avg. [mm] 30.0066 50.0293 69.9217 90.0424
Min [mm] 29.7828 49.5820 69.0870 89.8091
Max [mm] 30.2646 51.1846 70.3244 90.3568

Pressure [bar] 2 4 6

Hold force [N] 3.5 5 6
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11.5 Discussion

An end-effector for a robotic arm has been designed which is utilized in all the
steps of a robotic assisted guided breast biopsy such as registration, 3D volume
acquisition and the US guided biopsy. The presented end-effector integrates
all necessary features in a small package: The 45° angle of the US probe w.r.t.
the flange allows the robot to reach the breast near the chest wall during both
the scanning and the biopsy phase. The cameras and pico-projector enable
registering of pre- and intra-operational data. A 3DOF needle guide assists
the radiologist in targeting the right location during the biopsy procedure. All
electronics are connected to a small electrical board which communicates with
the robot controller. Furthermore, a needle stop has been presented which
stops and holds the needle at a specified depth.

The focus of the experiments was on needle placement accuracy. The
aim was to reach lesions with a size of 4..10 mm in the US image plane.
Using a 3DOF needle guide with three Herkulex motors the expected accu-
racy was 0.7..1.0 mm. The biopsy accuracy reported from the experiments is
0.03± 0.36 mm and 0.3± 1.5 mm in the y- and z-direction, respectively. This
accuracy has the same order of magnitude as anticipated and is satisfactory to
perform biopsies on lesions with sizes in the given range. Furthermore, the ac-
curacy is in the same range as results in cited studies (0.25..3.44 mm [126, 131]).
The needle stopping accuracy is 40µm. This is a higher accuracy than in com-
parable studies. The maximum holding force of around 6 N is enough to stop
the biopsy needle during a procedure.

Considering the results in Figure 11.7 it is noteworthy that the standard
deviations are large with respect to the mean errors. This can be explained
by the fact that the motors have backlash in the gears. Also, many of the
end-effector’s parts are printed with plastics, which results in parts which are
less rigid than e.g. metal parts. Furthermore, target 5 has a relatively large
standard deviation in the z-direction while being relatively close the the needle
guide. This is because the needle is directed at this target under a sharp angle.
Small deviations in target placement and the insertion angle cause a relatively
large variation in cartesian errors of the needle tip with respect to the target.
Furthermore, the largest combined standard deviation is found at target 25.
This is as expected since this target is located the farthest away from the needle
guide.

The main limitation of the presented system is in the fact that prototyping
techniques are used. Therefore, parts are less rigid and this decreases the
precision. Furthermore, the material of the clamping mechanism of the needle
stop is too brittle. Therefore, it difficult to make the mechanism airtight and
durable. This is especially emerges when applying forces on the needle while
the stop is activated.For clinical application the design of the needle stop could
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still be improved on some aspects: While the needle is being clamped, it still
has a bit of play in the direction of insertion due to the elastic nature of the
clamping material. However, this can be accounted for with other fabrication
methods.

The needle guide has several advantages: the radiologist remains in control
yet has the biopsy accuracy of a robot. Due to the frictionless movement in
the insertion direction, the physician still has the feedback when puncturing
the skin and other tissue boundaries. The laser sensor measures the needle
position accurately without touching the needle. The fact that the needle
measures displacements instead of position does not influence the accuracy in
the tests performed. Because the laser is at the distance of the needle, the
needle guide can easily be replaced after a biopsy is performed or if another
diameter guide is needed. Furthermore, the system works independently of the
length of the needle. In case of a power down the needle is simply released
and in case of emergency the practitioner could remove the needle with minor
effort by overcoming the clamping forces.

11.6 Conclusion and recommendations

This paper introduces an end-effector that enables a robotic arm to autono[-
]mously scan the breast using US and assists the radiologist in performing the
US guided biopsy.

The results of this study are an example of how to integrate different aspects
of robotic US scanning and robotic assisted biopsy in one functional device.
The cameras and pico projector are used to combine pre- and intra-operational
data. The probe placement under an angle allows the robot to optimally utilize
the space during both US scanning and the biopsy phase. The 3DOF needle
guide with needle stop assists the radiologist yet is passive in the sense that
needle actuation is still not robotized.

The accuracy and precision of the 3DOF needle guide were determined
experimentally. The needle placement was found to be accurate enough to
target lesions with a size range of 4..10 mm.

The following improvements are recommended to bring the system to clini-
cal practice. Backlash-less motors should be installed to increase the precision
and stability. The design of the needle stop could be adjusted such that when
the stop is activated the minor movements in the insertion direction are fur-
ther restricted. Changing the 3D printed plastics for more rigid CNC machined
parts will ensure the rigidity of the system and ease sterilization of the parts.
Real time communication between the end-effector and the robot can be estab-
lished to accommodate the system for clinical operations.
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12.1 Abstract

PURPOSE: Patient-specific biomedical modeling of the breast is of interest
for medical applications such as image registration, image guided procedures
and the alignment for biopsy or surgery purposes. The computation of elastic
properties is essential to simulate deformations in a realistic way. This study
presents an innovative analytical method to compute the elastic modulus and
evaluate the elasticity of a breast using magnetic resonance (MRI) images of
breast phantoms.

METHODS: An analytical method for elasticity computation was devel-
oped and subsequently validated on a series of geometric shapes, and on four
physical breast phantoms that are supported by a planar frame. This method
can compute the elasticity of a shape directly from a set of MRI scans. For com-
parison, elasticity values were also computed numerically using two different
simulation software packages.

RESULTS: Application of the different methods on the geometric shapes
show that the analytically derived elongation differs from simulated elongation
by less than 9% for cylindrical shapes, and up to 18% for other shapes that are
also substantially vertically supported by a planar base. For the four physical
breast phantoms, the analytically derived elasticity differs from numeric elastic-
ity by 18% on average, which is in accordance with the difference in elongation
estimation for the geometric shapes. The analytic method has shown to be
multiple orders of magnitude faster than the numerical methods.

CONCLUSION: It can be concluded that the analytical elasticity compu-
tation method has good potential to supplement or replace numerical elasticity
simulations in gravity-induced deformations, for shapes that are substantially
supported by a planar base perpendicular to the gravitational field. The error
is manageable, while the calculation procedure takes less than one second as
opposed to multiple minutes with numerical methods. The results will be used
in the MURAB (MRI and Ultrasound Robotic Assisted Biosy) project.

12.2 Introduction

Screening and staging of breast cancer for diagnosis and subsequent treatment
is based on medical images acquired on different acquisition modalities and
includes mammography (x-ray), ultrasound (US), and MRI.

After image acquisition, proper localizaton of the tumour is essential for
biopsy procedures to take tissue samples or to remove the tumour during
surgery. To take full benefit from the previously acquired medical images the
location of the tumour should be aligned from the pre-operative imaging into
the operating room. The position of the patient can vary from prone during
MRI scanning to supine position required for breast surgery for example. Dur-
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ing ultrasound scanning and ultrasound guided biopsy, the patient is returned
on her back and additional compression is induced by the ultrasound probe.
The computation of the elastic properties will serve as input for realtime ad-
justments of realistic deformations between pre-operative and intra-operative
images. For effective deformation models, the elasticity of the model needs
to be known with good accuracy, i.e. the difference between computed and
actual elasticity must be small. In this study, we aim for a maximum differ-
ence in the order of 10%, or at most two times the elasticity variation among
FEM-simulated elasticity values. Image registration techniques based on im-
age intensities could be used for small deformations [108], but do not work
in cases with large deformations such as the alignment from prone to supine
configurations [12].

Deformation of the breast occurs due to body movements. Various physics-
based numerical procedures have been presented for biomechanical modelling
and soft tissue deformation. The most common computational schemes are
based on linear or nonlinear biomechanical models including mass-spring meth-
ods (MSM) [6, 23, 87, 107], the mass-tensor method [33, 104], the bound-
ary element method [43, 71] and conventional finite element modelling (FEM)
[9, 111, 112].

In an MSM system, an object is modelled by a collection of point masses
linked together with massless springs.

Recent studies show the use of FEM to align data with large deformations
of the breast [63, 64]. In FEM, a body is subdivided into a set of finite ele-
ments (e.g. tetrahedral or hexahedra in 3D, triangles or other polygons in 2D).
Displacements and positions of each element are approximated from discrete
nodal values using interpolation functions:

φ(x) =
∑
i

hi(x)φi (12.1)

where hi is the interpolation function for the element containing x and φi
is the scalar weight associated with hi. Different choices for the element type
and the interpolation functions exist, which depend on the accuracy require-
ments, geometry of the objects and computational complexity [85]. In general
FEM is used to solve a dynamic problem, which is expressed as partial differ-
ential equations (PDEs). These PDEs are then approximated with FEM. The
FEM procedure has the advantage that it can handle complicated geometries
(and boundaries) of high quality. A dataset of radiological 3D images of the
breast anatomy (computed tomography (CT) or MRI) are required to generate
a patient-specific FEM. An advantage of MRI is that it shows high sensitivity
for detecting breast tumours [29]. The main FEM steps include: tissue clas-
sification/segmentation, tissue surface reconstruction, FEM volumetric mesh
generation and tissue type assignment for the FEM mesh.
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A patient specific biomechanical model [35] was presented before to pro-
vide an initial deformation of the breast before registration between prone and
supine MRI images. A zero-gravity reference state for both prone and supine
configurations was estimated. The patient-specific unloaded configuration was
obtained [36]. The biomechanical methods serve in most cases for the initial-
ization of intensity-based image registration techniques, as in [31] or [31].The
sliding motion of the breast on the chest wall was observed [21], but usually a
fixed muscle surface is applied during the FEM simulations [62, 80, 101].

This study introduces a method to analytically derive the elastic modulus
of the breast from a pair of MRI scans, taking local differences in tissue density
and elasticity into account. The two MRI scans differ by the direction of the
gravitational field, which are opposite to each other. Contrary to FEM-based
numerical simulations, it is not needed to convert the MRI scan into a volu-
metric mesh, so mechanical properties on voxel scale are preserved. Also, only
one iteration over all voxels is necessary, which makes the method relatively
fast

The proposed analytical method requires the breast to be vertically sup-
ported by a rigid planar base. As the rib cage is approximately cylindrical,
a human breast would need to be supported by a patient-mounted flat plate
with a hole for the breast. In an MRI scanner, the breast coil could serve this
purpose.

To avoid introduction of significant non-gravity-induced deformations when
converting from prone to supine position, it is desirable to use a patient rota-
tion system (PRS) that allows leaving the patient on the bed with breast coil
attached, while being flipped over by 180°. Such a system has been developed
previously by Whelan et al. [132], which theoretically could be used to take
MRI scans of a planar supported breast in both prone and supine position. It
may also be possible to tilt certain MRI scanners such as the 0.25 T G-scan
Brio (Esaote SpA, Genua, Italy), although this is generally limited to rotation
over 90°only.

12.3 Materials and Methods

Four breast phantoms were constructed (Figure 12.1, right), consisting of a
rigid base with three fiducials, stiff superficial tissue, soft deep tissue and 3-4
lesions.

The superficial and deep tissues and lesions were made of polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) with plasticizer mixed in different ratios to obtain different stiffnesses.
Contrary to gelatin-based phantoms, PVC is a durable material that can stay
intact for extended periods. The superficial tissue consists of relatively stiff
PVC which was shaped using a pair of moulds (Figure 12.1, left) and afterwards
filled with soft PVC to mimic deep tissue. The lesions were cut in different sizes
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Figure 12.1: Left: pair of moulds (yellow, green) for manufacturing superficial tissue (red).
Right: one PVC breast phantom mounted in prone position.

deformable part

supine

prone

fixed by compression

coilcoil

Figure 12.2: Breast in coil, with gravity-induced deformations in prone and supine positions
(dashed lines).

and shapes from a block of relatively stiff PVC, placed inside the deep tissue
at random locations. A rigid frame was put on top and covered with a layer of
stiff PVC. The four phantoms which were manufactured this way, differ only
in the stiffness of deep tissue and the placement of lesions.

Figure 12.2 shows the outline of a breast phantom in a neutral reference
state. Depending on the orientation (prone or supine), it is deformed by the
gravitational field and tip is displaced towards the anterior or posterior direc-
tion. The magnitude of these deformations is related to the elasticity, and the
approach of the research is to reconstruct the elasticity from these deformations
using different methods.

The base represents a rigid inertial frame, which must be planar and nor-
mal to the gravitational direction. While a patient’s rib cage provides a rigid
supportive base, it is not planar but approximately cylindrical. An external
structure such as a breast coil (Figure 12.2) may be required to provide this
planar support.

Each of the four phantoms was scanned in a 0.25 T MRI scanner (G-
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Figure 12.3: Left: MRI calibration grid. Right: actual (yellow), observed (blue) and
distortion-corrected (red) grid locations of the calibration cube.
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Figure 12.4: Left: Example sagittal MRI slice. Right: Phantom I in prone and supine
configuration, superimposed.

Scan Brio) using the 3D balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) se-
quence, with parameters TR=10 ms, TE=5 ms, FA=60°, acquisition resolution
1.5x1.8x2.0 mm and isotropic reconstruction resolution 0.94 mm.

The scanner was previously calibrated using a custom 3D calibration grid
(Figure 12.3, left) from which a fifth order correction polynomial correction
function was constructed. The ideal, distorted and corrected grid patterns are
shown in Figure 12.3. The measured residual error is 0.2 mm, so sub-pixel
resolution is feasible.

The distortion-corrected MRI scans (Figure 12.4, left) were segmented by
intensity thresholding and automatically aligned with a rigid transformation
using the three fiducials, in which the root-mean-square registration error was
found to be 0.2-0.3 mm. From these data, surface and volumetric meshes in
different levels of detail were constructed.

Figure 12.4, right shows two configurations of phantom I, overlaid on each
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other, after segmentation and registration. A significant displacement of the
tip resulting from the change in gravity field direction can be observed.

12.4 Elasticity estimation

12.4.1 Preamble

The deformation of an object in a gravitational field is the result of elongations
of tissue, which depends on the local ratio of tensile stress σ and Young’s
modulus E:

ε =
σ

E

The stress at a given location is primarily induced by the weight of the
masses below that location, and also influenced by interactions with surround-
ing tissue. In the general case, the resulting stress distribution in the object
is a complex pattern and cannot be solved analytically, requiring simulations
to quantify the deformations. However, in our case we can use the knowledge
that the object’s attachment to the rigid frame is planar and perpendicular to
the gravity direction, when in prone and supine positions. For objects with a
constant cross-section such as a block or a cylinder, it can be shown (see section
12.4.2) that the deformation displacement can be solved analytically.

We introduce the assumption that the tensile stress σ solely depends on the
vertical position in the object, i.e. it is constant within any planar cross-section
parallel to the base. It can be shown that this assumption is valid for blocks,
cylinders and prism-shaped objects which have a constant cross-section. For
the breast phantom shapes, the assumption can be justified by the fact that the
masses of the whole breast are substantially positioned below the rigid base.
To validate this assumption, the stress distribution and elongation for a range
of geometric shapes are also investigated.

12.4.2 Analytical derivation of elasticity

Figure 12.5 schematically shows the forces and pressures acting on a shape with
inhomogeneous density and elasticity, hanging from a planar, rigid attachment
on the top. At a given height h, the cross-sectional area is A(h), the mass of
the body below it is denoted as m(h) and the gravitational force acting on it
F (h). We now derive expressions for the vertical stress σ(h) and elongation
ε(h) for every height, leading to a formula for the displacement D of the lower
extremity of the body.

The total mass of the body up to height h is given as:
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h

dh H

m(h)

F(h)

P(h)

Figure 12.5: Schematic view of force and pressure at a given height

m(h) =

∫ h

0

x
ρ(x, y, z)dxdydz (12.2)

The gravitational force acting on the slice at height h is calculated as:

F (h) = m(h)g (12.3)

The tensile stress in the slice is generally not constant and its exact distri-
bution depends on many levels of tissue interactions. We are interested in the
mean tensile stress σ(h), which is found by dividing the gravitational force by
the slice’s cross-sectional area:

σ(h) =
F (h)

A(h)
=
m(h)g

A(h)
(12.4)

The tissue elasticity is also inhomogeneous in general, with local Young’s
modulus E(~r), again averaged to E(h) for height h. The local relative elonga-
tion is ε = ∆L/L0 = σ(~r)/E(~r), and the mean elongation at height h is given
as:

ε(h) =
σ(h)

E(h)
=

m(h)g

A(h)E(h)
(12.5)

The total displacement of the body’s lower extremity is found by integrating
all infinitesimal elongations:

D =

∫ H

0

ε(h)dh = g

∫ H

0

m(h)

A(h)E(h)
dh (12.6)
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The purpose of this study is to find the average Young’s modulus E from a
pair of gravity-induced body displacements. To preserve differences in (mean)
elasticity among slices, we factorize every slice’s elasticity into a constant factor
E and a layer-specific adjustment factor Ê(h):

E(h) = EÊ(h) (12.7)

The displacement equation can now be written as follows:

D =
g

E

∫ H

0

m(h)

A(h)Ê(h)
dh (12.8)

It can split into an object-specific intrinsic part which remains constant
across all simulations, and an extrinsic (variable) part depending on g and E
only. The intrinsic part β is defined as:

β =

∫ H

0

m(h)

A(h)Ê(h)
dh (12.9)

Substituting into D gives:

D = β
g

E
(12.10)

For the scanned breast phantoms, we therefore assume that the displace-
ment (for small displacements) is linear in g/E, with proportionality factor β.
The β value can be estimated from DICOM data, in combination with knowl-
edge of the materials. For PVC phantoms, its density was measured to be
ρ = 1.075 g/cm3.

Analyzing the prone and supine scans of a phantom, we have βp and βs for
prone and supine, respectively. In general, βp 6= βs, because the shapes are
significantly different: the total volume and cross-sectional area at the base are
approximately equal, but due to difference in height the cross-sectional shape
is more squeezed in prone position than in the supine one.

The phantom height H is ill-defined due to possible irregularities at the tip,
but the difference ∆H = Hp −Hs can be accurately determined by comparing
point clouds around the tip using e.g. the iterative closest point algorithm
[14], and optimizing ∆H such that the total point distance is minimal, or
alternatively by comparing the centroids of the point clouds.

The parameter we want to compute is the Young’s modulus E. When
no forces act on the phantom, it would have some shape halfway the prone
and supine shapes. The tip displacement to either prone or supine shape in a
gravitational field g, is ∆H/2. We can now derive the Young’s modulus E as
follows:

βn =
βp + βs

2
(12.11)
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E =
βng

∆H/2
=

2(βp + βs)g

∆H
(12.12)

12.4.3 Numerical simulation of deformations

The purpose of FEM simulations is to determine the elasticity E of the different
phantoms, based on the segmented models. The general strategy is to apply a
gravitational field to the FEM model of a phantom in a specific direction. This
deformed model is then compared to a reference phantom which was scanned
in a different orientation, providing information about the elasticity parameter.

In the following subsections we present two strategies to find the Young’s
modulus by simulation, of which one strategy is performed by two different
simulation software packages.

Estimating the β values by simulation in SOFA

In subsection 12.4.2, we have introduced a method to derive the values of β for
the four phantoms in different orientations directly from a DICOM scan. In this
section, we find β by simulation in SOFA at five different mesh resolutions [39].
For each mesh resolution,we have run a simulation with the phantom’s Young’s
modulus set to E = 6000 Pa and gravity g = 2.0 m/s2. After 100 iterations,
the simulation has stabilized and the vertices of the mesh in this configuration
were extracted and analyzed. The displacement from the initial position follows
by comparing the point clouds around the tip. The value of β then follows
from equation (12.10). This procedure is repeated for each resolution of the
mesh and for both prone and supine orientations, then the mean βs and βp
values were computed. From the βs, βp and ∆H, and assuming linearity of
the displacement to g/E ratio, the Young’s modulus E can be derived using
equations (12.11) and (12.12).

Supine-prone and prone-supine simulation and matching in SOFA
and Febio

Taking a phantom scanned in supine configuration, the base of the phantom
is immobilized and a force field sized two times the gravity (19.62 m/s2) in
anterior direction is applied to the phantom. After stabilization in simulation,
the final state is extracted and compared to the phantom in prone position,
which serves as the reference phantom.

The error value, ε, is defined as the distance between the simulated and
reference phantoms in the area around the tip of the breast and can be positive
or negative. The actual value is dependent on the elasticity parameter E of
the phantom, which is optimized to bring ε to zero.
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geometric shape calculated β simulated β
a 2375 2169
b 2373 2229
c 772 724
d 1638 1581
e 4500 4979
f 213 205
g 1932 2276
h 3802 3797
i 4942 26499

Table 12.1: Calculated and simulated β values for the nine geometric shapes.

The minimization is performed using the Newton’s method computed over
E and the distance error, corrected by an adaptive step approach (when the
FEM analys software diverge). When procedure ends, i.e. when the method
achieves a pre-defined error or when it reaches a maximum number of iterations,
the estimated E parameter is returned with its associated error.

The procedure is then repeated for the opposite direction (prone to supine).
In general, this also leads to a different E value. The mean value (square-
harmonicmean-root) of Esp and Eps is then taken as the elasticity of the final
phantom.

12.5 Results

12.5.1 Validation of analytical stress calculation on geo-
metric shapes

a b c d e f g h i 

0% 100%

Figure 12.6: Analytically derived tensile stress (top row) compared with simulated stress
(bottom row) for a selection of geometric shapes.
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Figure 12.7: Tensile stress for phantom I in the transversal plane, in supine position. Left:
derived using analytical method. Center and right: numerically simulated using SOFA in
low resolution (center) and high resolution (right). The dashed line indicates the boundary
plane between the rigid and deformable parts.

Nine homogeneous geometric shapes were generated and analyzed: two
cylinders with different aspect ratios, a cone, a T-piece in normal and upside-
down orientation, a half sphere, a sphere, an hourglass and a snake-like shape.

Figure 12.6 shows the stress distribution along the vertical mid-way plane
for all nine shapes. The first row uses the analytical computation method.
The assumption that the stress distribution is constant in a cross-sectional
area parallel to the base, is reflected in having constant colors in horizontal
direction. The second row shows the tensile stress from numerical simulations
using the SOFA software package under the same conditions.

Table 12.1 lists the calculated and simulated β values for the same geometric
shapes.

The following observations can be made:

� For cylinder, cubic and prism-like shapes that have a constant cross-
sectional area (a and b), the numerically derived stress distribution matches
the analytically derived one quite well. The β values derived by both
methods are well comparable (deviation under 9%).

� For shapes that do not have a constant cross-sectional area, but are
substantially vertically supportive (c-h), the analytically calculated and
SOFA-simulated β values are still comparable (deviation up to 18%) al-
though the stress distribution is different.

� For shapes in which the lower extremity is not vertically supported by the
base, i.e. no vertical line of maximum height can be drawn that entirely
lies within the model (i), both the analytically calculated β value and the
stress distribution are inconsistent with simulations.

12.5.2 Analytical derivation of elasticity of phantoms

Each of the four phantoms was scanned in prone and supine position, and
from the resulting DICOM scans the βp and βs values were computed using
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phantom βs βp ∆H E
I 1215 1298 3.28 7514
II 1129 1269 4.73 4972
III 1356 1444 3.58 7673
IV 1420 1471 2.93 9677

Table 12.2: Analytically derived properties of four phantoms, under the assumption of con-
stant tensile stress in each cross-section.

phantom βs βp ∆H E
I 1007± 58 1134± 38 3.28 6403± 207
II 947± 41 1125± 36 4.73 4297± 113
III 1131± 48 1259± 61 3.58 6549± 213
IV 1170± 43 1383± 34 2.93 8548± 184

Table 12.3: Properties of four phantoms, derived by numerical simulation in SOFA in five
different resolution scales and then averaged.

Equation 12.9 and assuming a homogeneous density and elasticity distribution.
From these values plus the observed vertical displacements, the E parameters
were computed using Equation 12.12 and the results are listed in Table 12.2.
It can be observed that phantom IV has the highest β and E values, making
it the stiffest phantom, while phantom II is the softest one. In general, the β
values are higher in prone position, which is as expected.

12.5.3 Simulation of β in SOFA

For numerical FEM simulations, each DICOM scan was segmented and meshed
at five different levels of detail and subsequently simulated in the SOFA simula-
tion package. The resulting β values of the four phantoms (in both orientations)
plus the averaged E value, are listed in Table 12.3. Calculation of each β value
requires ten simulation runs in SOFA, lasting a few minutes in total.

Figure 12.7 shows the analytically-derived stress distribution in the transver-
sal plane of phantom I in supine configuration together with the numerically
simulated stress distribution in the same plane at low and high resolutions.
It can be observed that the resulting stress patterns are comparable to that
of certain geometric shapes in Figure 12.6 (a-h). Only the analytic method
shows a sharp transition at the boundary layer, as the analytical method uses
slices with thickness of one voxel while the FEM-based method subdivides the
volume in a different way.
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phantom Esp Eps Mean E
I 5047± 374 6459± 373 5688± 272
II 3395± 189 4513± 272 3895± 159
III 5381± 376 6828± 438 6040± 288
IV 6245± 433 7445± 322 6805± 283

Table 12.4: Elasticity values found by numerical simulations from supine-to-prone (Esp) and
prone-to-supine (Eps) in four different resolution scales and then averaged, using SOFA.

phantom Esp Eps Mean E
I 5046± 272 5252± 307 5145± 254
II 4290± 351 4298± 273 4291± 276
III 5291.52± 383.00 5639± 456 5459± 400
IV 7916± 1165 7564± 957 7731± 1016

Table 12.5: Elasticity values found by simulating from supine-to-prone (Esp) and prone-to-
supine (Eps) in four different resolution scales and then averaged, using FEBio as software
package.

12.5.4 Numerical simulation by supine-prone and prone-
supine matching in SOFA

Table 12.4 lists the elasticities obtained by numerical simulation from supine
to prone position and vice-versa, in SOFA. As opposed to the β computation
method, the prone-supine simulation method also takes nonlinearities into ac-
count which theoretically results in a more accurate estimate of the E value.

For each resolution, up to ten simulation runs are needed to find the final
E value in which the error vanishes. This makes the method relatively slow,
requiring about twenty minutes of computation time on a quad-core 2.5 GHz
computer per phantom. By parallelizing computations of the four phantoms,
the total computation time for all E values was measured to be approximately
half an hour.

12.5.5 Numerical simulation by supine-prone and prone-
supine matching in FEBio

Table 12.5 lists the elasticity values using the FEBio software package. The
resulting elasticity values are comparable to those obtained by SOFA. A rel-
atively high variance is present in Phantom IV, which may be caused by side
effects in the software package.
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Figure 12.8: Young’s modulus for four phantoms, derived by four different methods.

phantom mean E
I 6188± 886
II 4364± 387
III 6430± 815
IV 8190± 1057

Table 12.6: Mean elasticity values for each phantom, taken as the average of the seperate
values derived by the four different methods.

12.5.6 Comparison of different elasticity measurement meth-
ods

Figure 12.8 graphically shows the elasticity of the four phantoms, derived using
the different methods, while Table 12.6 lists the overall phantom elasticities,
averaged from the four different methods.

Two methods using SOFA were presented: the first one numerically simu-
lates the βs and βp values from the supine and prone meshes seperately and
measures the tip displacement D, from which the phantom’s elasticity E is
derived. The second method involves finding E directly by simulation from
supine to prone position such that the tip position error is eliminated. The
first method seems to give consistently higher estimates for E, especially for
phantom IV. Possible causes might be the nonlinearity of the displacement-
to-g/E ratio, i.e. β cannot be considered constant for the required range of
displacements. Furthermore, the deformations of the tip resulting from proper
FEM simulations influence the displacement calculations. As the second algo-
rithm uses the iterative point cloud algorithm to minimize tip displacements
and also takes nonlinear effects into account, that one can be considered more
accurate than the first one.

The numerical results from FEBio simulations are in accordance with SOFA
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matching simulations, which is an indication that the simulations are consis-
tent.

12.6 Discussion

We have presented a new method to analytically evaluate the elasticity of
breast phantoms, from a pair of MRI scans in prone and supine position. The
values found from analyzing the gravity-induced deformations are comparable
to the elasticities derived from FEM simulations using FEBio and SOFA, with
deviations of up to 18%. A study on nine geometric shapes has shown that
the method is not only applicable to breast shapes, but also to other bodies
and geometric objects as long as it is substantially supported by a planar rigid
base.

The advantages of the analytical method are that the elasticity calculation
is very fast (<1s) and takes each individually scanned voxel into account, with-
out need for mesh generation. As the voxel intensity in a scan gives certain
information about tissue type, density and/or elasticity (depending on scanning
protocol), tissue inhomogeneities can be directly incorporated in the analytical
computations. The main limitations are that the method is only suitable for
deformations in the linear range, and that the shapes must be substantially
supported by a planar base perpendicular to the gravitational field.

The fact that a human breast is relatively flexible and the chest wall is
not planar but cylindrically shaped, makes clinical application difficult. An
artificial planar support base could be constructed by using a patient-mounted
breast coil, ideally in combination with a patient rotation system. The pre-
sented methods may also have applications in different domains, wherever de-
formation of bodies are involved in situations that meet the aformentioned
boundary conditions The conclusion is that under specific conditions, the elas-
ticity of a deformable object such as a human breast can be quickly computed
from a pair of volumetric scans with sufficient accuracy, without need for FEM
simulations. This promising result opens the door to new applications which
can benefit from this complementary and near-realtime elasticity computation
method.
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Figure 13.1: Left: Experimental setup. The ultrasound probe with pad is mounted on
the robot arm’s end-effector, the breast phantom hangs in prone position. Right: Working
principle of the pressure sensor. The observed pad thickness is related to the local pressure
by the known Young’s modulus of the pad.

13.1 Purpose

In breast cancer screening, certain suspicious lesions are only detectable on MRI
and not by mammography (x-ray) or US (ultrasound). A biopsy sample of the
lesion is required for accurate pathology assessment. The manual MRI-guided
biopsy procedure is inaccurate and inefficient: breast tissue may deform due to
body movements, muscle contractions, and needle-tissue interactions. These
changes are not visible due to the low sampling frequency. This has led to
the launch of research projects focused on the introduction of surgical robotics
to overcome the existing limitations and improve the accuracy of biopsies of
MRI-visible lesions [54].

The MURAB (MRI and Ultrasound Robotic Assisted Biopsy) project aims
to solve these challenges by coregistering MRI images to 3-D US data and
3-D elastography maps acquired using a robotic arm. These are then fused
into one map by using multimodality markers on the skin. Based on these
scans, a patient-specific finite-element model is constructed to simulate the
deformations resulting from probe-tissue and needle-tissue interactions. This
allows optimization of the needle insertion path planning task. The radiologist
then inserts the needle in a robotically-steered needle guide towards the target.
Tissue movements are tracked in real-time using the ultrasound probe, allowing
to adapt the insertion trajectory if needed.

This paper focuses on the acquisition of 3-D elastography on phantoms with
a novel acoustically-transparent pressure pad and strain imaging. Several 2-D
planes are measured after which a 3-D model can be reconstructed.
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13.2 Methods

Elastography data is reconstructed from 2-D pressure and displacement maps.
Both are simultaneously acquired using an ultrasound probe (L10-5v, Siemens
P500 system) equipped with an acoustically transparent pressure pad. The
pad is made of PVC Plastisol attached to a rigid frame mounted on the US
probe. A schematic drawing of the pad is shown in Fig. 13.1 (right). The
combination of the pad and the robotic arm is an improvement on the strain
elastography, which uses manual compression[73]. The compression is done
robotically instead of manually, which makes the movement more consistent
and ensures the orientation with respect to the tissue is always perpendicular.
Since the mechanical properties of the pad are known, the exerted force can be
derived based on the deformation of the pad.

A heterogeneous breast phantom was manufactured using PVC Plastisol
mixed with plasticizer and silica gel. The skin has a higher stiffness than
fibroglandular and fatty tissue. A rigid frame mimicks the rib cage, allowing
to position it in prone position. The probe is placed orthogonally on its breast
surface by the robot arm as shown in Fig. 13.1. A gradually increasing force
is exerted on the breast while the probe is constrained to move in image depth
direction only. The maximum force is tuned to the stiffness of the specific breast
or phantom, in this case 15 N. This results in the compression of tissue in the
US imaging plane, locally displacing the skin by up to two centimetres. The
first scan is the reference image of the sequence, in which the probe just makes
contact with the surface and the stress and strain are approximately zero.
A small bias in stress or strain is acceptable as relative changes are used in
elasticity calculation. The subsequent frames are used to calculate incremental
tissue displacements using a cross-correlation-based block matching algorithm
and converted to a strain map.

In order to derive a quantitative measure of elasticity in the imaging plane,
the stress must also be known. The Young’s modulus is defined as the ratio
between stress and strain [66]. For this, an acoustically transparent pad is
placed on the US probe. This pad has a known thickness and material stiff-
ness. The skin-pad boundary is estimated by edge detection of the US scans.
By measuring the local thickness in each scan and comparing it to the reference
scan thickness, the local pad strain is estimated. As the Young’s modulus of
the pad is known, the stress distribution inside the pad can be derived. This
stress distribution over the surface of the pad is propagated to the US scan
region. The exact stress distribution depends on several factors including the
breast shape, amount of deformation and material properties. Based on FEM
(finite-element model) simulations and earlier experiments a linear attenua-
tion coefficient with horizontal smoothing factor is estimated. From the stress
and strain maps a quantitative measure of the elasticity is calculated in every
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Figure 13.2: Left: Post-processing of US data. a) Displacement tracking by block matching
algorithm. b) Strain map showing amount of compression. c) Pad boundary and pressure
distribution. d) Young’s modulus as calculated from stress and strain maps. Right: 3-D
rendering of the phantom with sixteen elasticity measurement slices.

frame, represented in the reference frame. Finally, the output elasticity map is
calculated by taking the median elasticity in each voxel, removing the outliers.
This process is repeated for all sixteen sites on the breast and visualized in a
3-D rendering.

13.3 Results

The post-processing graphs of a sample frame of one site are shown in 13.2
(left). The pad is mostly anechoic, the skin is hyperechoic and deep tissue
includes different levels of echogenicity. In Fig. 13.2a, the local displacement
of tissue in this frame relative to the reference frame is visualized using a lattice
grid. In Fig. 13.2b, the strain is calculated from the compression in vertical
direction. In Fig. 13.2c, the pad-skin boundary is shown as a red line, measured
to be 8.8 mm on average in the reference frame and 8.0 mm in the sample frame.
The local change in thickness is used to estimate the pressure in the pad and
the rest of the frame. In Fig. 13.2d, the stress and strain maps are combined
to calculate the elasticity of the sample frame. It can be observed that the
skin has a higher Young’s modulus (approx. 250 kPa) than most of the deep
tissue (up to 150 kPa) which is consistent with the fabrication process of the
phantom.

Fig. 13.2 shows a 3-D rendering of the breast phantom as scanned in MRI
and registered using the eight multimodality markers. The square-shaped col-
ored surfaces represent the elasticity measurement results at the sixteen sites
on the phantom. It is observed that the stiffness of skin and deep tissue are
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consistent across the different slices, and that some noise is present in specific
areas of the elasticity maps at certain sites.

13.4 Conclusion

The MURAB project shows that it is possible to quantitatively acquire elastog-
raphy data using a ultrasound probe equipped with an acoustically transparent
pad. Measurements on a PVC phantom show consistent results across different
sites of the phantom.

The elastography acquisition method scans one plane at a time, with every
plane taking five seconds. While it is not possible to perform elastography
scanning in one sweeping motion over the surface, it may be possible to speed
up acquisition by recording less frames in each plane to speed up acquisition
and/or acquire elastography data from more slices.

Estimating the stress map inside tissue is a difficult point. Additional ex-
vivo and/or in-vivo experiments should be conducted to gather more reference
data for calibration, and to assess the accuracy of the described method in
comparison to other techniques.
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Figure 14.1: Left: Deformation tracking setup. The stereo camera detects and tracks colored
markers on the breast phantom and needle within its common field of view. Center: 3D
rendering of phantom, lesions and needle. Right: Lateral position and coaxial distance of
lesions relative to needle, with the blue lesion in the center being in the needle path.

14.1 Purpose

In breast cancer screening, suspicious lesions may be found that need to be
checked for malignancy. A biopsy procedure is used for accurate histological
confirmation, usually under ultrasound guidance. If the lesion is only visible on
MRI, a MRI-guided biopsy procedure is necessary. Deformations of the breast
make it difficult to bring the needle precisely towards the selected target: the
current manual MRI-guided biopsy procedure is inaccurate and would benefit
from a technique that allows real-time tracking and visualization of the lesion
during needle insertion [29].

The goal of the MRI and Ultrasound Robotic Assisted Biopsy (MURAB)
project is to solve the aforementioned challenges involved in targeting MRI-
visible lesions, by combining deformation modeling and tracking techniques
with a robotically steered biopsy system. This paper focuses on the sub-task of
estimating present lesion locations by optically tracking 17 colored markers on
the skin. By visualizing the estimated lesion locations in real-time (9 Hz), this
approach allows precise insertion of a biopsy needle towards the chosen target
under the presence of deformations.

14.2 Methods

A soft PVC breast phantom (Fig. 14.2) was constructed with four embedded
lesions and 17 multimodality-visible fiducials (blue and green, 10 mm diameter)
filled with vaseline attached to the skin. Two more markers (20 mm diameter)
are attached to the needle. The phantom with markers was previously scanned
in a 0.25 T (G-Scan Brio, Esaote SpA, Genoa, Italy) MRI scanner and sub-
sequently segmented by intensity thresholding from which the reference MRI
model was constructed. The stereo vision system consists of two synchronized
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Figure 14.2: Left: Setup for manipulation and tracking of one marker in X and Z directions.
Right: Example ultrasound confirmation scan of lesion (green) targeted by needle (red).

cameras (Kayeton Technology Co. Ltd, Shenzhen, China), with resolution
1280x960 pixels, 3.75µm pixel size and 8 mm focal length. The baseline (dis-
tance between lenses) is 60 mm and the camera is positioned 700 mm above the
table, alongside with a series of lights as shown schematically in 14.1.

During the actual procedure, the stereo vision system segments markers by
thresholding in the (G, B-G, R-G) colorspace, which is as effective as HSV or
YCbCr but significantly faster in conversion from RGB. The resulting blob cen-
troids are stereo matched and triangulated, forming a sparse 3D point cloud.
The coordinates of the markers with observed diameter around 10 mm are
registered to that of the MRI phantom model using a combination of three
different algorithms: by finding markers attached to base, by building feature
descriptors from inter-marker distances, and/or by using prior knowledge from
the previous frame. From the registered marker pairs, a non rigid transforma-
tion is calculated based on thin-plate splines (TPS), which is an interpolation
function that minimizes the total bending energy[98]. The lesions transformed
this way are visualized on the user interface together with the projected needle
path as calculated from the two larger markers (Fig. 14.1 (center)). All com-
puter vision processing and visualizations are performed in MATLAB, with an
update rate of 9 Hz.

The system was evaluated on two levels. Firstly, the tracking accuracy and
precision of a single marker were measured using the setup in Fig. 4 (left), in
2D image coordinates and in reconstructed 3D world coordinates. Secondly,
each of the four lesions in the phantom was manually targeted three times from
different angles, guided by the user interface. The phantom and needle were
positioned and oriented such that as many markers as possible are detectable by
the stereo camera without overlapping each other. After insertion, the resulting
targeting error distance (lateral to the needle) was measured using ultrasound
(Fig. 4, right).
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Figure 14.3: Left: Setup for manipulation and tracking of one marker in X and Z directions.
Right: Example ultrasound confirmation scan of lesion (green) targeted by needle (red).

14.3 Results

When tracking one marker in image coordinates, the standard deviations σx
and σy were measured to be between 0.06 and 0.11 pixels, depending on the
marker location within the region of interest. After triangulation in world
coordinates, the standard deviations σx and σy were measured to be between
0.02 and 0.06 mm, and σz between 0.3 and 1.1 mm.

In the needle insertion experiment, twelve sites were targeted (Fig. 14.3).
For each site, the needle was aimed slightly above the projected lesion to com-
pensate for the downwards-oriented beveled tip of the needle. In one case, the
lateral error distance could not be evaluated as feasible ultrasound probe loca-
tions were obstructed by markers on the skin, so this specific case was repeated
by using an alternative insertion approach. From the twelve successful mea-
surements, the lateral targeting error was found to be (4.5± 1.6) mm (range
2.1 mm..7.0 mm).

14.4 Conclusion

The precision of marker tracking in world coordinates is excellent in x- and
y-directions (0.1 mm), but relatively poor in z-direction (1 mm). This could
be improved by e.g. increasing the stereo baseline (at the cost of reduced
observability of markers on the side of the phantom), or by increasing the
number of cameras[17]. In practice, the relatively high update rate of 9 Hz
already allows to smoothen out spatial measurement noise without significantly
compromising on temporal accuracy.
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The geometric, non-rigid transformation method based on registered skin
markers has shown to be effective in estimating lesion positions for this phan-
tom, under the presence of deformations. The resulting mean targeting error
of 4.5 mm is on par with state-of-art breast tumor tracking techniques[10].
An important limitation is that the current implementation ignores physical
properties such as tissue incompressibility or heterogeneous properties of tis-
sue. With biomechanical modeling being a key part of the MURAB project,
the next step is to combine realistic deformation simulations with optical skin
tracking, and also use a robotic arm to automatically align the needle with
the target lesion. With these techniques incorporated, it is expected that the
targeting error can be further reduced, eventually leading to measurable im-
provement of breast cancer screening of MRI-visible lesions in clinical practice.
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15.1 Purpose

A major challenge of current breast biopsy procedures is lesion displacement
due to needle-tissue interaction, respiration and involuntary motions, possibly
causing the needle to miss the target. These deformations are intrinsically
accounted for when the procedure is performed under ultrasound (US) guid-
ance, but the low US resolution makes target visualization often impossible.
By contrast, MRI-guided biopsies provide high-resolution images with excel-
lent sensitivity, but they do not account in any ways for breast deformations.
The MRI and Ultrasound Robotic Assisted Biopsy (MURAB) project aims to
solve this challenge by the use of a combination of technologies.

End-effector

Needle guide

Fiducials

Lesions

Robot arm

US probe

Figure 15.1: Experimental setup showing phantom (with fiducials and lesions) and robot arm
with end-effector consisting of ultrasound probe, stereo camera and steerable needle holder.

A robotic arm (Fig. 15.1, left) outside the MRI scanner is equipped with
a US probe, stereo camera with lights and a steerable needle guide (Fig. 15.1,
right). The envisaged workflow is that the pre-operative MRI scan is co-
registered with a robotically-acquired 3-D ultrasound model after which the
biopsy intervention is planned taking tissue deformations induced by probe-
tissue contacts into account. During the intervention, real-time 2-D ultrasound
tracking is employed to perform further trajectory corrections.

The purpose of this study is to assess the feasibility of predicting lesion
displacements due to probe-tissue interactions, by finite-element (FE) simula-
tions. This is evaluated by performing a series of biopsies on a phantom under
continuous contact with an ultrasound probe.

15.2 Methods

A soft PVC (polyvinyl chloride) plastisol phantom was created containing two
stiff ink-stained lesions sized 11 mm situated 2 cm..3 cm beneath the stiff skin
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1. Target lesion definition 2. Intervention (re-)planning 3. FE simulation (SOFA)

4. Update lesion coordinates 5. Biopsy

Lesion
shifted OR

Lesion
stable

Figure 15.2: Workflow in breast biopsy with deformation compensation. The target lesion
is selected (1) and intervention planned (2). The intervention is simulated (3), shifting the
lesion to a new location. The intervention is re-planned using this new lesion location and
re-simulated using the original lesion location. Once the lesion’s new location is stable the
biopsy is executed (5).

surface [130]. Five green-colored PVC plastisol markers are attached to the
surface, separated by rigid spacers with thickness 1.5 mm to enable automatic
marker segmentation of MRI scans. The phantom has an estimated average
stiffness of 4000 Pa and is mounted on a frame above the robot arm (Fig. 15.1).

The MRI-scanned and segmented phantom is registered to the robot coor-
dinate frame using rigid registration of the five markers by computer vision.
One of the lesions is chosen as target and the intervention procedure planned,
which involves choosing a location of the ultrasound probe and the needle in-
sertion point such that the needle trajectory is within the ultrasound plane.
The probe indents the skin surface by 1 cm..2 cm to ensure an optimal acoustic
coupling, which is fundamental to be able to follow the needle on US images
during the insertion.

Breast deformations induced by US probe pressure are simulated via FE
method using the SOFA framework1. Probe-tissue interaction is modelled as
a frictionless contact problem where interaction forces are computed each time
as those able to satisfy the impenetrability constraint [34]. Similarly to [130],
the breast is discretized with linear tetrahedra and described as a homogeneous
Neo-Hookean material.

Based on the FE simulation the intervention procedure is re-planned with

1www.sofa-framework.org
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Figure 15.3: Samples acquired in eight biopsies. The first five were a direct hit, the last three
required two or more attempts.

the updated lesion location (obtained by interpolation using FE shape func-
tions) such that the deformation is taken into account in the new planning.
This process is repeated until the simulated lesion displacement has stabilized.
Figure 15.2 graphically summarizes the workflow.

The intervention procedure is then executed, steering the ultrasound probe
and needle guide robotically to its position and inserting the biopsy needle
manually through the guide to the pre-determined depth. The biopsy gun
is then fired and the sample taken out. The sample is manually inspected
to evaluate the extent to which it contains ink-stained matter. A biopsy is
classified as a hit if the ink-stained portion of the sample is at least 2 mm in
size. This process is repeated for a total of eight distinct interventions (four
per lesion).

15.3 Results

Fig. 15.3 shows the samples acquired in all biopsies. The first five biopsies all
resulted in a direct hit, while the last three biopsies were missed on the first
attempt.

Three of eight biopsies, were a miss on the first attempt, indicating needle
positioning errors in excess of 5.5 mm (half the diameter of the lesion). There
are different possible reasons for this inaccuracy:

� The needle holder is driven by geared servo motors which are not free
of backlash. The parasitic motions in the motors allow the needle to
tilt over several degrees, resulting in a shifted insertion trajectory and a
higher chance of missing the lesion.

� In the planning phase, we are assuming the 18-gauge (1.27 mm) needle
to be rigid, following a straight path without deforming tissue. This
assumption may not hold in real scenarios, where needles (especially with
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a beveled tip) can actually bend during insertion and also cause additional
deformations.

� Modelling breast-probe interaction as a frictionless problem allows probe
sliding motion in some cases. However, in our setup, the contact surface
remains constant. Accounting for frictional effects might help to reflect
the actual behavior.

� Registration errors in visual marker detection and registration also con-
tribute to targeting errors. In rigid registration of the five fiducials the
mean error was measured to be approximately 2 mm.

15.4 Conclusion

The study has shown that it is possible to effectively compensate for defor-
mations using FE simulations within the MURAB workflow. Not all biopsies
were a direct hit, indicating errors in excess of 5.5 mm. Several aspects such as
component calibration, needle guide actuation, needle depth guiding system,
FE simulation accuracy and phantom registration need to be investigated and
improved where possible, in order to obtain an acceptable success rate in the
breast biopsy procedure. With these factors taken into account, MURAB may
be a promising system for performing breast biopsies in the future.
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CHAPTER 16

Discussion

Two different robotic solutions were presented to solve the clinical challenge
of the biopsy procedure for MRI-visible lesions in the breast: the MURAB
robotic system outside the MRI scanner and the Stormram/Sunram biopsy
robots inside the MRI scanner. Besides, a non-robotic, single-camera setup was
also demonstrated. All three solutions demonstrate the possibility of inserting
a needle towards a given target under guidance of different imaging modalities,
and perform a biopsy. The overall research covered multiple topics, which are
discussed in this chapter.

16.1 Scientific and technological discussions

This section discusses several scientific and technical aspects of the robotic
systems including subcomponents developed during the research.

16.1.1 Breast phantoms

Phantoms can be constructed from PVC plastisol to mimick real breasts. Chap-
ter 12 describes techniques to make heterogeneous phantoms with a relatively
stiff skin and soft inner tissue with lesions, using a set of moulds. The phantom
design can be based on the MRI scan of a human breast to mimick the exte-
rior shape and internal structures. Semi-random spaghetti-like structures can
be added by adding it in the soft tissue before solidification, and tissue types
can be specifically made visible on ultrasound by the addition of silica gel in
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various concentrations. Structures can also be made optically visible by using
a colorant.

One important drawback of PVC plastisol phantoms developed during this
research is that these are on the stiffer side of the spectrum. The difficulty in
fabricating phantoms sufficiently mimicking the physical properties of relatively
soft breasts is that PVC plastisol tends to disintegrate under stress if it is too
soft. Further research involving new combinations of materials and techniques
is needed in order to develop phantoms with more realistic properties.

16.1.2 Pneumatic stepper motors

Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 show that rapid prototyped pneumatic stepper motors
are able to actuate a linear, curved or rotational axis in well-defined steps with
significant output force or torque. Several design parameters and manufactur-
ing techniques are available. The specific choice of design parameters depends
on the target application, such as the actuation of a specific MR safe robotic
system.

The most difficult part in the construction of a stepper motor is the moving
seal. This seal has to be able to maintain pressure in the associated pressurized
air chamber while sliding along the 3-D printed cylinder walls without providing
excessive friction. In the scale of MR safe robotics such a seal is best laser-cut
from a silicone rubber sheet in which the seal dimensions are carefully tuned
for the specific stepper motor. Seals for large-scale stepper motors can be
cut manually using a cutting guide. It is almost impossible to make the seal
completely airtight due to the specific cross-sectional shape and 3-D printing
characteristics, but small leakages are acceptable if the pressure differential
across the seal can be maintained.

A limitation in pneumatic stepper motors is the low effective bandwidth
in an MRI environment due to the long pneumatic tubes running from the
control room to the robot. This limitation can be circumvented by the use of
dual-speed stepper motors which can execute both large and small steps on the
same axis (Chapter 4).

16.1.3 MR safe robotics

Five iterations have been developed within the Stormram/Sunram research
line as described in Chapters 2, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. Every iteration is a sig-
nificant improvement over its predecessor with the latest iteration (Sunram
5) demonstrating new capabilities thanks to its dual-speed motor technology
and other advanced features. Still, the technology readiness level (TRL) is
estimated to be no higher than 3 of 4. It is a proof of concept which needs
significant further development in order to reach the level suitable for clinical
practice. Several critical components are missing: an intuitive user interface
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coupled to MRI data, sterilization techniques, robust calibration methods, ad-
ditional safety measures, integration into a real breast coil, compatibility with
off-the-shelf MRI needles, etcetera. If all these challenges can be solved then
the technology has the potential to supplement, or even replace, the current
practice in MRI-guided breast biopsy.

Kinematic configuration

Stormram 1, 2 and 3 use a clear parallel kinematic chain while Stormram 4
and Sunram 5 use a predominantly serial kinematic chain. In theory a parallel
kinematic chain offers higher stiffness (and accuracy) at the cost of a smaller
workspace. Stormram 4 has been designed to provide a sizeable workspace
without compromising on stiffness or accuracy. This has been made possible
due to the direct integration of each stepper motor on its actuated (linear or
curved) rack, eliminating any backlash commonly found in traditional gear-
boxes and rack-pinion systems. Furthermore, the two revolute joints actuated
by curved stepper motors are constructed in such a way that a truss-like struc-
ture is created, further improving stiffness.

Sunram 5 uses dual-speed motors on multiple axes plus a needle firing mech-
anism, resulting in a kinematic chain with more serial links (seven in total) than
in the Stormram 4 (four serial links). Still, the overall system appears to be
robust enough to position a needle with millimeter accuracy in free air. One
specific actuator for inserting the needle shows a slightly wobbly motion, but
this could be eliminated by incorporating an additional linear guide on the
associated axis.

16.1.4 MURAB

The MURAB setup includes an off-the-shelf robotic arm with end-effector. As
described in Chapter 11 this includes an ultrasound probe, a stereo camera
and a robotic needle guide. It has been shown that it is possible to construct
patient-specific models from MRI scans, perform marker-based MRI-world reg-
istration, generate contact scanning trajectories, acquire 3-D ultrasound data,
perform elastography scanning, simulate deformations induced by probe-tissue
interactions, measure deformations in real-time and perform biopsy of MRI-
visible lesions.

Needle guide

The needle guide on the end-effector is driven by three off-the-shelf smart servo
motors placed in a serial kinematic chain. The construction of these specific
motors involve a spur gear transmission with a small, but noticeable amount of
backlash. Especially the backlash in the first joint results in reduced accuracy
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in the positioning of the needle guide. This could be remedied by incorporating
backlash-free servo motors such as one containing a strain wave gear transmis-
sion. Nevertheless, the needle insertion accuracy in free air, relative to the
ultrasound probe, was measured to be in the order of one millimeter.

Multi-modality markers

Markers placed on the surface of the breast are needed for MRI-robot regis-
tration and in deformation tracking in certain experiments. The challenge is
to fabricate markers which are well visible (and automatically segmentable)
in MRI, are detectable by computer vision, and are compatible with robotic
ultrasound scanning of the breast. This turned out to be difficult and it has
not yet been fully solved in this research. Markers may be wiped off the skin
surface by the US probe if adhesion is suboptimal, especially in rigid markers
with unfavourable shapes. In case of rigid MRI-robot registration the US com-
patibility requirement can be relaxed by putting four markers near the chest
of the patient which cannot be reached by the probe, plus one at the tip of the
breast. This way 3-D US scanning is possible without touching the markers at
all. In case of real-time tracking of deformations using computer vision (Chap-
ter 14) many more markers are needed which is incompatible with the 3-D
US scanning procedure. Possible solutions which could be explored in future
research is to develop soft, thin adhesive markers filled with liquid, or markers
consisting of multiple segments in which the relatively large, MRI detectable
part can be individually detached if needed.

Multi-modality markers can be fabricated as a cylinder-shaped piece of
colored PVC plastisol mounted on a disc of hard plastic. An alternative is to
use 3-D printed capsules filled with vaseline. In this research the computer
vision systems utilized specific colors within the visible spectrum such as green
or blue. The drawback is that the observed hue and luminance components
of the markers as perceived by the computer vision system are dependent on
the lighting situation. A possibly more robust choice would be to incorporate
infrared-reflective surfaces on the markers to make these detectable on both
MRI and infrared-based marker tracking systems.

Deformation simulation and compensation

Chapter 15 shows that it is possible to simulate deformations due to probe-
tissue interactions. This is a suitable method to estimate the updated location
of the lesion after the ultrasound probe is positioned. The simulation uses a
FEM model which is a simplified representation of the breast. For example,
current models consider homogeneous models only while a real breast has struc-
tures of varying stiffness which affect the way it deforms. For precise biopsies
some form of imaging feedback should be used in conjunction with simulations,
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in order to measure the actual deformations and correct the needle insertion
trajectory accordingly.

Real-time deformation tracking

The surface of the breast can be tracked in real-time using a fixed stereo camera
positioned at some distance from the breast, such that all markers on the
surface are within view of the computer vision system. In Chapter 14 it has
been demonstrated that these markers can be registered to the corresponding
markers in the MRI model in real-time, even if a minority of the markers are
obstructed from view, and that an elastic transformation of the segmented
MRI model can be projected over the actual breast. This allows to estimate
the location of the lesion based on the skin deformation, enabling a closed-loop
biopsy procedure in which the radiologist inserts the needle manually while
the system provides guidance on correct needle angulation and displacement.
The targeting accuracy was measured to be approximately 4.5 mm and this
could be improved by using multiple camera units employing an infrared-based
marker tracking strategy, and/or by incorporating a FEM simulation model
rather than geometric interpolation for projecting the location of the lesion.

Elastography using acoustically transparent pressure pad

The 3-D elastography procedure described in Chapter 13 involves positioning
a deformable pad with known stiffness over the ultrasound probe. This specific
technique is relatively new and experiments on a breast phantom have shown
that it is possible to measure the elasticity quantitatively. In combination with
a robot arm a 3-D ultrasound map of the phantom can be constructed, al-
though the resulting accuracy is dependent on several factors: the knowledge
of the physical properties of the pad, the correctness of the pressure distribu-
tion estimation inside the phantom and the quality of the ultrasound speckle
tracking algorithm. All these aspects need further research and comparison
studies before valid elastography observations can be made. The procedure
also takes a relatively long time, in the order of a few minutes depending on
the scanned volume, but if it results in accurate 3-D elasticity maps then it
would allow for more realistic FEM simulations and eventually more precise
biopsies in workflows that make use these simulations.

16.2 Accuracy of biopsy needle placement

Three workflows have been developed to target MRI-visible lesions inside the
breast. Each workflow uses its own combination of technologies. The critical
evaluation aspect is the needle insertion accuracy which is described in this
section.
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16.2.1 Stormram/Sunram

The Stormram 4 has been evaluated in an MRI scanner in Chapter 9 and it
was found that the Stormram 4 has an absolute needle positioning accuracy
of 1.3 mm. This method does not take tissue displacements into account, so
the actual error in targeting lesions may be higher on average unless real-time
trajectory corrections are incorporated in the workflow. Still, it provides a
strong base demonstrating the capabilities of the Stormram/Sunram line of
robotics. When coupled with a suitable breast fixation system, such as the one
designed for the Sunram 5, it is possible to perform quantitative measurements
of the accuracy in biopsying lesions within breast phantoms.

If this procedure would be applied to human patients then the major chal-
lenge is how to perform needle insertion safely with the patient being inside the
MRI scanner. The idea of a robotic system performing an invasive action in a
claustrophobic situation needs unconditional trust in functioning of the robotic
system, and well-thought procedures that describe every possible aspect of the
workflow. Sophisticated designs of the robot and controller are required to
ensure safety in all phases of the procedure.

16.2.2 MURAB with deformation compensation

The needle insertion method described in Chapter 15 uses the MURAB setup.
This specific experiment involved eight biopsies of 11 mm-sized lesions inside a
breast phantom with probe-tissue induced deformations in the range of 1-2 cm
(at the probe-breast contact point). Of these eight biopsies five were a direct
hit, indicating an average targeting error in the order of 5 mm. It later turned
out that the needle guide mechanism was not properly calibrated, indicating
potential for better results in follow-up experiments and that smaller-sized
lesions can also be targeted.

16.2.3 Real-time deformation tracking

The biopsy workflow involving the real-time deformation tracking setup does
not make use of a robot arm. As described in Chapter 14 the needle inser-
tion error was evaluated to be 4.5 mm on average when targeting a specific
breast phantom. In this experiment the needle was inserted by hand while the
computer vision system gave feedback on the required needle orientation and
remaining insertion depth. This workflow is less complex than the Sunram and
MURAB workflows as no robotic system is employed, but it is also limited in
the sense that movements of tissue within the breast itself cannot be tracked
directly.
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16.3 Procedure time

The total procedure time of any workflow depends on many aspects. For exam-
ple the complete MURAB workflow consists of a large number of components of
which some are not fully integrated yet and cannot be directly evaluated, such
as 3-D ultrasound reconstruction. The use of certain steps depends on the spe-
cific workflow chosen: elastography acquisition and deformation compensation
are optional components which enhance accuracy but are not strictly necessary
to perform the biopsy, while the method of real-time deformation tracking and
compensation uses an entirely different workflow. Several aspects in the user
interface can be optimized and streamlined to minimize the procedure time.
Taking the most recent biopsy tests as a reference, the total practical proce-
dure time of the standard MURAB workflow is multiple hours with successive
biopsies on the same phantom taking about twenty minutes each.

The Stormram/Sunram workflow is more straightforward than the MURAB
workflow as it primarily focuses on needle insertion only. The patient goes
inside the scanner with the robot, the lesion is identified and the robotic system
can acquire the sample within minutes. The full clinical workflow will involve
additional steps such as setting up the robotic system, contrast injection, pre-
operative MRI scanning of the patient, insertion location preparation with
anaesthetics, needle placement etcetera. The total duration of a fully optimized
workflow is estimated to be around 30 minutes.

Like the MURAB workflow, the workflow involving biopsy under real-time
deformation tracking is split into two parts: the MRI scan and the actual
intervention. The interventional part can be made relatively quick, in the
order of 15 minutes or less if the system is able to automatically detect and
register the markers when the patient is in position. Knowing the estimated
location of the lesion, it is then straightforward to provide the radiologist with
the necessary information to guide the needle towards the correct location.

16.4 Conclusion

Three different technological systems have been developed that can guide a
needle towards a target lesion only visible on MRI, in the breast. The Storm-
ram/Sunram uses a robotic system inside the MRI scanner allowing direct vi-
sualization of the target lesion, the MURAB setup is located outside the MRI
scanner allowing indirect visualization of the target lesion by MRI-US fusion,
and the real-time deformation tracking setup uses geometric interpolation of
the elastically deformed, registered MRI scan to estimate the current location
of the target lesion inside the breast.

All three technologies have its own characteristics, strengths and drawbacks.
The overall targeting accuracy of the presented prototypes is in the order of
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5 mm. This is comparable with the golden standard, the manual MRI-guided
breast biopsy procedure. Moreover, each prototype is a proof-of-concept with
strong potential to improve accuracy further. There is a good chance that
at least one of the presented technologies eventually allows to reliably target
small-sized (5 mm diameter and smaller) lesions in human breast tissue, in a
single biopsy with minimal tissue damage.

16.4.1 Outlook

The clinical applications of the presented technologies are not limited to breast
biopsy only. Several research groups worldwide have expressed interest in the
demonstrated pneumatic stepper motor technology to integrate it in their MR
safe robotic systems designed for different medical interventions. Examples
are in liver biopsies and ablation, actuation of endoscope systems and steering
catheters through blood vessels. One recent example is a robotic system for
MRI-guided endovascular interventions, developed by Abdelaziz et al. [5].

In order to boost further developments, the 3-D files of a large number
of stepper motor designs have been made available to the worldwide commu-
nity [44]. On the business side a company was established (Machnet Medical
Robotics) which aims to develop a commercial market product based on the
Sunram 5 and its patented technology.

The MURAB and real-time deformation tracking systems incorporate vari-
ous technologies aimed at tracking MRI-visible lesions outside the MRI scanner.
While the breast is the primary application due to its relatively high deformabil-
ity, certain other organs are also subject to tissue deformations. One example
is the liver which experiences periodic displacements due to breathing, and
compensating these motions by using appropriate technologies could improve
the accuracy of interventional procedures in this organ. Other areas of interest
are the prostate and neurosurgical applications.

Like any medical technology, it will take considerable time before this sci-
entific research eventually turns into a product for clinical use. Breast cancer is
a serious disease and many women would benefit from technological advances
in screening and diagnosis. In that respect the technology developed in this
research may not provide an immediate improvement, but it might at least be
a step on the path forward.
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